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THE LEDGER & TIMES
Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
New Series:NO. 541 COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAYCOUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
GERMAN TROOPS
STORM AUSTRIA AS
HITLER TRIUMPHS
German Ruler, Former Win-
dow Washer in Austria,
Comes Home in Power
FRANCE AND ENGLAND
AWAIT DEVELOPMENTS
Vienna, mar er,
once an Austrian exile, returned
Os a conquering hero to his home
province of Upper Austria Satur-
day night and proclaimed the res-
toration of Austria to the German
Nation,
The Fuehrer followed the Ger-
man Army into Austria and spoke
to tens of thousands of deliriously
joyful Nazis who packed the main
square of Linz. capital of Upper
Austria Province.
"If Providence called me from
this place to be leader of the Ger-
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 17, 1938
• 
t nA a year in Calloway
".'•"" Marshall, Graves, Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1.50 a year elsewhere inthe State of Kentucky.
$2.00 a year to any addressother than above.
Volume CVI; No. 111__. _
The Ledger & Times
The Farmers' Friend
„
SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTIONUFEER 
.....
3 Years  $2.00
2 Years  $1.50
. 1 Year  $1.00
(Offer Good in CAllimax_Cgaunty_ Daly )_
_
CAMPAIGN EXPDaRp *ATURDAY, APRIL 16
Subscribe now or renew your subscription for the
Paper with the largest circulation in Calloway
County, 76 per cent more local county news weekly
on the average than any other paper published
in this county, and twice the amount of advertising
bringing you special values each week.
That's the Ledger Sz„ Times. Look this week's paper
over from cover to cover-It speaks for itself.
FEDERAL CHURCH
COUNCIL REQUESTS
NON - MILITARISM
Dr. Charles J. Turk Asse'rte
BRUCE B. MAGUIRE
Church's Opposition to
IS LOCAL CHAIRMAN
Current May Bill
istance to reliance upon mili-
tarism, urged by the Federal Coun-
cil of Churches, meets the hearty'
appt0VaI Of the Department of
Social Education and Action of the
Board of Christian Education of
the Presbyterian Church in the
United States of America, Dr.
Charles J. Turck, general director
cf that department, announced in
Philadelphia today. .
According to Dr. Turck.' the re-
cent message of the Department of
International Justice and Good-
will of the Federal Council of
Churches Is being transmitted to
Presbyterian leaders of Social Ed-man Nation," he said, "It's inten•
ucation and Action Committees
me to restore my dear homeland ROTARIANS HEAR CMZENS SPONSOR
nun could only be this: Through
to the German Nation.
"I have lived and fought for SPEECHES ON DAM BETTERMENT DRIVEthis aim. I think I have now ful-
"I hope you Will show the whole
world that German unity can
never be dissolved," he said, indi-
cating that the Nazis plan to make
him the leader of Austria, ana
Austria part of the Reich.
"We must now prove . to the
world that any further attempt to
part this united people will be
--=4T1R1-11&Vara "C-51iTifiro Mils 'area
•-•••••.•••••••
_George M. Baker ot-renis lesse 2C. Shaiberongh Is Chairman of
Valley Authority and J. H. Building Committee; Neal
Richmond Air Views of Betterment List
'George M. Baker. in charge of
the ,land acquisition office of the
TVA located here. and President
James H. Richmond of Murray
College. addressed the Murray
Rotary Club at noon Thursday dn
_
• Th." greOlthrong which jammed through the construction of thethe squafe interrupted the Fuehrer Gilbertsville dam. More than 75with frantic cheering. When he
finished speaking he departed in
an automobile in the direction ot
Vienna.
He told his Austria-wide radio
audience that "just as you are
ready to do your share, Germany
is also determined to stand by
you. The German soldiers who
marched in are fighters for the
entire nation, for the unity of the
•-a Retail. for the might and great-
ness and glory of Germany now
and forever. Hail the victory."
Crowd Is Ilystetioal
The great crowd was hysterical
as the Fuehrer finished. Hitler
entered the. City Hall but time
snd again he was called out to
the balconyto receive the crowd's
Adulation.
All Upper Austria saluted the
native son who left his home town
at Brannau penniless' to return as
the leader of the Reich whose
boundaries are expected to spread
from Germany proper to the fur-
thermost frontiers of Austria.
Cheering. saluting Nazis lined
the streets. The city was a mass
of Nazi banners and flags.
Heinrich Himmler, head of thc
Gestapo, German - secret _police,
announced his coming in a radio
"Austria. after a century 'of sep-
Approximately 30 citizens inter-
ested in community improvement
braved the storm Tuesday night
and attended a meeting held in the
club room cf the National Hotel.
Arthur liar of •the _Federal Hour
ing AdminTitratiOn of Louisville
spoke to the group on the new.
provisions of the FHA and Rumsey
Taylor of Princeton, lumber dealer
there, spoke briefly on what they
are doing,
The purpose of the meeting v.ras
to stimulate interest in remodeling
homes in Murray, building new
ones, and to get the message across
to the. Calloway county fawners on
how they will be able' to partici-
pate under 'the FHA and erect
buildings they need.
An (men_ Ii3SUni was held after
the talks, on questions pertinent to
building.
Those attending agreed to assist
the city officials in a clean-up and
paint up campaign. Another meet-
ing will be held the fourth Tues-
day night in March to further the
program and committees will be
appointed to carry out the details.
Committee members will be an-
nounced next week.
C. L. Sharborough has been ap-
pointed chairman of the Better
Housing committee for this county
by Stewart McDonald of the FHA
of Washington, D. C.. and .John S.
Neal, editor of the Ledger di Times
was elected general chairman in
the community betterment pro-
gram.
aration. has returned to Germany John W.alker, of the TVA; L.. M ollege News
We are most happy and Parrish, TVA: H. T. Waldrop, Mur-. . 
to be in Austria as friends ray postmaster; Dr. J. A. Outland. Son
and guests on this soil which has county health physician; W. G.
been donated to us by the Fuehrer. Miller, cashier of Peoples Savings I
'One_ Fueher, one folk, one Bank; F. B. Crouch, miller and
business and professional men,
many of them from the college,
heard the lectures.
Baker discussed the appraisal
and acquisition of land in TVA
and said his office would continue
its work until definitely asked to
forego it by TVA officials.
Richmond said he favored the
dam as "one of the paramount
mediums for industrial growth in
this area- nator T. 0. Turner,
who consistently has protested the
construction of the project at .Gil-
bertsville. asked members of Rotary
not to construe his attitude as one
opposed to the construction of the
dam itself-merely the location. He
asserted his confidence in- the
worthiness of the TVA. '
Guests at the meeting included
the following: Roy Stewart, E. B.
Howton, Franklin P. Inglis, Price
Doyle, C. R. McGavern. J. N. Gar-
ton, Fred M. Gingles, Clifton Thur-
man. L. C. Fowler, E. H. Smith.
John E. Miller, Charles Hire, W.
M. Caudill. A. Carman. Dr. M. G.
Carman, G. T. Hicks, C. M. Gra-
ham, W. H. Fox, R. A. Johnston.
W. J. Gibson, G. B. Pennebaker,
W. E. Blackburn, Herbert Drennon,
A. F. Yancey, Leslie .R. Putnam.
Frederic D. Mellen, Rue L. Beale. Pat Wear to EditC. S. Lowry, P. W. Ordway, and
J. H. Richmond. all of the college; "C
SchusehnIgg Under Arrest
' German troops by land and air
*swept away the Austro-German
frontier. German tanks rumbled
through the streets of Vienna. Ger-
man` airplanes circled overhead as
the Fuehrer crossed into Austria.
Austria was Nazified. A Nazi
Cabinet was installed under the
leadership . of Arthur Seysz-In-
quart. whose plea last' night to
the Fuehrer started thousands of
German troops moving over the
border.
The .new Chancellor greeted
Hitler at Linz by proclaiming an-
nulment of the Treaty of St. Ger-
main, 'which prohibited a union of
Germany and Austria.
Leaders of the Fatherland Front
government had either fled to ex-
ile or were under "protective" ar-
rest, including Former Chancellor
Kurt Schuschnigg. before whose
home •paraded sixty storm troopers
.) carrying rifles.
Borders Are Closed
plfungary, Switzerland, Czecho-
slsvakia and Yugoslavia- closed
:their Austrian borders.
Hungary strengthened her guards
along her frontier with Austria.
Czechoslovakia barred the en-
trance, yr refugees but admitted
the widow of Chancellor Engel-
bert Dolliuss of Austria, assassi-
nated in 1934, and her two children.
Yugoslavia announced Austrian
Jews' who crossed into her terri-
fary Friday night probably would
be ?jested.
Ed. Hurst. Bell county, 4 operat-
jng a 27,000-egg incubater with
cggs from registered flocks only.
of Boyd Wear is President
of Kipa Pi Journalism
Fraternity
Ward, of education member: W.1 Fat Wear, a junior in Muriay.
farmer; A. G. Rhodes, real estate Boyd Wear, of Murray, has been
dealer; Harold C. Currier, land ac- selected by the publications eom-
quisition of TVA; James R. Pratt,'
TVA; Hugh L. Houston, doctor at '
Clinic-Hospital; T. 0. Turner,
state senator; George M. Baker,1
TVA; J. W. Clopton, county judge: I
and H. C. Carney, physician at
Clinic-Hospital.
B. Davis, TVA; T. W. Crawford, State College, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James G. Jackson
Dies in Lynn Grove
Janes G. Jackson, fp, died last
night of senility at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. Jim Neal, of
Lynn Grove,
He is survived by three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Jim Neal, Mrs. Turner
Dunaway, and Miss Jewel Sheri-
dan, all of Lynn Grove;..and two
sons, C. W and Remus Jackson.
both .of .Mayfield.
A member of the ;First Baptist
Church, Mr. Jackson had long
maintained a consistent Christian
interest Funeral services will be
held at 11 o'closk, tomorrow Al
Beech Grove cemetery with the
Rev. Brooks Hargrove in charge.
Clinic for Cripples
to Be in Paducah
A crippled children's clinic will
be held in Paducah on Wednesday.
March 30, at the Methodist Church,
it was announced today by Dr. J.
A.• Outland. Calloway county
health official.
Dr. Orville Miller, orthopaedic
surgeon. Louisville.- will be in
charge of the clinic.
•••••.
• . • •
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mittee to edit the College News,
official newspaper of Murray State
College, forthe school year, 1938-
39. Wear will ,assume his duties
as editor in September.
Wear, a geography major, is
president of the Kipa Pi journal-
istic - fraternity on the Murray
campus. and was vice-president of
the. International Relations Club.
He succeeds Lee Williams, Paris.,
Tenn., sophomore who is editor
this year.
The College News won eleven
prizes during the past year on in-
dividual stories and general news-
paper make-up in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association
meet, held twice each year. The
meet will be held sometime this
spring in Transylvania College. of
Lexington.
Hailstorm Sweeps
Murray Tuesday
A driving hailstorm accompan-
ied by torrents of rain and a how:-
ing wind swept over Murray and
the central part of Calloway county
late Tuesday. frightening 'several
but dein little damage. A unique
electrical display. supplemented the
roaring hail.
Hailstones as large as marbles
lay an inch thick on Murray's
main street. and business stood' at
a standstill for five full minutes
while the storm passed.
Later in the evening a ii,eavy
deiuge made . travel difficult on
any thoroughfare,
throughout the csuntry...
Federal council's message, said
Dr. Turck, urges churches to re-
sist._ resolutely the i ncregggigly
saileat setiaras. I I iiicu
which is expressed. in The Irma-
inents" rate In whieh 'America is
entering, in schemes to set aside
democratic policies and procedures
and 'to regiment the nation,. such
as those suggested in the War De-
partment's Mobilization Plan and
in the May Bill. and in manifesta-
tions of belligerency in response
to incidents such as the sinking
Panay.
"The Presbyterian Church, while
not a pacifist bodySehas taken ad-
vanced positions against war," de-
clared Dr. Turck. "The Church
gives full liberty of conscience to
each communicant to determine
what his duty may be. In 1937,"
Dr. Turck continued, "the General
Assembly declared: 'We testify to
our abhorrence of war, and we
unite with our brethren in all the
churches of Jesus Christ and with
men of good will everywhere, in
persuading men and nations to the
more excellaut-.I 3M.
1936. the General Assembly said:
'We protest against the glaring in-
consistencies of a desire for pease'
by our government and its unpfe-
cedented expenditure of money in
building a war machine.'"
Reminding church groups that
questions of adequate defense must
be largely determined by military
and naval experjk Dr. Turck ex-
pressed the belft4 that the pri-
mary question is: What are we try-
ing to defend? lie declared that
an army and navy capable of de-
fending the territpry of continen-
tal United States would be incap-
able of defending the Philippine
Islands or the property rights of
an American company in the in-
terior of China. A clarification of
the foreign policy of America
would, therefore, he believes, be
exceedingly helpful.
The greatest 'contribution that
the church can make. according to
Dr. Turck, was described. by the
1936 General Assembly-"that the
Church give more earnest heed 'to
the word of our Lord, 'Blessed are
the peacemakers,' andothrough all
agencies, give itself anew to the
-disarmament of the mind of the
world and to the creation of a
will.ta peace."
According to the Rev. Bruce B.
Maguire of this city, the message
from the Federal Council et
Churches has been received,
. Mr. Maguire, who is president of
this district's Presbyterian Union.
and chairman of the presbytery's
committee on Social Education and
Action. says that the message will
be given careful attention.
T. W. Weston, 72,
Is Buried Saturday
Report reachskl here Monday of
the burial Saturday of T. W. Wes-
ton, 72, who died of a week's ill-
ness of complications at his home
near Center Ridge Friday. Burial
was in the Center Ridge cemetery_
Mr. Weston was a member of the
Center Ridge Baptist Church.
Family survivals are his widow.
Addie Weston; two daughters, Mrs
E. E. Dyer, St. Louis, Mo.. and
Mrs. Jessie Barnett, of Calloway:
one son. Joseph Weston. granite
City, Ill.; and- two brothers: Lee
Weston, Granite City, Ill., and
Allen Weston, Stewart county,
Tenn.
Pool Will Close
Receiving Stations
Friday, April 1
At a meeting of the executive
board of the Western Dark Fired
FARM OFFICIALS
SEND OUT CHECKS
TO SOIL BUILDERS
Tobaseco Growers Assoc-4113n Wed.
nesday, it was decided that all re- 
M 
.
ceiving stations operated, by . the 
iss Rubye Carolyn Wilson
April 1.• '
Association will close Friday. • Says Total Fund Value 
Is $63,887.97
This was the date set by the
buyers, according to L. L. Veal. 50 PER CENT MORE
general manager of the Associa- FORMS TO BE OKEHED
tion.
County Favors Farm Bill by
Dual Vote 01 1,860 to 861•
Ralph Yarbrough
Is Kroger. Manager
Ralph s Xarbrough, brother of
Chas. T. Yarbrcugh, Murray State
football star, and well known
young Murrayan has been named
manager 6f the local Kroger Store
e as re-
13ird
armed for his enforcement task
with b bird's eye view of every
farm in his county-showing' fields.
and forest---_ -  -.-
reit ittr.-"-ed cavea in t -y"'"s". distribution_ss
a patelizwotk quilt from hundreds limwini" to $611.71. Its recipient OF REGIONAL TILTof aerial photograPhs, give an ac- oPerates a farm 'of more than 500acres.
Miss Wilson said that insofar as
the local office was informed, Cal- Topplecla sh B Hy esacl
loway county was the first in this 
othre-oir 25-F1i6nal
area to receive its - initial soil- In Fast Game eitum. . Nearly- 3.000 interestedbuilding and tobacco payments. --- -
growers attended community meet-CHAMPIONS TO PLAY ingi sponsored _ny_ County Agent
-IN- LEXINGTON MEET-7.--r.----bo-airan- and - members of •
. the county and soils cominittees.
Playing hard, aggressive basket- Cyan Grove turned out the big-
batl. Sharpe's Green Devils of gest tobacco vote in . the county
Marshall county won the cham- with 182 for slid 37 akainst. Hazel
pionship of the First Region was second with 152 favoring the
here Saturday oight by defeating proposition and 51 opposed. Prac-
the Pirates of Heath in the final tically every community showed a
Soil Conservation checks amount- cently been employed by Kroger
os Eye Views 50_ per cent et an applications -on
ing to $63,887.97 and qualifying for at Paducah, and this advancement
for him is well earned. His many1837 crops went into the first friends wish him success in hisOf Nation's Farms stages of county-wide distribution new advancement. He is a son
Will Assist A.A.A. 
Tuesday, Miss Rubye Carolyn Wil-
son, soils secretary, said today. 
of Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Yarbrough.
Clyde Brown, who has beenThe conservati.tn checks, payable manager of the local store for theon directed reduction of soil- de- last three years has received anFields, Furrows,' Forests In pleting crops, were 1206 in number advancement and has been madeMaps To Help Fix
and averaged $52.93 per check, manager of a new super market ofCrop Quotas Payments included applicants on Krogers at Bardwell, Ky. He
1,101 farms. Each individual went' formed many friendships here, andAviators purring through the sky through the soil conservation of- will be missed by his friends andat great heights fashioned tools fice here, of which '011ie Barnett business associates here in Mur-which will be used to enforce the - ,
new farm program. 
is supervisor. ray.
Wile soils department and the
'Thilloway's county agent will be farm department are operated
jointly under the broad super-
vision cf County Agent J 1'. Cochl
PLEBISCITUM IS
APPROVED HUGELY
THROUGHOUT AREA
ran
curate picture, officials said, of
the size of a farmer's fields, and
what they were planted to.
Thus, an innocent mistake or a
malicious error in a farmer's re.
port on his "normal" production
can be checksd.
a plication forma await paymentin
Cotinty contr61-Zror-rirraftees -WMWashington, she said:
use the maps in deciding the quota The office said that with the ex-
of each ''soil-depleting" crop which ception of eight forms, all 1937 ap-
a farmer will be allowed to plat plications already have been sub-
under the farm program. mitted to the national offices.
On the maps, which now portray _
about one-fourth of the nation's mrs. Joe Lamb, 75,farmlands, farmer Jones' house and
mass of woodland each can be
picked out.
.811411041Y Important to the farm
program - administrators is th-a
maps' value in showing the farmer
Quitman. Carl, Rob, Shirley. Bar-the strength and weakness ..of his -
bar, and Sanders, all of Hazel, andland On the flyer's map. land
Cecil o`f Detroit-and three daugh-
ters, Mrs. C. 0. Alderson. Padu-
Tobacco Referendum Sees
Vote of 1,583 for to
705 Against
CHALLENGED VOTES
CONTINUE IN TREND
Almost fifty per cent rnpre local
round 25-16. The Green Devilsbarn are tiny blocks the size of an Dies Near Hazel- automatically qualified to repre-apple seed._ but the dark pastures, 
resent the First Region in thethe even rows of corn, the turned Mrs. Joe Lamb, .north of Hazel, state tournament this week-endfurrows of plowed land, the brushy died Wednesday of Paralysis at in Lexington
the age- of 7-5. She died at the
-home of her husband. She had
been in ill health for some time.
Mrs.' iamb was the
seven sons. all of whom are living
shows up light in shading, and
bad erosion spots stand out.
In some areas. the Soil Conser-
vation Service has gone further..
Using sky-made maps as a guide,
soil, experts have charted the drain-
age slope and soil type of every
acre in : certain counties. From
these maps. a farmer can tell what
land will best carry certain crops,
what land should lie fallow, and
what slopes are too steep to justify
the risk of erosion caused by till-
ing them.
The commercial flyers and cam;
era men who take the govern-
ment's map-picture can fly only
about two hours a day-at midday.
Then the sun does not cast de-
ceptive shadows on the landscape.
Weather is important, too, and
they figure on only 50 flying days
in a year.
When the flyers' job is compile-.
ed, the plates are sent to Waih-
ineon Tor development. Each
picture overlaps the area covered Mason Hospital
by pictures taken on either side Adds Specialists
cah. Mrs. Cephas Jackson. Paris,
and Mrs. Raymond Morris, Lynn
Grove •
Funeral arrangements have not
been completed.
Turner McCage
Is Dead of,Cancer
Turner McCage. 57, died of can-
cer early Sunday in the Mason
Hospital and was buried Monday
at the Walter Parker cemetery near
Pine Bluff. Funeral was held Mon-
day at the Pine Bluff Baptist
Church, of which McCage was a
member.
Two sisters and three brothers
survive him. The sisters are Mrs.
E. 0. Rowlett and Mrs. R. R. Park-
er, of this county, and R. W.. N.
C., and W. F. McCage. alto of the
county.
of it. The pieces are fitted together
like a mammoth jigsaw puzzle. To Its Personnel
When the cutting and pasting, is
finished, a new picture, of the
whole area; is made
Freshman Class
To Give Musical ,
•
"Collegians", a m1151cal comedy
sponsored by the freshman class of
Murray State College. will be pre-
sented in the college auditorium
next Tuesday night at 8:15, it was
announced today by Pat Meaney,
director of the revue.,
S. A. Huskier. general manager
of the Mason hospital, today an-
nounced the addition of two prom-
inent and experienced men to the
laboratory staff of the hospital.
They are Dr. Cyrus E. Kendall,
pathologist who studied in hos-
pitals in r Log Angeles and ash-
vine. and A.D. Womack, now in
charge of the Physicians Clinical
Laboratories in Oakland, Calif.
Dr. Kendall will have charge of
the department dealing with dis-
ease at the hospital, and Womack
will supervise the x-ray' service.
Time is GrowingShort
On Subscription Of 1Cr
* To Give Clothing Thursdays
Mrs. Bea Melugin, executive
secretary' of th0 local chapter of
the Red Cross and WPA certifier
for this county, said today that
clothing will no longer be given
out to the needy at the Red Croats
rooms, but instead will. be dis-
tributed every Thursday at *the
WPA offices, on Depot Street near •
the Murray Marble Wolriss.
Subscribers haven't mudh longer to take ad-
vantage of the Ledger & Times' sensational sub-
scription offer of three years for $2.00 or two
years for $1.50. The regular price is $1.00 per year.
Only four more weeks until the campaign
will end. Saturday, April 16, is the last day of.
the offer.
Any detail or question about this offer will be
gladly explained at our office on North Fourth
street.
We are glad to report that our list of new
subscribers during this big, rare, special offer, is
still growing. We are getting them every day.
Dozens of subscribers are renewing their subscrip-
tion to The Ledger & Times daily, so that the.
circulation of The Ledger & Times is the largest
In its history.
Calloway county tobacco and cot-
ton growers endorsed the new
Farm Bill-an amended feature of
the AAA-by an overwhelming
majority in referenda held in
county precincts Saturday. Callo-
way county's total tobacco vote
was i.sos for the measure; 705
against, and the total cotton vote
was 277 to 156. making the dual
SHARPE'S-DEVILS
vote 1,860 to 861 in favor Of the
• Surrounding counties and the
--ARHET4HAla' 7t- he-aPPvotre:1%1-4v4H)"
Much interest was shown in the
poll in this county even before the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association's headquar-
ters here unequivocally urgeci
members to vote for the nlebis-
Heath nad previously beaten a
marvelous Pilot Oak quintet in
two o_vertigne periods 20-18 and
Sedalia 17-4. Sharpe had Marched
through Wickliffe 44-23 and Cal-
vert City 40-21.
Alolost 1.500 people saw the
game. played in Murray's new
large health building. In pre-
tournament play. botn Sharpe and
Heath had beaten the other, and
neither was an established favorite
before Saturday night's game. -
Sharpe's lightning Reohead,
Culp, scored for his team five
two thirds majority in favor of the
bill. The same communities, Lynn
Grove and Hazel, voted lightest on
the cotton referendum, Hazel cast-
ing three votes for aqd three
against, and no votes on-the cotton
proposition being cast at all at
Lynn Grove. The total vote on
thelcotton re t ettuurn -was .,t for.,
156 against.
Precinct votes ivere as follows on
tobacco and cotton in order re-
spectively: Murray (WI precincts(
217 for, 110 against. and 26 for, 23
against; Midway, 73 for, 31 against,
and 1 for and none against: Hazel,
152 for, 51 against, and 3 for and'
3 _against; Providence, 90 for. 38
opposed. and 16 for and 7 against;
Concord. 142 for. 47 against, and
seconds after the game started on 108 for. 27 against; Brandon's' Mill,
a tip-off play 'from King. sterling 44 for. 33 against. and 37 for. 22
Marshall county center, and Sharpe against; Russell Chapel, 44 for. 21
'opposed, and 20 for, 3 against.
The vote at Faxon was 41 for,
74 against. and 18 for to 33 op-
posed: at Palestine it was 28 to 13Heath spurted in the final period for, and 17 to 8 for; Dexter fav-to draw within 4 points of the fly- ored the tobacco measure 29 to 8ing champions. but supreme goal but disapproved of cotton controlshooting ability of King and CuIP by a vote of 4 to 5; Almo's votelifted the Green Devils' score to was 45 to 42-in favor and 15 to 2325-16 as the game ended. in disfavor; Heath voted 99 to 20No all-tournament team was se- for and 5 to 0 for; Kirksey's chtelected. Two of as ingenious play- was 91 to 24 and 1 to 0 in favor:ens, perhaps, as were on the floor Backusburg's 37 to 53 and 0 to 2during ,the tournament were King against; Coldwater favored ._theand Culp of Sharpe. King's con- move 68 to 19 and 1 to 0; Lynnwtreolre
ofsjiispectatm andceaular.b 
bat
-abut the wts °rave.l vutfiery vote on f -the vnis cottoln82: Htoarnris "GroveftRedhead's astounding eye for the favored it 81- to 19 and 1 to 0;basket and his ball-handling abil- Taylor's Store voted 97 to 55 andity were phenomenal. Harting. cast no vote on cotton control.Heath guard. showed up splendid- .There were 32 challenged votesily, as did Canup, center, and throughout the county, 22 of whichCathey, forward. of Reath, favored the measure.Wray. Vinson. and Olive. of
Pilot Oak would have been play-
ers of exceptional ability on any-
body's floor. Jim Burton Dies
Culp. Sharpe, was high scorer of
the tournament with 38 points in
three games, • and he was followed
closely .by his teammate, King, 
Funeral services for Jim Burton.
with 34. nearly 70' Years of ageowere held
President James H. Richmond, 
Saturday at the Sulphur Springs
Church of Christ near here im-presented thesrunnerup and cham-
mediately prior to burial in thepionship trophies to Heath and
the quality of basketball each 
Anticieh cemetery. Mr. Burton diedSharpe, respectively. commending
Friday after a 12 days' illness of
vited each of them to attend Mur-
• pneumoniaS
Relatives who survive are four-
team had played. He cordially in-
school days were over. Coach .soy M
daughters, Mrs. LurTey Wilson.
rs."Thula Clark, Mrs. Stella Sea.-
State College' after 441ftir high
'Arnold •Winkenh-ofer.
.1t1,r;;"' • ••
• - - • ' " tow -••• 47V7t. WSW Nellie Sills: three
referee: A. adds. C: ., and J. E. Burton;
led at the end of the first quarter
8-1. Sharpe protected its 7_point
lead to close the half at 14-7 and
the third quarter at 16-9.
f S. A. Reeves and Cord Blake-man, Green Hunty. have raised
outstanding tcL•litters ..,
Friday at Hymon
Carman timer: arid Everett How-
ton. scorer. . - _
Scores of all games were: Heath
17. Sedalia 4; Sharpe 44; Wick-
lif4e 23; Pilot Oak 33. Clinton 23;
Calvert City 13, Cunningham 12;
Heath 20. Pilot Oak 18
evertimesi: Sharpe 40, Calvert City.
21; and Sharpe 25, Heath 16.
The lineups:
Sharpe 25 Pos, Heath 16
Coln 10 F Cathey 6
Jessup 6 F Manning
King 7 C Clnup 6
Harper 2 G Harting
Brobks G Carneal
Substitutions: Heath. Lamb 4.
••••
one sister. Mrs. Josephine Wim-
berlie; and two brothers, Tom and
David Burton.
Burton died at the _home Of his -
son-in-law.' Andrew Wilson, who
liVes near Hymon. _
tPoyner is Given
21 Years in Prison
A Graves county 'jury last night
found Byon Poyner, Murray, guilty
of the slaying of Maurice Gorrell,
Mayfield, and ihnteneed him to
21 years in prison. the Mil XifflUlt.t
penalty for _voluntary manslaugh-
ter The jury-deliberated 50 min-
utes.- accepting the 'manslaughter
angle as one of four. possible
choices,
••••
C'
•
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Buchanan News 
Across the River 
;Officials Offer • Hickory Grove
Marvin Taylor and Benny Rub
anson were in Hazel Setuides
morning
There was a Lenin- restelontet
the home of Mr. and Mr. W. A
Parley Sunday Mr. and Idits. Land
Farley, daughter and son, Hattie
Mase and K D., of Murray; AV.
J Farley of the CCC -cantensat
McKenzie were there Several of
the other relatives were present.
Mr. add Mrs. Raymond Ce'Iowan
and eons, Jerry and Terry, visited
Mrs. Calloway's mother, Mrs. John
Owens, and Mr Owens Sunday.
Mrs Boyd Canoway isitod her
mother. Mrs. Milford Robinson,
Monday.
Mrs. John Richard liendicen and
daughter. Dorothy Ann, of Con-
cord, visited with Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Wheatly this week.
Mr. and Ines. William Huwei
spent several darntft4...neeek with
Mr. and Mrs. Bonny Brown.
Little Uildred Jane Robinson has
$100 Reward For
I wonder if everyone had plenty-I
of rain Sunday • night. If we could Arrest of Thieves
have saved the surplus which fan -
off this hilt we needn't have feared County- officials Monday reported
:the postal of a reward of $100 fora strewth- this summer.
Teem isn't se niece news ee re_ 'information leading to the cap-
I ture and eonviction of thieves whoport. Lmus Spiceland re-opened
school satin Monday aster ereeietTifole five new typewriters from
two weeks discontinuance because • the high school building here on
of measles:. March 1.
Hello to everyone Hevenn seen
any news from this pare, of the
country for quite a while.
People are real busy trytrtg to
get started to farming.
Charlie Stubblefield of Concord
has his saw mill in this commun-
ity.
The linsedine Brothers are iry-
ing to gat their crusher started
again. They have quite a kg ofLogan* Cathey caught one of The city of Murray was quoted machinery once here.
his fingers in the corn shelter enst as offering a reward of $25: the Not so mem Si church' Sunday.week and ground the first joint high school board offers an ed. Misses Lorine and Merrell Scar.of! so had to go to Murray twice ditional. nen and the insurance brough visited ;their parents overUS have it dressed. company under which the type- the week-er.d.We attended the annual- spelling writers were protected supple- mi., add Mrs.. Claud Steele 
and
contest at Mover Friday afternoon
Joe Will Wirriberty. student
Clyde Spiceland. was rut:mei-op
-for the trip to Nashville. He -Woh
two dollars. aftyway.
Funeral services were heid Sun-
day afternoon for 'the little live-,
year old son of Seaman Spiceland
of Dover. The little boy's mother
Sta tessiese-eisid-itsoi--.boet. dune yew*.
but is better at this writing ego to the Great Beyond. and as
Mrs. C. T. Morris and grand- she must have dreaded leaving her
daughters, Bobbie and narleen only child below. I wondered if
Morrie visaed Mrs idorriendaughs *1 wenn-non inneis • e
little fellow toddledter, Mrs, Andrew Osborn. Puryear. the, chubby
_ through the sties_lest week-end
Mr Hail thought 'tie would take
us by surprise Sunday night. and
did, but the biggest surprise was
in the morning when we expected
to see our peach trees and tobacco
canvas torn to .pieces, but waszet
hurt. Hope it didn't damage any-
one to a great extent.
-Clod Hopper.
Folks in town have some cus-
toms which are so much ' more
sensible and sympathetic than the
customs in the country. .In
lbw= the neighbors bring in food
-the at this place they only, served
=Wenches and coffee at hume
of the dead, In the country there
must • always be such a feast son
these occasions that the relatives
can hardly get eft to attend the
Sportsmen's Cluo !,Ineral.
To Hold Meeting Mrs Chatterbox caned on Miss
" • Louise Clark. borne' demoneta .ui.
..This-Calloway Ceenty Sports- ' Sudsefe :se - Clark is
..-741arT"4"̂- meeting at tee Cas ii4.1 elencess ••, -
n1ght I haven't-beeerste-nty--elel
business session. nrienerdiett to an tucky home in over a week. The
' annouricement made 'Tuesaay by ,lheehante brother "'fined. -the
its president. John R .Oury. who brakes for 'our "car 44". 541 ?i
urged all interested sportee„, to course I had a good  excuse t
, 
. intow the old hen and her brood
merited the reward -with $50 .of its sons, J C. and Conny. and Mrs,saes.
- - - -1-fetley -Burton- etetted lffie-arnt-Mrs:
-Nonneforneallanesat any -eltarannenfehartle -Moody Sunday and attend-
has been received by offtcere ed church at New Liberty . and.
working on the case thus far. heard Brother George Long preach.
W. A. Patterson of Frankfort
visited home folks over the week.
Around Paschall end.
• News . Mr. and ntrti. Wendell
I -am just wandering how many
persons can make a statement as
 e CO being -needed
with .an aunt 76 years of age who
has good -health and strength as
a o "AuntMissouri"son.
Mrs. Wilson actually asetsted with
the washing at her Home with Mr.
and Mrs. Elution Byars last Friday
morning and helped tn the cooking
and preparing of a nice lunch for
ener enter. Mrs. Jennie Jones. who
Its ill, then in that same afternoon
walked one half mile • carefully
carrying the lunch tensest* her sis-
ter and then walking back home
before night ahd was up and ready
4..4 her Alleati taelee the-followmg
morning, 'Now isn't -that wonder..
u1" And .why shouSdn't we feel
CRAS SI CI ED
ARE YOU In the Market r a
Radio? We ised the itCA Victor.
Philo) and Se-linnet.  Farm 
Models for homes without elec-
nritIfy. Johnsen-Fain Apt. Co. tic
FOR RENT-3 rooms and bath 
garage apartment, furnished. West
Maul Street. See Mrs. Jobli
Ryan. tic
LOST-A little white rat terrier
dog with brown spot on head:
ling. low body. Answers to name
of -Sloppy-. Lost at Colhge
I basketball game 448 weeks ago.
-4-1/ieward.i.Noel --iciriurr Phone
486-W, Murray, Ky. ltp
_
FOR RENT-7-room house. New-
ly decorated. Next to Baptist
. church, on South 3rd Street. See
Reubie Farley. North 5th St. tfc
nett...wee FOR RENT-nicely furnished bed-
Mr and Mrs. Tab Patterson. Ms rooms, choice of downstairs or
upstairs.Reasonable prices. Mrs.
ticGeo. Hart.
FOR RENT-3-room apt, not furn-
ished. Three room furnished
garage apartment, both on W.
Main St.' Mrs. John Ryan, phone
511-J. tic
WE RECONDITION Automobile
Motors; Repair burst celinders.
cracked water jackets: bursted
and cracked cylinder heads; cyl-
inder regrinding. not honing:
crank-shaft grinding. All work
guaranteed. TURNER'S Garage
and Automobile Machine Shop,
Coldwater. Ky. M24p
STEADY WORK - GOOD TAY.
'RELIABLE MAN WANTED to
call on farmers in East Calloway
r 0 4,1agsaeremens....essaasti nteretnnif2.-.1
County, No experience or cap-
Keignbeire gathered at Mrs. Mavis - day,. write mR, THOMAS. P. 0,
Mes--`ad".1 each. C;irl6ing .111 'Covered Box' .1012. Leinegton. Inen lp
dish and quilted one for Mrs. •  
Herman. Lessiter who hls been' FOR S
confined to her bed for some two
menthe ands .aLso quilted sine for t 
mp4sentet-.
Mrs. Maud Champion whose house rn4".e-
reCentle burned. 'Neighbors also thgein a bonen the back seat add hie
• Rob Jonee delivered some tobacs gathered at Mrs. Tob Patterson's stzaway to Calloway. co the past week. and quilted two fore her.
teseett dtleeinniee e Enaraetenstec
to Mier ad render  Der sere/co./di
those who 'are ill and need help.
Her Presence in a sick room makes
one feeleyeryttung is in ord,fr and
going well.
; armers are very lousy since
the advent of tau weather.
!:Iecide for.
• ' Yourself What
the Service
Shall Cost
You . . .
Firm in the belief that
the farnoi knowsiket-
ter than e e could psis-.
sibly knee e eaggesit
that they make their
ott n decision resantine
he C0,4 of the funeral.
We serve v. ithin the
tantily's means ahsays.
Sincerely,
The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray, Ky
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Lovinn,eMr.
Mrs ftermarrdeiheries!r mni
Mrs ewe,' I.ovine Mr. and Mrs
Noble Levins. and Me and Mrs.
Otis Ltivins had a reunion
at Ow home of Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Lovins en Concord. Mr. and Mee 
also spent ea very pleasant
afternoon at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Mccuistore "Cousin
Porter's" home is edosut the only
place which rerneins unchanged in
nittne -nowes-Siesennrry
have. moved away and moved in
that I never feel quite at' home. on
the old familiar road through
there new
•
Well, as no one Las married or
died this 'week, Ann- not even any
gardening has taken place, and
there's not Much more to talk
about only how the baby chicks
are progressii ng. I'll leave part' of
my space /or some one more in-
teresting. ,
Almose-foreot to tell that .person
I promised that copperas water
rerdoves warts. Some one else
ete ̀ a household hint or remedy
- -
L 
SPECIAL! Friday--Saturday
Car Washed and Completely Greased
S1.25
NEVA WATERS GULF STATION
Corner .Sixth and -Wg,st Main
Wear NAVY
WITH
GARDENIA -
Navy Cape Frocks
Navy Bolero Dresses
Dazzling stardAka White
With navy* . . 'Spring.1
first, most chic .combina,
tiongl Newest cape
free kb. Bolero
Dreates. 12 to 20.
Navy
•
Perks
Hats
$1.511
k Farmer* I& Hart
East Side Court Square
The Rev. R., E. Grove filled
i---Fegular _appointment at Oak
Greve Sunday. He delivered' a
very interesting and instructive ser-
rnon. _
'Oat Paschall's fine horse is
showing some SIARS -Of recovery
afterI several
Dsrothy Orr is spending this
week with Mee.. 0_ T. Paeehall.
Mrs. Paschall is :reproving nicely
from a goitre eperation,
-These on the sick list in this
community are Mrs. Ella rKey and
• eon. Herschel. -Mrs. Jennie Jones,
MrneGleaner Byars. We, wish for
these folks a rapid recovery. I'S
We, were very glad. to 'see that
Mrs: Myrtle Morton had 'regained
her health sufficiently to attend
cherch at Oak Grove ineit...elity 
and Sunday. Also glad Mrs. Joyee
Smother:nen was able to attend
church sery:ces Sunday.
Guests in the home of Mr. and
Mesee,Hoilen Byars lest Sunday
were Iles and 31Irs. gert Russel
and family of Kirksey. 'Mrs.
Georgia Chester, and son. Otto, sof
Lynn Grove.
Mr. Meseeiri Wilson visited her
eaughter. Mrs. Nertop Foster. over
• se week-end.
Ft sbbie Jones was in 'Hazel Sat-
afternoon on business. .
1ns/4:id *tie
and Pme•Bluff friends are qui
ing. one ,and friends in Model.
Tenn., are quilting one for Mts.
E-Evans Rubber Ce-
e successor' to mussy"
Holds tight. yet can re-
two pieces of paper stuck
r without tearing. Large
Jar, 35c. At Ledger Is
es Office.
eve
Sh:rt variety. SQUARE DEAL
BROOM SHOP. 110 Main St. at
Railroad Crossing_ Murray. Ken-
Champion . tucky,
make it. °
Esquire Moody is having a new
porch built and other house re-
pairs.
We hated to see Lorine Spiceland
Marty and leave its, although she
will be back before school opens.
Mrs. Kelly Ilurton. and Audrey
Pauline were -Sunday afteenoon
visitors of Mrs 'Walter Smith,
Tob Patterson and Mr. and Mrs
John Harvey Perkins motored to
Clarkseilles .Friday and brought
back a truck load of furniture for
the latter.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Smith
were week-end visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Eura smith.
Mrs. Myrtis Perry is giving her
house a new coat of paper. _
.Mrs. Lulas Raney of Henry county
is very ill.
We are glad to know Dee Scar-
brough is much improved.
-Tildy.
Thai rAver- ts• Areintetieselimb the ---
banks bur we hope it will never SEE our 'line of Linoleum, and
Linoleum rugs.' E. S. Diuguid &
Son.. .
'
Are_ Ora Nance and son. Billie. Hazel Route i- 'he Jones' Mill coenmunity. visit-
relatlye,s near . Taylor's store
.er the week-end and attended 
Mr. and Mrs. Hill and little son.
s Gerald. of Detroit. Mich,, are Vi-arch Oak Grove Sunday. 
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford 'Paschall 
iting Mr and Mrs. Arthur Rogers
for a few days.near Puryear also attended
.arch at Oak Grove. Sunday. 
. Will. Baker lost a fine cow last
Relatives and friends met at week'
• ne Mrhome GI Mr ,and Mrs. Eune . and Mrs. Aubrey ;ones an_____., i 'i.e... yeendati , ewe Sunday . and stir _ Mrs L en is Paschall ... atter.,
  prised nit. couple with a beuriti- church service* at Oak -Grove • S
i fel birthday drnner. -Im sure Mr7-44*Y-4"errkiftg'-
. Mr. and Mrs. Noble Rogersest Mrs. Kuykendall enjoyed the
and_appeeciated the presenee
their relatives and friends :n
••,r -home. Especially were they Reaves•
,d ,to ..have Mr.' Kuykendalrs' Mr. and Mrs. Cloys Farris e •
eel 'father and mother. Sunday dinner guests of Mr. .
Mrs Miss-men Wilson.. !OM Mrs. Jewel Mrs. Gaylon Orr. .
•eeley. Mrs. Ladcli Bedwelf Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hill arid
naner_ Byars. Mrs. Mamie Jones,' son. Gerald. Mr. and Mrs. J. Is
.-4-"Mes..-Louna-44elee-heres-nese, and Mrs. isToole Roger-
: lung lately. as. and Mrs. R. 13. Rogers
and Mrs. Jack Wynn, Copus and
Denton Wynn were Sunday after-
noon visits of Mr. and Mrs. Manic
Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Perry of
Henry county. Tenn., has moved
to e Sam Fox place which Was
recently bought by Floyd Perry.
Jim Burton, fathers of Mrs. An-
drew Wilson. died Friday nignt
and was buried at Antioch grave-
yard in Herne' county.
Mrs. Herman Lassiter is still
improving some.
Mrs. Thomas Futrell has been
very- ill although is • reported to
be' some better.
_Arthur Jewell. Sr., is pack from.
lie-Qilil t'iPngtAlui t  is the °rider of the day
•
Lockie Rogers spent Sete.
night with Mr. and Mrs. Audi-is
, • •
Golden Lock !A,-,a, - ::;:tet-ci glad Bridges. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylen
see titrs,.-- ttie .Wicker. et Oak "Roger's. Lockie---Rogers - Mr. - and
Mrs. Wilt Baker, 'Core Baker7Vr
ifild'Stit. Btilion'Bilter.--Frea -iini.i
Milta -a.drer.• and Rem" Farris
were Sunday gussets of Mr. ar.ci..sk- Jones Sunday were' Mr and Mrs. Arthar Rpger's
.:,... Hunter Wilkersortiarei daue11- Nts.s. Dick Jones is not as well.. Marjorie. :Mr.; and Urn Q-M1- ties week as tonal.
1 - odure Jones and childen. Mrs. Mrs. Bell Story is unimproved at" nDene .Lancaster as '1 1
Jr 
Illeck-Dracgh. puts the dtgertl re tract
-!--'- Il- iAleY-.. i thI4 W;tt11111. - . -
Mary Katherine Wiens has been 
. ai tett... ei.ssiiion to act rogra: iy, ev :7;
your ooresesaes hr. vtoa toMiss- Rams Farris spent Saturdes festfe Veettireeln se nee..tiering with .i :sprained aohle. with Mis4 Sue Orr:.".ies Mozrn. • was "minim,* sieve- G 
nert tizae, b• =re t• ter
on' eltRAPIIF- 
. II Rea% s seel arid was injured
relied 
'.-.- Miller treated 'this 'wound.
0iyee Morris is surfs.
. ear and head trouble.
HELM'S- Chicks-Offietally Blood'
tested. Government Approved-
Highen Livability 1937 contest.
Champion Pen Illines Contest
January. Pedigreed Sired Mat-,
trigs. Free Brooding Bulletin,
HELM'S HATCHERY. Paducah.
Ky. A28p
ALL KINDS of Fruit Trees for
sale at Clinton Nurseries. We are
throwing in free trees ip every
bill. Send in your orders or drive
over to Nursery and get your
trees.. Write for price list and
particulars. 0. Piper. Clinton.
Ky., -A3e
FOR SALE-1929 Chevrolet For-
door Sedan. Good car. See J. T.
Sumter. South 11th ,St. Murray.
Kv. lp
FOR SALE or
riding plow A
Wells. Box 10e.
7.
TnADE-3-h_rse
good one. M. R.
Murray Route
lp
GET our prices
and mattresses.
& Son.
on tied springs
E. S. Diuguid
reasonable. See Autry Farmer. lp
-Fne! -SALE-Good 1929 C'neero:et
Coach, 1938 license. priced to sell.
Neva Waters, Gulf Service Sta-
tion, 6th and Main. St. 1 p
WINDOW Shades, all sizes. E-
S., Diuguid & Son.
WANT WORK - Strong, able-
bodied young man, 21 yr& of age.
Experienced truck driver. Will
wort at any kind of labor at a,
reasonable twice. Lek Lillard,
501 North Fifth St., Murray.
Ky. IR
liAildS WANTED-We need to
list, some nice farina--already have
. buyers. If they can be sold we
sell them. Hays & .Hiuniltsn. lp
_
Large selection of Gold Seal rugs.
E. S. Diuguid & Sen.
LOST-White and liver bind dog.
pointer. Garnett Jones, Tel, 290.1p
FOR RENT-Furnisheu Rosen.
light housekeeping or sleeoina,
500 Vine St-Jut west of wawa
Mill. Joe Parker: ltp
Florence Oil Cook Stoves. E. S.
Dneguid & Son_
EVERGREENS., Shrubs, Gladioli
B u 1 b s. Perennials, including
Sedunist and other rockery plants.
Bleeding hearts, etc. Attractive
prices. Murray Nursery, ' 8th &
Olive. Phone. 384. tic
FOR REN7-1Purn:shedor unfurn-
• ished Apts. in new bldg. One
block from -Court SqUare. Call
Mrs. B. F. Berry. Telephone 103.
Fourth & Poplar. ' , lc
INNER Spriicg Mattresses, different
prices. IL S. Diuguid & Son.
WANT to BUY or I„EASE good
second-hand saw mill. See .1__S.
Knight 406
'ray, Ky. ltp
FOR RENT-Two le'unfurnished
rooms. 513 South 4th. See Sammy
Farris. or call 497. - - lp
'CINDERS FREE fur the hauling-.
Murray Hosiery Mill. lc
FOR SALE-e1934 Ford'/-8 Coupe
with rumble seat -Good condition
low nelson s,s,d t los Priced
Mr. TRACTOR OWNER:I
We are in a position to sup-
ply you with all your fuel!
requirements; also a com-
plete line of Firestone Trac-
tor Tires. Get our prices.
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
Phone 209, Murray, Ky.
It Is Dangerous
It is dangerous to sell a SUBSTI-
tutc for 606 pest to make three or
four cei.ts ion.e. C dna". sc• a us
your best assets: lose them and
you lose your business 666 is worth
three or four times as rnuen as e
SUBSTITUTn.
an
ra.
Sunday. Mrs. W cc k e r
iss,- srriite-artrt-ir- lrmer
sd for • eeery one she meet
Visitors lie the h.ine et' Uncle
nt
rris*,
So long until _next- week
-Ftenerfly.
da,
. Up 'in the Morning
Feeling Fine!
The refreshing relief so many folks
may they get by treer,g Back-
Draught for constupatsun makes
them enthum 1. :c a bolt: : a r.tollt. Pure-
ly vegetable Isast:ce
A000D LAXATIVE
I m going to tell Cousin Neani 
see of Detre.. .rieht loon 'that !
s - on, • seed a disti wa,hi.
than pie d dee, You--•,1c in Kentucky around Pasehie
SATISFIED? • milP
Only Get: Food, Shelter ,and Clothing From
Your L boa rs . . .
We Offer: Food and Room,.
-CQNTENTMENT-
Very Special Monthly Rates
the Manager •
. NATIONAL HOTEL
Willard viciaan Sige.
FOR RENT-Nice apartment. 3
rooms and bath; (urn's-c' heat.
seneteenfine
lar St.
Elm Grove Society
Holds Regular Meet
The ladies of Elm Grove Baptist
Missionary scciety met at the home
of Mrs. Lubie Hale on Wednes-
day. March 9, for their montly
business meeting. After the meet-
ing, a shewN was given in honor
of Mrs. Anion Owen. - -
The honoree received many nice
gifts.
Delectable deletetiments were
-served to the guests.
Those present included • Mrs.
Amon Owen, Mrs. Jake Outland,
Mrs. Denny Smith, Mrs. Gardie
Smith, Mrs. Thomas Roberts.. Mrs.
Rudy Parker, Mrs. Oscar Street
--tieey Martha.- Mr •
Morris. Mrs. Alvis Futree, Mrs.
Purdom Lassiter, Mrs. Allen Wells,
Mrs. Rudy Whitlsck, Mrs. yerdie
Miller, Mrs. Leman Geener.
Mrs. Keith Morris, W. Mrs. Bee
Lovett, Mrs. Caroll Houston. Mrs
Leon Hale, Mrs. John Stamps,
'Mn. Herman Futrell, Aiss Ruby
Parker, Mrs. Delbert Hale, Mrs
Nolan Atkins, Mrs. Craig Outland.
Mrs. Hufe Clark, Mrs. Thermic
Parker. Mrs. Gatlin- Outland.
Mrs. Richard Clayton, Mrs. Frank
McDougal, Mrs. Ted Me 1...lou Ezi ,
Miss Estelle lelcDeugal. Mrs. fee s
els ' • • el'
-- 
Fred Goodman, Mrs. Lubie
Mrs. Mattie Owen.
Those sending genii were as
lows, Mrs. Jack Colson, Miss Dille
Outland, Mrs. Alvin Burton, Mrs,
Ben Carraway, Mrs. Milburn
Stamps, Mrs. Van Clark. Mrs.,, Wal-
ter Limner, Mrs. Ragon McDaniel.
MIss 'Beatrice and Vernet Mc-
Dougal, Mrs. Laura Pai ker. Mrs
Clyde Hale, Mrs. Brighton Futrell.
checks
COLDS
and
FEVER
first day
Liquid, Tablets, headache. 30
Salve, Nose Crops Minutes
Try "Rub-My-Tism"--World's Best
_
ROBERT D.
ROWLAND
District Manager
of
THE MUTUAL LIFE OF
NEW YORK
Office West Side Square
Phone 202
lc
HOT POINT Electric Ranges. E.
S. Diuguid & Son.
FOR SA11-1 It fon 'Truck, or will
trade. Jap .Hay for Sere. also
2 yr. old saddle horse-will 'sell
or lei out to work to right party.
Herbert IllteCuisian. Kirksey. lc
MULES FOR SALE-We ,get them
in every week, -come in any day.
We sell our stock, W. D. Me-
Swain, Paris. Tenn. Mlle
erchants!
We Have Korean,. Regular Red-Top, and
Gold Medal Red Top Seeds
Onion Sets, Genuine Red River Tri-
umphs and Cobbler Seed Potatoes
.--Little-Cilicic-feeclranct-taying Mash
Replenish Your Stocks Now
Covington Bros. & Co.
Murray, Ky.
SPRING
feeneo• -
CV, . • .
•
That Delivers the Goods
AT
RYAN'S
JUST ARRIVED! 5.0 brand new pieces of silks
in 3 to 4 yard -lengths. New colors and designs.
_Just the thing to make that new Spring Dress
at a wonderful saving.
There EXCEPTIONAL VALUES while they
last
$1.49
- NEW SPRING WOOLENS
In ,the latest shades and weaves. See
otir -new Hopsacking.
54 inch goods, yd.  $1.98
39 inch goods; yd-.  79c
Take Advantage of These Great ear-
last one toget
:Thech".54ar
ra-i-4- Flrd Catches   744itt he ;or Mr: 
So Eyer}?body Hurry and Let's* All
Get Ready. For Easter . .
,
But Remezasber-Trade at Home!
RYAN'S
Since 1880
a
•
•
es
•
- — -
Luble Hale,
were as
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.s. Milbut
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Goldwater Junior Hurt's room, Cody Adams, Lowell
High School
By Frances Fuqua
On Friday, March 11. the grades
of Coldwater Junior High School
completed their term for the school
Year of 1937-38.
Those graduating from the eighth -1grade were: Robbie Youngblood,
Emma Lou Enoch, Anna Fay Ad-
ams and Winnie Jones.
Those receiving certificates for
regular attendance were: June Ad-
" .
5, Roy Bazzell, Betty Joe Coes-
Doris Enoch, Johnnie Enoch.
•tha Sue Itirkland,'Hillie Gray .
Turner arid Bobbie Jean Wilson,
from Miss Jon' pool in. gr.
Mr. TRACTOR OWNER:
We are in a position to sup-
ply you with all your fuel
requirements; also a com-
plete line of Firestone Trac-
tor Tires. Get cur rices.
—3417c1iOn Purchase -Oil Co.
Phone 209, Murray, Ky.
Adams Juanita' Adams, Hely Joe
Bazzell, Dorothy Dean Bazzell. Eu-
gean Enoch, Winnie Junes, Toye
Marine, Mary Nell Morgan, Pansy
Faye Sanders and Robbie Young-
blood.
The students receiving most 100
per cent marks in, Miss Jones'
room were: Second grade-Charles
Rob Adams; third grade—Harrie
Rithie. Betty Joe Cochran; fourth
grade--Anna Nell Richie, Rebecca
Youngblood.
The student having the most
perfect speech at the laid of school
in Mr. Hurt's -room was Dorothy
Faye Adams.
dikat.hree-act comedy play, "Billy's
" will be preavnted here Fri-
day night, April 1. The characters
are: Henry Carteil, a financial
giant, Joe Edd Sledd; Violet Carter.
a daughter. Clemmie Youngblood;
Beulah, a maid, 'Rachel Morgan;
Mrs. Susan Carter, Henry's wife,
Nora E Smith: Miss- Davis his
secretary. Retie Mae Christenberry:
Miss Cool. his wife's secretary. Ha
SPORT and PLAIN
BACKS
SINGLE and DOUBLE
BREASTED
In Plaids, Stripes and Solid Color's. The Newest
.Shades and Smartly Tailored
$16.50 to $29.50
ARROW AND RIEGEL SHIRTS
Newest Patterns With Either Collar Attached or
Detached
$1.65 to $2.00
Other Shirts 69c to $1.00
LEE and STETSON HATS
Just Received a New Shipment of the Newest
Headwear for Men
$1.95 to $6.00
Sv.eati rs, Pajamas, Under -ear, Sox, Neckwea.-
Oxford:.
SEE OUR WINDOWS
W. T. Sleckl & Co.
Frances Stevens; Billy Hay,' a
salesman, Robert Lee Bazzell;
Madge Carter, another daughter,
Rupffine Carter; Arthur Angel, a
poet, C. B. Christenberry; Harold
Hollinghead, an Englishman, Fred
Broach.
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Almo School News
New Concord School
The grades were dismissed Fri-
day. March 11, for a long 'vacation.
The Minor roll for the semes-
ter first •three grades) is as fol-
lows: '
First Grade: Dorotha Sue Stub-
blefield, Dora Fay Ratterree, Ira
Dean Elkins; second grade. 'J. D.
Williams and lionnarabou Ttrelmas;
third grade., Betty Sue Elkins and
Charlene Ealey..
Dora Fay Ratterree has a perfect
attendance record and has been on
the _honor roll every rrainth this
sclIVOI year. _ She is the daughter
cf Lavern Ratter
as e same record. He is the
son of Wilson Farley.
Students have perfect attend-
ance records for ,,the year are as
follows: Mary Frances Buchanan,
Betty S. Elkins, J. D. Williams.
Dorotha Ate Stubblefield, Dorotha
Ann Hendon, Dora Fay Ratterree,
N-rma Jean Williams.
In a spelling match held be-
tween the second and third grades,
Mary Frances Buchanan and Char-
kine Esley were winner for the
third- grade and J. D. Williams
won ' the honor for the second
grade.
Semester honor roll of the
fourth.: fifth, and sixth grades rs
as. follows: •
Fourth Grade: Max Farley, Mary
Ann Parker..
Fifth .Grada; Lloyd Thompson,
;udidi Bal,' 'Dulcia M. Brown.
111TVCrade: Inez Ealey. _Billie Jo
Stubblefield.
Students having perfect attend-
- nee records for the year are as
!allows: Max Farley. Mary Ann
Parker, J. B. -Bell. Brice Ratter-
Hie, Leon G. McCuistori. W. B.
McCuiston, W. A. Elkins, Amy
Ratterree, Duleia Mae, Brown,
Helen Shoemaker, Pat CoiernaD
Ittitfeires7 ih RIC
field.
We were glad to see so many
parents out Friday morning fur
Chapel. The juniors and seniors
gave a play entitled "Hattie". The
first eight grades gave their fare-
well program after which Mrs.
Story and Miss Beale presented
gifts to their little pupils and Mr.
Billirigton awarded diplomas to 19
eighth grade graduates. Alma Is
proud of it's 1939 freshmen.
Jacks has been cut most popu-
lar game for the last month. Last
week dr. Rains became interested
and sponsored a Jacks tournament.
This lournament Was played by
both grade and ligh 'school stu-
dentssaillilhe wOnner irt-brirr school
avaS Dort.ha. Elliot and the grade-
winner was Anna Mae Hubbs.
They:Were-given a new set of Jacks
as a prize. Miss Hubbs and Miss
Elliqt combated against each other
and, bate Miss Hubbs won the
Almo School." Her reward was a
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Security Board 1Cotchin Names
Applications Risei Net Lettermen
lucky Coffee Tree", Josephine
Crawford; .songs were sung and
then a game, ,identifying trees by
small pieces of twod brought by.
Coach Carlisle Cutchin of Mur- Mr. Cochran, was‘played.Tweedy Says Region Five Has Demonstration teams were dis-ray's Thoroughbreds, ntimeff the
tollowing ten lettermen for the
12 Per Cent of - Nation's cussed and the following mem-
Applications I basketball season just Past: Sen-
of 4,587,766 ;asplications for social
security at:Count numbers has beets
received in Region 5 oi this fed-
eral agency
This statement was made today
by R. A. Tweedy, manager of the
Paducah field office of the Social
Security Board. Applications in the
country as a ,whole totalled 37,-
781,710 it thdrigamtP. of February',
Tweedy said _
Here are the totals for the three
states included in Region 5, as re-
ported by Tweedy 'today:
Kentucky. 545.991 applications;
Michigan. 1.788,407, and Ohio. 2,-
hors: Ethridge McKeel, Rector,To date of February 28 a 'total i Ark., and Floyd Burdette, ,Martin.
I Tenn., co-captains; Paul Fowler,
Kankakee, and Theron Riley,
iKirksey; Juniors: James • Hurley,
I Benton; Eugene Bland, Cairo, Ill.;
Ross Magruder. Keyil; Sopho-
mores: Walter Murray, Horse Cave;
Bill Carneal, Heath; and Ralph
I Love, Danville.
I The Thoroughbreds, in 'their sea-
son jest _past, won - 17 regular sea-
Lana games and dropped -one. In
tour'hament play, the Racers tool:
runners-up honors in the KIAC
and SIAA, and placed third in the
, National Intercollegiate basketball
Tournament.
Applications in Region 5 are
boxauf delicious candy. ; more than 12 per cent of those of HOSpital NewsThe Cawein and Luslueru so- the nation as a whol.a. The social
cieties have been ip a heated cm- a
test selling Ledger -& Times sub- country into 12 regions for the 1 Patients admitted to the William
Mas-n Memorial Hospital duringscriptions. The contest ended last purpose of efficient administration.
Friday with" the Saweins vie- The Paducah field office issues the week ending March 15:
Claude Brown, Murray; Mrs.torious. The Lustueru society will account numbers for the counties
Robt. H. Bogard, Golden Pond;entertain the Caweins with a ad Calloway, Ballard, Caldwell, Chas. F. Walker. Newburg; Mrs.weiner roast Thursday night of this 'Carlisle. Christian, Crittenden, Ful- John B. Young. Paducah; Mrs. C.week. I ton. 'Graves, Hickman, Marshall, P: Mason, Paducah; Dr. E. D. Fish- Lit:Went§ ...age working hard on It McCracken, Livingston, Lyon, and
Stew-the schir..1 annuals.-„.__They spent Trigg. • 
er; Murray; Master Chad Lee 
art. Murray; Baby James A. Dar-most of last week selling adds for ; ;At the 'time account numbers nail, Benton; Fay Nell Craig.'the books. We sincerely thank were fast issued. in November, Hazel; Luther P. Jackson. Murray:eachperson who bought adds 1938, it ,was predicted that 26,000,-from us. Other material will be 000 applications for these 'Ambersgathered this week. By putting- I would. bs filed in the nation asforth hard work and a strong ef- I a While,
fort we can soon have our total of
38 trasks completed.- .
The sophomores have begun work -
sari as play ....""1•41.- -13pooky
em.- The cast ,and data will ap-
pear' in next - weeli's - news.
Sharpe to Play . •
Sharpe High School's Green
Devils, champions of the First
ion and victoriqus in 29 IA
their last 30 games, will play Car-
rollton High School this afternoon
at 5 o'clock in the first round
of the 194B state tournament at
Lexington, it was announced' to-
day.
Sharpe is favored to take the
measure of the Carrolltonians.
Round About News
- Looks like we are going to have
some spring weather at last.
Most if the farmers are burn-
ing plant beds and planting pota-
toes.
• Reubie Pittman is spending the
week with Treva Futrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Loman Garner
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Pittman.
Miss Bessie Elkins was the %reek-
end -guest of Miss Lucine Kelly.
"Grannie- Russell was a week-
end guest of Mrs. Lucy Rushing,
Mrs. J..T. Futrell is improving
at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Bucy were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Rice Futrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavern Bury. Mil-
ton Dick, and Jesse Lassiter were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Lassiter.
Miss Mary Ruth Houston and
Miss Roselle Hargis visited in
Murray. Sunday.
Achibald Cotham was a Sunday
dinner guest of Owen Futrell.
Miss Sarah Nell Futrell visited
,r1 Murray last Sunday.
• R. W. Boggess is on the sick list
this week.
Lucy Rushing is suffering with
heart attack.
We wish to express our, deepest
,ympathy to the MeCage., family
n the death of Turner 'McCage
who passed away Saturday. March
12.--Sweetpea.
I Seed the Clasaale.:: t:011111111r..
mem.
I Want You to Know This! 
1 
1 1
Pastor to Speak at
Memorial Church
The Rev. Carroll Hubbard, mine
ister of the Memorial Baptist
Church,- Will return to hal pas-
torate here in tirite for the Sun-
day, services, after haying aided
brotherhood churches in Somerset,
Ky.. and Lexington.
Supt. N. F. Lassiter will be in
.charge of the Memorial Sunday
School worship at 9:30. M2rning
worship will begin at _10:45, at
which time Mr. Hubbard • will
speak, preaching also during tne
evening service which begins at 7
o'clock. -.• .
Prpyer meeting is held each Wed-
nesday evening - at 7 o'clocZ Pas-
tor and congregation join earnest-
ly in inviting all to attend ser-
vices in the new building on Tenth
and Main Streets.
Memory
Ire stiiaiibry- of -MHO -A. -Wynn,
better known as "Bud" Wynn, who
passed 'away. Tuesday, December
14. 1?37. at his home in Bloom-
ington. Tex. Funeral.services wcse
held at the Bloomington Baptist
Church With L. W. Crouch ,ip
charge. Burial was in Cresent Val-
ley' Cemetery. ,
He was born in Missouri. Later
he came to Kentucky where he
beeanta as •.1...adii faq wet
Knight. ire then moved to Texas
and made his home.there for. the
rest • of his days.
Surviving are his widow. Mrs.
Mary Hays Wyna.;_'eight children.
four suns and four daughters. Al-
bert Wynn of Robstown. Tex..
• Charlia Wynn of San Antonio. Ar-
thur Wynn .of Bloomington and
Felix of Corpus Christi, Tex., Mrs.
Lula Finley. Troy Oreg;n, Mrs.
Thula Steele, • Hamlin. Mrs. •Della
Elkins. Hamlin. and. Mrs. Fannie
Elkins of Blomington. Tex. - He
alsu leaves one sister, Mts. Bell
Wiseheart, and many grandchil-
dren and great grandchildren to
mourn his going.
"Days have gone.
Still wo miss him:
Some may think the sorrows heal-
ed. .
Little do they know the sadness
That tics in our hearts concealed.
Days of sadness still are c'er us.
Tears in silence often flow; '
!Love shall always keep him near
•• us, -
James K. Green, Buchanan, Tenn.;
The amazing tiArvil McAlekander, Murray; Mrs. hng about 5rartena iS that it takes
Homer A. Jones. Trezevant, Tenn.; _ only two pounds to make this big difference! WhenMrs. Sarah Elizabeth Salyer,. Bran it costs so little more ;o raise a Startena chick, it'sdon: 
week 
Noah endhitgG,maHireT11. 
cPatients dismissed during the 
aay to , PurinaChick Startena is the lead-' -
Master Chas. • Andeews,...Mursawr.- opso ansec us about is •stillarr.-Weals° have
Dr: D. Fisher. Murray: Mrs, ,. a free Purina booklet on chick -raising Amen be -
Frobt. H. Bogard, Golden Pond:
Mrs. W. T.. Lowry. Hayti. Ms.; Miss
'Mary Manning. Mayfield; Claude
Brown, Murray; Edna Larieile
..Srnisk. Murray; Mrs. J. H. Jack-
son. Flint, Mich.; Mrs. H. M. Smith.
Puryear. Tenn.; Dalton Pierce. Big
Sandy. Tenn., Master Chad Lee
StewarL Murray; Mrs. W. Tanta,
Hardin.
Lynn Grove 4-Fl •
Club' News
bets went to meet with Miss Burn- -•
ham and Mr. Brown at Murray,
Friday: Josephine Crawford, Eve-
lyn Lou Lockhart, Faye Murdock,
Ruth Agnes Carter, Hilton Will-
iams, Mac Wright and Ralph
Boyett Crouch—Evelyn Lociraart.
AtiP.
(41,t •fou
vtir4,14A pail.
Though he's left this world below."
We are subinissive to God's will.
We know he is too wise to make
a mistake and too true to be un-
kind—Written by a granddaughter
Robbie Steele, and a great grand-
daughter, Nerine Fileder.
, •
You taxpayers of Calloway county lfave been kind to me,
and I want you to know I appreciate it. I always shair-YOu've
helped me to know the real meaning of Democratic government.
Rut sate and county taxes are things which must be paid,
irrespective of what any individual or official may believe. You
know that as well as I do. You know the law says I must col-
loci- those taxes.
$8,000 in county taxes are still delinquent. Those taxes
must be _paid-, IMMEDIATV.hy If not, the'state
td. advertise your property for sale, and I'd like not to have to
do that.
pleasesall at the Sheriff's office and pay your delinquent
taxes now- ou who have not already paid. Save us both tlie
embarrass ent of public advertising. Pay your taxes NOW!
Sincerely,
Carl B. Kingins
Tax. Collector
•••••• .111MIONIMO WNW. 4•••••,.... • 1010.11.0 • 014.1•1014••••••
Announcing . • •
the
Appointment of the
Johnson-Fain
Appliance Co.
As Exclusive Maytag Dealers in
and Calloway County
Complete Stock of All Models Now on Display
- COMPLETE SALES AND SERVICE
0 0 •=.0 • II 0. •••••••••••• 4111...411 0010.4.00.411■10•410•1 P.11r •
•
The Lynn Grove 4-H Club held
its regular meeting March 9 at 2:30
o'cl-ck with the county agent, the
two 1063,1 leaders and. 25 members
presents
The fallowing program ,was are-
tented:
"Things You Should Consider. in
Plantaig a Tree". Evelyn Lou CHARLIE E. LIN,N
Liatiffhart; "Dogwood and the Ken- I North Third Street
YOU'VE SUN the solid, well-built fellow walkup to the i.-cig,ht guesSer at the County Fair—
and leave wizlt a, box of candy or-a walking cane.
He was cliff:Tent from the ordinary fellow ... he
fooled the weight guesseri-, -
It's the same way with chicks raised on Purina
' thick Startena. They - stand out from ordinary
. chicks bigger and heavier, and healthier
looking.
 11114 ILartine freart-nn the pi a rkist4 .44. y
valuable to you.
Agens for Helms Approved Chicks
ECONOMY FEED STORE
•
PHONE 388
, RUDOLPH Tift-JRMAN.
Murray,
SPECIAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
On Your Old Watch
JitiA nationally aolviatiagel
sltiF1 W
95
JAIL IMO
419niAA olatethk"
small modern accurate
"VIKING"
Sturdy
Accurate
Handsome
Here's a watch,— handsome —rich ,looking — an
accurate timekeeper that will last for years and
years —for only. $9.95! Looks twice the price.
Come in—see it today!
Special Prices on Diamonds
B BAILEY
THE JEWELER
Murray, Kentucky
•
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•
•
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MRS. HARRY I SLEDD, Echtur PHONE 247 -PLEASE
Copy for
)OCI E TY 
this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
• afternoon each week.
Social Calendar I
Thursday. March 17.
The Austin-Hire Sunday School
class will have a buffet- supper in
the basement of the Methodist
„ church at 6:30 p.m.•----essicasee•-•..ovarroosfre-o-on---iimelMIG--y-7.11M1v.
Mrs. Niax Carman w..11 be hostess
t the Monday afternoon bridge
club at her _home__
Wednesday. March 2.3
The Book and Thimble Club will
•
meet lit 2 .22.. D. in ae fig home •or
Mrs. Joe Baker.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr..
will entertain the Wednesday
Bridge Club at 2:30 p. m. at her
home
Thursday. Minds 24
The Magazine Club vaill meet
▪ at 2:30 p. ne• at the home of
Mrs 7 James H. Richmond
CDC Meets N (-fines:day
Afternoon
Mr. Tom Banks and Mrs. E.
J Reale were hostesses Wednesday
dist. Chtireh held their I..afternoon to the regular meet -
tug f _the UDC at the home of meetings Tuesday afterrr on at to
Banks. • homes of vaziottalnembers.
The Baker Circle met at thTwO interesting numbs_rs were
enjoyed. Tars. Henry Elliott spoke home of, Mrs. Max Hurt with Mr-
n "Fmous Southern Women" and L E. Owen and Mrs. Voris Der -eaMrs. j. . hath assistuSg hosts. •
- itS. • tier - , The .,tmlaikevr:: igened  'with
•
S -
tions are pertinent to our own
conimumty and all members are
asked to attend the next meet-
ing and enter into the discussion
$o And Sew Club Sleets
Mrs .Carney Hendon entertained
the So and Sew Club at her home
Thursday afternoon. The club
presented Mrs. Hendon. With a
lovely hostess gift
Delightful • refreshments wer.
Served to members and one visit-
or. Mrs. Lonnil, Shroat
Next meeting will be held  a!
rite tome of Mrs 'Joe Houston's
• • • •
Mrs. Johnny Parker Entertains
The "Contractors" Bridge Clot
was entertained Tuesday mornin
at the home of Mrs. Johnny Par
.ker
Prize for high score was won b:.
Mrs Jim Sabel.
Or.ly members were present
Missionary Circles Hold
• Meetings Tuesday
The Circles of the Alice Wane
Missionary Society of the M.•-•
- - ep
NimorTIMIL 
Hur
A baity plat* -was- served st -the-
Conclusion of the program , Only
members Were present
• •• • .
Mrs. Farmer Rost To le
Missisoary Satiety
The Martin's Chapel Missionary
Society met with Mrs. Autry Farm-
er Tuesday. March 15. The meet-._ _
/
i_short -{aerted- af-z-Bible-- study. '
by Mrs Max Hurt. Mrs. Ches.,.
Butterworth and Mrs. J. Mack
Jenkins.. followed..
Program leader for the afternose
was- Mrs. J. T. Cochran who spoki
on the subwe.t. "How We Ma:,
Best" Seri... Other People." Mr-
L. .J. Hortin. accompanied .at th•
members should be. present, and following -members: Mesdames
inviied Harry Broach. Maurice Crass, Ra-
• • . • • pert Parks. Clyde Jones, Nix era -
• toed Herschel Corn It. V Ha ••n-Serviee Circle Meets
The Service Circle of the First
Christian Church met at the home
of Mrs. Karl Frazee at 2:30 olclock
Tuesday afternoon. 1
The devotion was led by Mrs
A. V. Havens alid , Mrs. Mann
Broach, president. presided oier
the businest session.
Mrs. W. J. Gibson received the
Service Circle Gift.
A salad plate was served to the
HVitIts,:j3n,G0ibs. ;1311. 'BoS(t)1-pne,C:1-04.31yEclipsn'ovCisirt
.land Miss Clotile
MiseDov. ell Mask Club Meets
With Misses' Hire .
Misses Helen and Eleanor Hire
were hostesses Saturday evening
for the March meeting of the ?due
Dowell Music Club
The following program was Pre-
sented:
Paper-Spanish C,.mposers. Mary
Adams Call's.
Tango-Alberniz, Mayine Ryan.
Symphonic Espanol-Lalo, Helen
Hire.
Duet: Bolero-Moskowski, Fran-
fee Siedd and Mini Lillian Wal-
ters. ,
Trio-"Mighty Lak a .79ise"-
Martha Lou Hays, Louise Putnam.
and Martha Eabertson.
r Louise Putatun Nind John L.
Roach played their contest
Dainty refreshments were
pieces.
served
at the conclusion of the program.
Those present were the member6
and two visitors, Miss Beatrice
Frye and Jopti, I. Roach.
Mrs. Davis And Mrs. Hughes
Entertain
Mrs. Ben Davis and Mrs. Nat
Ryan Hughes had guests for bridge
at their home Tuesday afternoon,
which- was the second in a series
of bridgeparties which they are
The rooms were colortully Greo-
rated with spring flowers includ:ng
jonquils, gladidias. and sweet peas.
Prizes were awarded Mrs. E. J.
Beale for high score and .Mrs.
Wilbert Outland second.
Ldvely refreshments in the St.
Patrick motif were served the
following guests: Mrs. George Hart,
Mrs. Wells Overbey. Mrs. Wells
Purdom, Mrs. D. H. Stress, Mrs.
Joe Lovett. Mrs. C. L. Sharborough,
Mrs. Bill Swann, Mrs: Jack -Farm-
er, Mrs Beale Outland., fdrs. Rob-
ert Holland, Mrs. A. L Rhodes.
0. J. Jennings. Mrs. John
Miller, Mrs. A. F. Yancey. Mrs.
J. H. Branch, Mrs. B. 0 'lee
ton. Mrs. Wilbert Outland, MI
J. Beale, Mrs. Nat Ryan. Jr.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr
• • • •
Music Club Meets Tuesday
Evening
Mrs. James H. Richmond.
ed by Mrs. Leslie Putman
Mrs. W. S. Swann, entertained •
Music Department of the M,,, :
Woman's Club Tuesday es.. •
at the Richmond home.
Mrs. A. F. Yancey presided
(Continued en Page Ph.,
Everybody's Talking About
-GLADYS SCOTTLS-
Stec through our doors and
SEE what everybody's talking
'about! Feel the thrill of
Spring!. It's a new season,
aglow with youth; vibrant
with color . . a new season of
titterly feminine clothes! Come
twe• Spribies most exhilarating
fashions at. Gladys gcott's to-
day!,
•
C.• R. Ford A' nusaioi talk.
-.Methodisi • W.art n Rudd Their
Own Community.
Mes. Virgin.a Sviarm Mrs Betty
Overby 2, • r.nrt taiR, entitled
"Let Mt. T .1 *i" a Good Stor:.
Mrs Eva Gibbs gave a report on
the World Out:.Try wcr.
lovely solo. Mrs. W. .1, Allreo,,
"poke on 'The, Widow cif Var..
; phath- which was talten from th
th,,,olt. "Studies of • Fam. us .Bibi
I Woir.en."
Lovely refreshments were serve,:
to th.: twenty-four members pres-
er:t
I The Bt It Circle was entertain.,
Men's Fellowship . I at t.ne h')Irc Of Mrs. B. W. Over
Ras Dinner Meeting . - tty, who ivas assisted by Mrs. W, A
Ab •:]* 
I „
E.1!_ri,vship Club'of the First. Chris-.
,. roma:ter: the Men's
. After a .str>rt Isnsiness Sc'-'.. •
ean churth their regOlar I .r."';:azied 'over, by the alai::
monthly "dinner meeting last Thurs. 01M7S. Bell. the devotional ex&
rn in,. the c- r.duetcd by Mrs,. W-. J.Clay 
night at _6.30 p.
church -recreation hal:. The dinner 1. ling' Program leadrrrby a t P Hutsoo gave a splendid riL., setry,ce I of the b ok, "The Return To -
ligion"• by Dr Henry, Link.
Cirde of :.he
'e;cqrze. in charge of the ' boring the social hour
pm' gram and was - by rr:freshments wer,
several .'of the mernber.,„ 'present. • t') incikber'-It war,. the --itatron of Society
Vcrsu...: -Harry Black. in a Mock - F B- C•utiand ''Pecheclcourt witnesses ; home for the meeting of the !' ••
ti,Ftrfied as to the character aod nam•CircO Mrs. W. L. Wit:
odtrupottney of the said Harry Mrs- T Parkerillaere and the proc•sdarie. was 1,, ! Burnett Warterfield wen.
tr, an.:wer t't 'he's.: I've hc*-15
h.ch might x ff;.-et any I The program opened with th.
.y wh t has gone delineno-rit: I s'ngulg • c't the song, -What A1. What clo y..,u eon:4,21pr th, t Friend We Have In 'Jesus" by al:
tributolg fact•,;s in the deitnot, t.t- y Pr• -"1 M's Alice Waters car,-of -Harry Elale' ducted trie &won exercises. A
2. Do yernilar tilik 'on -The Wcrmairrgilifi.F.Tsionari
• Council" Was t1,47.'tr. by ,Mrs. J. Li
3 e. hee Cro- 2
c; f „ ▪ . in: A ho, foliawed dur; _
: ' which rttfreshrrtrott- wer: 5'erv-t.c tn-itttons 4. I. h-, fo tv.en".'y IT.F.T7-ito 7-
,,r trf tt, 'tttt: •
• ;I. • 
.1 Eastern Star if banter: lei Meet
t4,1•1 i Mr A () .- -'! - •. C.ro 
1". fe:y• Star (!t .
S's rt-J-rrti.!cr- 
1.1:(.1 ;1••, r.4 tole /..astr:'rt,jut•it, at.r' iritty wi;1 treAtt Lett:Jar 'slur;'•"stt • at • H;. Ta - •.•.•
STYLES
for
SPRING
R.64;.1.10111
Regular $3.50 Du-Art
Permanei t $3.00
Regular 55.00 Helen
Curtis (Machineless)
$4.50
Regular $3 Oil Sheba Wive S2.50
MURRAY-.BEAUTY'SHOPPE
Phone 281 ' East side_ Square•
ret-sYr M,%E 111...AKEIN-Operators--HAI. I.ON0
-"Adkins-
f
Talking...31;4)st their ex-
ciUng low price, too!
So Irl-skirted charmers.
sauty fan pleats: Bolero
and redingote frock s:
Ilea% enly pastel cheers,
vivid prints . . all dresses
to make you a gayer,
manger, new -you"!
Other Dresses $1.95 to
East Side Court Square-Murray, Ky.
--t'ver-yriody.'s Talking About
these Excitingly New
DRESSES
$ 95
ALL
SIZES
$16.95
Everybody's Talking
About
these New, NEW
COATS
$695 to $39.50
Caltib anra.- a ride and wet:ratite, you mint
itivr one: box coats, tared° Suaziters;
Treure-del.nin:•• rolEsless coats . . . the smart-
est Spring costs ever: Furred, unfurled. New
woolens av.„.1. colors.
Everybody's Talking About •
these adorable HATS
$195
U?
ALL
HEADSIZES
hie,. NEW :iailors,. precious
winsome off-facers. new rolled brims
Spring bill , that ' are "ctinvergatioil
flomanrci.. Straws,. felt. •  Ni b • •
ACCESSORIES
Colorful New Spring Gloves.
$1.75, $1.95 and
• Color-bright New Spring Bags. Patents,
gabardines, new leathers. $1.00
$1.95, $2.95 and 
Life-like br,ght Spring
wide choice for you
At Only
flowers! Wide,
50c.
li
r4
Everybody's Talking About
these Enchantingly New
BLOUSES
Precious little blouses for es r
type suit! Smart little shirt-
waists, fitted waistcoats, lovely
lacy blouses! White, , lusctions
pastels, stripes, vivid prints
a?. to 42.
41,
Everyilody-a Taking About
195
these
Most talked about suits for Swine:
Sculptured man tailored a.'' nipped-
vtaists, boxy tots oats, trim fitted suits
with furred ..oaecers' %Voided% chalk
Wipes, sh et lands Ne est colors. 510.95,
$16.05, $15.05.
SUIT STARS
$695
GLADYS SCOTT'S
_•••••••1,•••••
•
• •
• 
•.11.,••••••••!•••• 
•••••••••••1•T•••••••,••••••••••••••P.•••••••••.•••••••,..•••••••••••••••••
•
6.6•266.6' " 1..• .1
C.
•
• •••
or
...41116• 46446
Ira. B. 0. Lai._
t Outland, Mr,-
Fat Ryan. Jr.
abblefield, Jr
• • •
is Tuesday
Richmond, a
Putnam
in, entertained • ..
nt of the M141 I',,
Tuesday VI, t
home.
.wey presidt,i
sn Page Fly,
%bout
New
.c
95
•
g".
•
•
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Society
(Continued Page Four)
a short business session. A pro-
gram on "The Dance" was ere-
sented as follows:
Blue Danube Waltz—Strauss,
Mrs. Hall Hood.
Why Do We Dance?, Miss Marg-
aret Graves.
Violin Solo. Mrs. William H.
Fox.
ram ..us Ballets and FamousS Dancers, Miss Frances Sexton.Interpretative Dance, Martha Bell
Hood and Marion Sharborough„
A pretty party plate was served
assij.1477-
ar"Slocum.
In addition to members, guests
were Miss Clara Rimmer, Miss
Marion Slocum, and Mr. Leslie
R. Putnam.
•
- a
• •
1 •
  Wegurir -26c Grade, Yd.
Mrs.— Rzy••• Entertains
Bridgo,,gAb
The Thursday morning Midge
Club met with Mrs. Waylon Ray-
burn at her home last week.
Guest prize Was won by Mrs.
Vernon Stubblefield. Jr., and the
club prize by Mrs. E. J. Beale.
Those- present Were members
and the following visitors: Mrs.
- - -
Frank Albert Stubblefield. Mrs,
Rue Beale and Mrs. Vernon Stub-
blefield. Jr.
'Members of the Euzelian Class
of the First Baptist Sunday School
were entertained .at a S2Cial meel.
ing Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Ottis Valentine with Mrs.
Ralph Churchill and Mrs. Max
Churchill asiisting hosts.
Games were enjoyed during the
evening after which dainty re-
freshments 'carrying out the St.
Patrick idea were served ,by the
hosts.
he Bell Mys Circle Meet,
bleaday Evening
Margueritte tiolcomb and
Mrs. Elliott Wear were hosts Mon-
day evening at the home of Miss
Holcomb to the Mattie Bell Hays
Circle of the Methodist Missionary
,.Society.
After the business session, pre-
sided over by Miss Oneida Wear, a
program under the direction of
Mrs. Wells Overby was presented.
"Meditation Thoughts" were read
by Mrs. Russell Coalter. accompa-
nied by quiet musia played by
Mrs. Gingle Wallis. Mrs. L. J.
Hortin sang a solo, "I'll Go Where
You Want Me To Go". A mission-
SPRING SPECIALS
2 1-2 Pound QUILTED
COTTON BAT 
Another Lot of John B. STETSON HATS
Reconditioned, Like New 
—$1.25 FLY OVERAk.L and a Good Grey
COVERT SHIRT, all for 
15c Solid Color PRINTS and
" BROADCLOTH, Yd. 
Again We Lead—HEAVY LL
DOMESTIC Yd. 
29c
'1"
'1"
10c
011/2c
  19c
Columbus OIL CLOTH, Spring !Verna 
W. S. Fitts & Son
. East Main Street—Murray, Ky.
-Petalwate Tweed Suit With Thre-e-Ouarter
Coat-'"
ary topic frein the "World Out-
look", Was presented by Miss
Ruth 'Weeks. Mrs: Rue Beale dis-
cussed plans for membership. "0
God of Love" was sung by Mrs.
Garnett Jones after which Mrs.
Wells Overby dismissed with the
closing prayer .
Lovely refreshments in the St.
• •I.• fftf• s,
S. F. Hokemb and the twenty-two
members'-present.
I Woman's Club Holds Business
I Meeting Thursday
' The March business 'meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club was
: held Thursday afternoon at the
I
eel 
lel
Look
Miles
'Driving
1
Web, -----1-.
'CAT*
Diamond
Is the Highest
760 Degrees
DIAMOND
must be
grades of
ential and
'*. Tires are
of SAFETY
worn tires?
Super
Jackson
Phone
yoitg Clile"READY . , ,.....,
Forward to
of Enjoyable
With • • • • kt
. 
D-X L
-
UBRICATING MOTOR FUEL.
IS BETTER
Because it is Sold on a
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
cal, D-X Lubricates the Upper CylindersOOP ' Instantly
760 Motor Oil
Heat-Resisting Motor Oil on the market—It will stand
Fahrenheit, before breaking down in your motor:
"760" is also sold on a MONEY BACN.'GUARANTEE. Yousatisfied—Let us flush your motor, ar4 change to Summer
"760" now and change to Summer grease in your differ-
transmission.
,irestone
Gum-Dipped for Safety. They still throw out the challenge
ahd ENDURANCE. Why take chances on slick and badly
We give Liberal trade allowance on your old tires.
- Service Station
OF
•
...
J ,
Purchase Oil Co.
208 For Fast Road Service East Main Street_ ___ .
•4 •
.• • . 41•141PT, Pt,
s st. 4 eg . 744a
,T••••
home of Mrs. A. H. Butterworth.
The Delia' Departipent acted as
hosts. "'"
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, chairman.
presided' over the business session,
during which routine business was
discussed:
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, chairman of
nemineting--......iieeittele, -pre-
sented - the following slate of offi-
cers for the ensuing year: Mrs. Joe
T. Lovett, president; Mrs. W. J.
Caplinger, first vice president: Mr".
W. H. Mason, second' vice presi-
dent; Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, re-
cording secretary; Mrs. George
Hart, corresponding secretary; Mrs.
C. C. Farmer, treasurer. The slate
was unanimously accepted.
Mrs, . W. H. Mason discussed
most interestingly "Cancer and its
Control." Cancer control is one of
the major objectives of the entire
Federation.
Three beautiful musical numbers
were n resented by the college
string quartet composed of Miss
Daisy Hinkle, Mrs. W. H. Fox, F.
P. Inglis, and W. H. Fox.
A social' hour followed during
which tea was served in the dining
room from .a lace covered table
with a centerpiece of spring
flowers and burning green tapers.
Mrs. Roy Farmer, chairman of the
Del% Department, presided .at the
tea service.
' There was a good attendance.
• . • • •
Friday Bridge Club Meets
With Mrs. Lovett
L
Mrs. Joe Lovett was. it .home
Friday afternoon to the members
of the Friday Bridge Club.
High score prize was won by
Mrs. Jack Farmer.
The hostess served a lovely party
. Only members were present.. , • • • • •
Friends Surprise Kaykendalle 4 1
With Surprise Birthday Duane,'
Frieeds gathered at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Kuykendall
Surfday:shlarch 13. and gave both a
surprise birthday dinner. ._ , •-_
At the noon hour a bountiful
dinner Was served. •
The afternoon, was spent in so-
cial eonvei aatturt.
'Those' included in the hosintality
were Mr. and Mrs. Jim Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Tillman Orr, Mrs.
Hollie Key, kr. and Mrs.. Com-
modor Jones and children. Ernest.
roretta. and Lavania Ann: E.. C.
Ray. Mr. and Mrs. Noble Ray and
children, Joe Baker and Doris
Hugh. Mr. and Mrs: Bert Wikon
and children.. Sylvesta. Hugo. and
Bedford.
M. and Mrs. J. G. Denham and
'hildren. Ruth. 'Flossie D.. Bobby
Joy, Emma Jade. Billie. anci Jim-
'tify. Clara Ann Hughes. Mrs. Mat
Phillips. Mr. and Mrs. Vaul Huta;
phrcys. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Roy Kuy-
kendall. Mr. and Mrs. Haney icily-
kendall arid children, James H..
and Hassel, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Paschall and son. Vernon Hulh;
Mr. and Mrs. One Key and. son.
LoWell. Mr. and Mrs. Tellus How-
ard and children. Rudolph.. Vcline.._.—._...and- Vorts:- •
Covet Myers. Martha Nell Stark,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Key and sons.
tionell and .Bobby Lynn, Mr. and
Mrs. Collins Key, Mr., and Mrs.
Dolphus Key. Mr. and- Mrs. Elmus
Jones arid children, Clifton and
Eugeqe. Mr. and Mrs. Hester Hugh
Brown. Me and Mrs. Virgle -Pas-
chall. Mr. and Mrs. GlaPlan
All lowits. br,selm V.5.
Approved. in.wl-trrtg.41/iIrtrrri t td.
1•1:41,* 74rAIAWritrt stir:mucky naresistre
6/7 w mer rovers ennirr • ixvisovois' ass r t-IET
(.40:7114C4404.
Windsor 'and daughter, Wrda Lee,
Bill Waldrop, Dorris Kuykendall,
Clete Enoch.
Buddy Humphreys. Mr. and Mrs.
Etude Kuykendall and son. Pres-
ton. Afternoon visitors were Bass
Humphreys. Mr. and Mrs. Gat
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Mc-
Clain.
Mrs. Wendell Patterson is
Host At Quilting Party
Mrs. Wendell Patterson was host
at a quilting party held at the
home of Mrs. Taft Patterson Thurs-
day in honor of Mrs. Macon Cham-
Riley Turchess and children
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ellis, Mur-
ray, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark,
Nashville, Tenn., Mn, Eura Daven-
port, Hardin, Mrs. Minnie Henton
Murray.
pion who recently lost her home and daughter of Murray, Mk,:by fire. Hetet' White. Miss Irene Clark.
• • .• • • 
Each guest pieced a piece and Kenneth Clark.jaendel Clark, and ,!Wallpaper and PaintMrs. Claude Vaughn Honored 
_gave 10e to pay for cotton and Robert Ellis.
the lining.
On Twenty-First Birthday Headquarters
Each wenlan brought a coveredMrs. Claude Vaughn was honored dish and a delightful lunch wason her twenty-first birthday with enjoyed.
a dinner at the home of her grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Colc
At noon a bountiful dinner was
served.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Cole and baby, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Vaughn, Mrs. Odie
Cole. Mrs. Hooper Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Cole, Harvey
Stefford, Miss Myrtle -Cole, Miss
Miss Dortha Paschall, Miss Euari
Estell Elkins Mie• Lanie•-llasehallt-
Cole and Frank Paschall.
Mrs. Otis Eldridge Heat
To Qstilting Party
Ncghbors ana frier:Lk: of Mrs.
Otis, Lldridge gathered At her
home. Wednesday, March 9, and
quilted a quilt for Mrs. EAdridge
and one for her daughter, Mrs..La-
Verne bucy.
Each guest brought. a covered
dish and at the noon hour a de-
licious dinner was served.
Those present were Mrs. George
Morgan. Mrs. Charlie Kimbro, Mrs.
LaVerne Bucy, Mrs. Walter Elkins,
Mrs. Lowell Steele. Mrs. Shelton
Canady, Mrs. Lloyd Parker. Mrs.
Collie Steele, Mrs. Orval. Evans,
Mrs. 'Johnnie Steele, Mrs. Harley
Johnson. Mrs. Harry-Sheckle. Mrs.
Loyal Bum —KM- 'Clyde Steele,
Mrs. W.-F. MeCage. and Mrs. OW
Eldridge. t''
Misses Eva Mae-and Merle Kim-
t;ro. Miss Bessie Elkins, and Miss
Maxine Parker. Children present
were James Harold and Donnie
Hugh Steele, Maxine and Rosetta
Elkins, Melba Sheckle, anal Kim-
bro. Buna Sue Fielder. and Loretta
Elskidge„,
Those present were Mrs. Grover
Hodges, Misses Sheltie and Avai
Hodges, Mrs. Auburna Perkins. I
Mrs. Eunice Hodges, Mrs. Mark..
Oliver, Mrs. Jim Wilson, Mrs. Zack
Wynn, Mrs. Elsie Garland, Mrs
Taft Patterson, Mrs. Emmett Hen-
ry, Mrs. Vernon Moody. Miss Ver-
na Smith, Miss Irene Smith, Mr,
Kelly Burton .
Mrs Otho Boeten,-Mrs7—Minadi
Champion, Mrs. Arthur Jewell, Jr..'
and children, Mrs. Walter Bucy,
Billie Rumfelt, Mr. and Mrs. Wen-
dell Patterson.
Those sending pieces and dimes
were Mrs. Walter Scarbrough, Mrs.
Eura Smith, Mrs. Archie Canton,
and Jessie Love, Mrs. Lula Moody,
Mrs. Clara Moody, Mrs. Luna
Moody, Mrs. Lurne Wilson. Mrs.
Ed Todd, Mrs. May Nickles, Mrs.
Nickles, Mrs. Chai'lie Stubblefield,
Mrs .Pauline Garland, Mrs. Leon
Evans, Mrs. Charlie Brewer, Mrs.
Walter Smith,' Miss Imogene
Smith, Mrs. Oscar Kline. Mrs.
Rupert Kline, Miss Elizabeth Wil-
son. Miss Orlene Brewer,
Birthday Celebration
Friends and relatives gathered. at
the home of Mr. an_g_t4rs. C. A.
Clark, 'Sunday, March 13, to cele-
brate the -21st birthday of their son.
Charles Clark.
At noon's Splendid dinner was
served by the hostesses.
Those' present were Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Smith and children of Hardin. Mr.
and Mrs. Wilciye Ellis of Nashville,
Mr .and Mrs James R.
-D.tr-sszrism-.will
Tenn.,
Read the Classified Column.
Don't Take Chances With
Tornadoes
Now is the season of the year for•them..Do youhave adequate coverage? .
It pays to buy the Best Policy.
One of the reasons why we, aay "It does makea difference who writes Your Insurance" is 'anopinion substantiated: by the fact that during-themore than 18 years since this agency was estab-lished we have not yet failed to secure an ad-justment satisfactory to all co.ncerned. -•
Therefore," the companies represented by ushave NEVER BEEN SUED OTri any fire, or wind-storm - policy issued_ ky our agency. •
Frazee & Melugin
"It Does
INSURANCE AGENTS
PHONE 331
Make a Differtince Who Writes Your
Insurance
I DAMN BROADLOOM
can be cut to any size you want
9 FT-
ALSO 12, 15
AND 18 FT. WIDE
Let us cut you a tailor-mode rug from our
large assortment of Bigelow figured, solid-color
plain or textured broadloom carpeting. Choose your width-9, 12, 15 or 18
and we'll snip off any length you want. Here are a few popular Bigelow styles..
PLAIN WEAVES:
Bigelow Bushnell-50 ex,-c-lient quality
although very moderately pried. Woven, of
1,ilely -Wool, of roarer, which springs hack
TWISTWEAVES:
Bigelow Firmltrief--A popular-priced grade
of the tsisted-yarn type of carpet which is
Bigelow Twistweave—a better quality of
this popnlar type and true economy in thelong run. 21 beautiful colors including dreeo-
TEXTURE BROADLOOMS:
‘....'srittge.ow Looptisfl--a tittrvelous new Idea!
make • series of in-
teresting smalbseale textured designs. lit ilk
Bigelow Duo•Weare—.the combining ofcut anti uncut pile makes possible • series of
FIGURED BROADLOOMS: N.•
nigelow Ferrak & Harris—charming
hoar/I-rue pa,tterms In Pervak;
* 85smart texturous designs with 2-
modern feeling In Hand-. sq. yd
underfeej and gives years of sturdy wear.Choice of 29 smart colors, from delicateshades to rich, dark tones.
sweeping the country. Minimizes footprintsand marks. In 13 stunning colors.
ratoroi favorites such as maple, glacier blue,dark copper, •• &haul brown, nblue•green. tur-quoise, claret, gold, jade and mahogam.
patented 1.ikwea•c • back v.hich Means it canhe cut and almost ins biddy seamed to any size.In 6 charming solid colors.
4-4 4Lternot.et1 and toolt1 under Coins, • Allman ward
beautiful textured patterns. ers luxurious.Stunt% ̀ Nihon uca•e. 8 different designs.
ni,geltur Beim ritiN mu" Wedley.—auother
group of 1144•464,1-r114Z and formal sig.75patterns in Ream His: • aried tex-
Iii patterns In Mettle v. sq yd
And 'easy other styles and types in all price ranges. Be sure to see therm!
RHODES-BURFORD CO.
Mayfield, Ky., Store gearest Murray
Stores in Mayfield and Eadueah, Ky.
$9.45
J sq. yd
$4).95
J sq. yd
$C.65
J sq. yd
$0.50
• sq. yd
5C.65
sq- Yd
 .,rw;asesmrr;reteAac,sfncsar,, cy.w.4isaeact.am4a.ssmm....saw.. r,?oias..rss mv•s.N,,.z.;*.:.-....... -
a
,•
• "-e
o-,
•••••• 
4
44.
•,_ •
•
,
9
ANY man who buy9--ort this year, is losing out.PLEN1'. And with my new Al-RAY:lean PROT,'Etai.stkvicK!
Nash's amazing new SUPER-TRRItnnengine design (1.0f,' Morepower anci ro mileage on same.,gas) CAN SAVE YOU'; MORI: than t sligin difference bet ween N ash and "All Three"!Come in and drive a Nash . . . the one really netiear of the
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Miss Uerdine Sledd 'a, last
week in Murray as guest of her
aunts, Mrs. Joe Irvan and Mrs.
Bak. Fair.-
• I•ir. Tom Carson. tt. wtt fell and
broke his hip last Tht,rsilay
convaleacing rapidly at :hi; atason
Hospital. his friend: made knovin
here this mot nin,-;.
Virgil Stites and his rnothir
Mrs. Sara St-i.,te s. East St lows.
111.; spent the 'noel part of thet
week through .M, nday with thc:r
brother and son. Lesne Stars.
West Olive !ninon. a latainyailn ope-
rator at no ,n
Arc .
Mrs. . Ai „. .
Frankfort Tuesday ann returned
.Wednesday H e,i-h n business
manager of Murtay State Coll,
and Mrs. Young' dien:tan.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar,- liattu
, and &nein e nil gm vi ten
her parents Mr. and Mrs In sk.'
Chevann rivin- the ad Gay
Craig, also of Clinton. w is al, the
'Jest` of the (-henrys
James Nix of 1-1-inkini.vtlre- was
the week-.iii gi i-.t reIa• No,
here.
Mr aliii__Mir_gi-Brif•ty
antrdaughter. Martha Lou. anir
Benton last week-end and at-
and MM. John Houston.
Concord Hu:het-ale took a in. or
trip thionirti Thurtday and
Friday.
Mrs. 'Pail Blalock. Detroit. is
vlieitiniii her parents. Mr and Mrs.
Rob Whitt. neat Hazel. and Mrs.
Esne Blalock_ Colic id, hey tiITA-
er-tn-law . Mrs. Blalock was for-
merly Robbie Frank White.
Yttenn,a lias:sit,rr and Frank
Dalton spent Thursday night with
!hex pic-ents, respeinively, in Tay,
0. of bear Hazel.
Ø''' • - 11 • her h
a iacal
weak Mr and Mrs. 0. K Stubble-
fold. '1 Cincord M s. Whin%
Mrsr_Slubbieffclels Moth;
e.r. m veal after an
niutsratant.
Harold aticenalers spnnt the week
and to Marshal! county at the home
of his int h r J If McWaters.
Benton. .
Min •Eve 'a I. n loekhartnend
Margaret K. V' relatives in
tondod the Lititr,- 1 teurnament
held a. that plant-.
I week' attending funeral of Mrs.Iguests of Mr and Mrs Tebe SuiterJoe Wilson
Luther Parks of near Lynn
!Grove is remodeling his dwelling
a !house
Miss Lanelle Smith. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wilson Smith of
North Fourth Street, returned from
la lace-hospital Sunday after hav-
ing been operated on Tuesday. She
is -reported as recovering nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Farley visited
in Tyline in Livinestbrf county
Sanday. carrying Mrs Shennie
Outland an instructor in the school
there who had been visiting here.
I back to her position. Coming bark.
the Parleys -were caught in the
teriffie rain and hail storm which
swept the entire area.
Mrs. fi At. Vance. Sr. visited
Mr and Mrs. Rome Vance in Ben,
ten Sunday.
Mr. and Mit. Tom Watson. Se-
dalia, are the parents of a. new
9 aveund :baby boy. named Hobart.
and born on March 9. Its mother
%VIC formerly Margaret McCall,
well known- here.
MasaP.,Alv Km, event the week-
end in Nashville with her soinin-
law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Burnett Miller.
The Rev. Sam P. Martin left
Monday, for Pineville'. Ky.. where
he will aid in a two-weeks' Meet-
ing there with the Rev.' E.
Howerton. 
. .Mr naid Mrs. Lee motored to
Buchanan Route I. last .•Suncli0
Implements!
Farm Needs
Mr. arid Mrs. R. H. Falweil. Sr..
motored to LaCenter last week
to meet their son; R. H.' Jr.. who nna023:1921=11====11, was preaching at the, Baptist
church there, and bring him home
with' them. R. H. Jr. returned to
Louisville Monday night where he
is a student. at the Southern Bap-
tish Seminary there.
Mr. and. Mrs. Cleiburiag..njonee
la are - the _parents of a baby girl
born Friday of • last week. The
parents were especially proud of
elte-ettilek-sntce it -was the rirst
Disc Harrows and Disc Cultivators. Peg
Harrows-,- Chattanooga Slat Mold Plows
and repairs. Owensboro and Weber Wa-
gons, Field Fencing: .Garden Wire, Extra
Quality Red Top Seed.
Look over N,otir stock of .Harness, Col;,
lars, Bridles. Trace Chains. Back Bands,
Plow Lines- Singletrees, Plow .Points.
Clevises, and yoor other needs in our line
and See. what Ave have to offer you this
week and next and Fouith Monday, the
BIG COURT DAr.
- 
Sexton Bros.
Hardware Co.
- I year ... v I start r.g Y.( ft Amazing inTprove-rnentsl.ke C, ntr m....'"Danting_Sald"aoand-prr.ef. ,•ornatic cnnising flear*... perfected autoznatic Kew-eff eing - .
Sesides. I ff • beef ì deo!" itt loin -
So big it tarns into a sleeping car with (all-size bed?*
of Murray.
Mr and Mrs. Ellis Wrather. Mr.
and. Mrs James H. Belcher and
John W. Doran attended the funer-
al services of Joel 011in Evans at
Meefielel Sunday.
The Rev Carroll Hubbard pas-
tot- of the Memorial Baptist Church
here. left Sunday afternoon for
somerset. Ky.. where he will assist
W E. Hunter in a Bible institute
being conducted there. Mr. Hub-
bard will return via the Clifton
Aeenue Baptist Church in Lex-
ington. where he will aid the Rev.
Clarence Walker in sermons there.
Mrs. Hubbard aceomnanied her
husbanda, far • . Shady Grove In
Crittenden county. where he will
spend -11W-time-with hits.
until• retttrns this week-tIM,
The Rev. E. G. Brewer filled Mr.
Halbern's nlace in the pulpit at.
the Mem-rsal church Sunday night... . J. eAsher 'White Farris cf Belle-
ville. ill.. is mending the week
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. A.
S. Farris. • . -
Mr and Mrs. Hardy
Sallie Adair. Mr. and Mrs. turtis
Rowland and children attended the
funeral services* for • Joel 011is
Evans. at Mayfield, Sunday.
Miss Delma „eh r isman. secre-
tarial stenographer in the offices
of the soils conservation depart-
mrsriT. apeititetlae week-end with her
parents arid family in Hazel. She
returned here early Monday morn-
ing-
Hunter Love. Murray photog-
rapherilleft Monday afternoon for
St. Louis. Ma.. where he attended
a photographic demonstration spon-
sored by. the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. He returned tate yesterday
afternoon.
...Dr. A. D.- Bunerweirth. Mrs.
Calista Jones Butterworth. Mrs.
Reginald Butterworth. and'. miss
Virginia Lassiter took dinner  Mon, 
-Sharaliffh-ThThtterworth's .matn-_girt to... be born. .if4. the -farailite- in en Mrs: Sarah Butterworth onf several - years: south Eighth Street.;
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Maddox. Mr. and Mrs. Laymba Neale,
Mrs. Ray. Maddox. and JuAti); All- f Miss Dorothy Nelle Neale. Mr. and.
' britten visited Mr and Mrs. Ralph_ Mrs._ Jimmie Mills. Sherrill Out-
Penn fri Martin. Tenn. Sunday. land. Miss Jo - Neale. Sally John-
Bruce Maddox. Savannah. 'Tenn..
I'spent the week-end With his par-
).ents., Mr-enand Mrs. Ray Maddox.
. 'Mrs Prances Harris Farmer and
sum- -Billie. _of. frankfort :tpiabt • Tail-
FridaY night' with Mrs. • Wells
. •Pardon)... in
Mr and Mrs. John -Ronson iMr1
little 'son or 'Milburn were the
. zuests last_ Saturelaa _nt_Mrs. Lula-
• Risenhoover.
I Miss Mary Williartis of Frank-
tort spent the. „week-end with her
, mother. Mrs. Love Williams.
. Mrs I.. J. Hortin spent a few
day last week with her parents,.
Mr. and Mrs G. W. Sciitt, in Pa-
dueall. Route I.
Vernon Hale. Tellus Caraway
and.HarrY Sledd were in Nashville
Tuesday on business. ,
Mr ai-,d Mrs. Waylon Rayburn
I spent a new days the first of the
F week in Lexington. KY..Mr. and Mrs. Chesley SuttaniMr. and Mrs. Rennie Dye. Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. Workman, all of
Mayfield. were Sunday afternoon
WE WANT HAWKED
BuyEine To LOOK AT THESELiu,- AMAZING FACTS
Don't Take Chances! —There's a
Whale of a Lot of 
Difference in
What You Get tor Y 
Money
„This Year! Study 
theour 
Frank Con,.parizon at the Right!
•
You Can? Beat A
THE GREAT INDEPENDENT
THE "ALL 
THREE"CA14
H_Ar 
.$ , 17.
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son; Joe Pat Johnson. R. M. .Phil-
lips, Mrs..Edd Swadner. _Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. John Armstrong. and
Ellen Armstrong all met in a din-
ner reunion Sunday at.. the home
f Mr. and Mrs. Neale. Mrs.
Neale. Mrs. Johnson, and Mrs.
Swatiner are sisters. •
--Mr: and Mrs. Albert McCord are
the parents of a boy born Sunday
tiight. •
• Mile Adams and brothers from
Ohio are visiting their brother.
Samuel Adams, here during- the
'serious illness of his wife who is
in Clinic-Hospital suffering
front complications after a major
operati-n.
Miss Opal Johnson.- Mrs. Ethel
Bowden, and Miss 'Ola Mae .Farrrr-
er drove to Memphis Sunday to
see Mrs. Bowden's daughter. MI,
goYd Norman. who is recovering
from an operation a hospitio
there.
Miss Mayette Buchanan. clerk I r:
the office of the Western Kentuck ,
Dark Fired Tobacca Growers As-
sociation, spent the week-end at
her .home in Kevil visiting rela-
tives.
Mrs. Nannie Ivie. Mrs. Lela Wat-
son. and Mrs. 'Charlie Sparks a:;
of Murray visited Mrs. Fent( Rob•
erts last Friday on the Eggnens
Ferry highway
Mrs. J.:. A. Dulaney visited If:
Columbia. Tenn., over the week-
end with herj son. Eugene. whe is
attending Columbia Military Acad-
• —r my.
Paul. Roders--vistrecr va-arinnirtrn.
Ky.. over the week-end With his
sister. Mrs. Charles Scherffius.
Mrs.-Ed HtiMn.left for her home
in Charlottee. Tenn., this morning
after a short visit here with her
. fathee C. M. Hood and Mrs. Hood.
and other friends and relatives..„
.--1---- Mr. and 'Mrs. Mabra Travd'anet,
I children. Anna Marie. Frankie
I
Madelle. and Mary Cunningham.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Travis,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan .Meador. and
Rosco Noel cf Cadiz last 'week-
end. • .
Miss Enid Lindenberg af Nash-
ville. who was the guest of Mrs.
Bill Swann last w_eek.....was taken
ill and has been a patient at tho
Clinic for several days.
Mrs. Solon Higgins returned
Tuesday from Tulsa. Okla.. where
She visited her son. Van Higgire
.and Mrs. Higgins, .
Miss Marilyn Mason. *fro is ft
student at Gulf Parktnliesees-Gulf-
port. Miss., will sail on the flint ,.
toe-nth of this month far a thrco
week' Caribbean cruise. She wet
accompany a group of the 5tu-
dents and faculty from Gulf Park
PARKER BROS. GARAGE
•
South Fourth St.----Phone 373
Edward. little son of Mr. and
Mrs n.E41,..,1;huguidn Jr.. is ' quite 01
'n4.........etaatitenitWer Lillie 'Mason i
Memorial Hospital.n.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. ttraw, .p.ma,
Mrs. Preston Ord.v?azi-tvere week-
end visitrars in Memphis. -
Miss Hilda Dulaney, A' h • •
in the Jefferson School, 1:ni
-merit. the Week-end with her pa,
tits. Mr. and' Mrs. W...14.-:,Dulani-:.
Mr. Torn Morris 'returned t . t
Memphis last week and ein'entered
the Baptist Hospital for treatmein
Me and tirs.• Courtney Stark'
of Hazel' Highway. announce tie,
birth of an eleven pound boy Moil
daY night The child is. the grand ,I
I
son ,pf Mr. and 'Mrs. R. A. Stark:
also pf Hazel Highway, and of Mr
and Mrs. Corbett Overeats,. of Ha-'
zel. v 
1
Mrs. Jim Dulaney has returned
from Columbia. Tenn., where she
visited .her son. Gene who is a
student at Columbia Military Acad.
ems',
Mr and Mrs Holmes Clerv nad
civil of Mrevfl•14. snent ti!ict
r-ight with Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Barnett,
Harry Sledd and Wrenn Hoe
made a business
'reesclay in the
stoees.
Harry r Dulaney.
Ilan to
interest
Nashville
ef their
traveling
salesmen f,r anrigir.1 supply
house in New York City, snent
the week-ena with his narents. Mr.
Mrs. W P Dulaney. 1120
Olive street He enis'enreade from
• alle where he had been at.
tand.ne a medicel convention, to
his home in Atlanta. Ga.
High' School Listc .
Long Honor Roll
Thy' Murray High School Mena/
tor the
fourth six-weeks period.
Pupils making a grade of 90 Per
cent or- above and who Were pres-
ent every period are as follows:
Grade.Two: Margaret Jean Hien-
nhries. Billie Jean Thompson. Don
McDoligal, Joe Cable. .
Grade Three: Crystalline Cunn-
Otry Paschall
Ingham. Betty Ann Smith. Louis
Glenn York.
Grade Four: Jama" Smith, Berdie
E. Colson. Claire i•Joran. Harold
G. Beaman. Luther Dunn. - Buddie
Valentine. Anna Eva ',Blalock.
Grade Five: Leita 'Rose Gholson.
Ralph Shell. Suzanne Miller, Jce
Pat Anderson.
Grade Six: Minine Lee "rurch-
ill, Martha Sue Cunninghere Jer-
lene York, Joe Edward Starks,
Aleda •Farmer, Edward Heil Bor.
gess, Sarah Ruth Rhodes.
Grade Seven: Wanda Fuzzell
Fay Nell Anderson, Virginia Nell
Wilford.
Grade Eight: Barbara Diuguid.
Hilda Farley, Charlyn Hartsfieid,
Grade Nine: George Ed Jones,
MaiTha Churchill.
Grade 10: Gordon Lynn. Oneda
Mecallum. Noble McEruagal.
'Grade Eleven: Solon Hale. Hugh
MeElrath, Joe Ward, Louise Cable,
Elizabeth Upchurch.,
Grade Twelve: John L. Roach,
Christian Units To
Broadcast Program
The monthly broadcast sponsored
by the .Kentucky Christian En-
deavor Union will again be heard
on Saturday morning. March 19.
at 8:30 a. m. over Station WHAS,
the Endeavor board has an-
ie.unced. Music by Mrs.- Harold
Durbin and a special message by
Rev. Ralph Holdeman, pastor of
the Trinity Evangelical ChurctLoT
Louisville, will be featured.
The Executive Board of the Ken-
tucky C. E. Union will convene
In Louisville March 19. 6 n. m., to
complete plans for the 48th An-
nual State Convention to be held
in Paducah. -Ausii1., 311.39seend -Mi..tiz-004044Pi'llfl4IF.-iiiI. the theme for which is to 
beinnTruslin-Priantising- D ane' a d
the slogan "Seeking the Saviour's
Guidance."
Plans are being Made by the
various districts to obtain special
transportation rates for this event.
 - is. Mrs.. A D 
We wish to thank those wno dolph, 1039 N. 12th, Paducah.
Big Singing to Be
Held on March 27
John F. Key., president of the
Calloway County Singing Conven-
tion,- announced Monday that the
annual Fourth Sunday in March
singing would be held l the court-
house here March 27.
Key outlined features. of the pro-
gram which he said will include
quartets, solos, duets and special
Invitational number s. Hundtedi
each year attend the musical
rituals.
TO HOLD T. a CLINIC ,
Miryt-?'
CILLS1S clink will- be sponsored in
Calloway county about April 1:
Dr. John Floyd, of the state de-
partment, will be in charge of the
clinic, he said, which will include
both preliminary ex-
aminations.
and x-ray
were so helpful and sympathetic n
to us daring the recent illness and More than 30.000 black locust
death of our' mother, Mrs. Sally seedlings have been ordered by
Paschall Jones. For flowers, kind Graves county farniens for an-
words, and expressions we were so mediate planting.
grateful for, we extend our most
sincere appreciation.-Mr. and Mrs.
Read the Classified Column.
—
Mr. TRACTOR OWNER:
( We are in a position to sup-
ply you with all your fuel
requirements; also a com-
plete line of Firestone Trac-
tor Tires. Get our prices.
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
Phone 209, Murray, Ky.
5.
—COMING—
"COLLEGE
SWING" CAPITOL
TODAY and FRIDAY
LIKAMA—LO MAI di 5iJUi
heart ... thundering spec-
_ tacit...al_ battle _amcLachusa—.
yese.nervel•
of the most beautiful, most
human love siories ever
brought to the screen!
Migitty east of
thottstauts!
CLARENCE
ROWN'S
PRODUCTION OF
OF HUMAN HEARTS
WALTER HUSTON • JAMES
STEWART • BEUL.AH BONDI
GUY KIBBEE • CHARLES
COBURN • JOHN CARRADINE
M•G•M's GREAT
$5,000.00
PRIZE•TITLE•
CONTEST PICTURE!
SUNDAY and MONDAY
TWO'S COMPANY BUT THREE'S A RIOT!
Glamorous Gladys gives two rollick-
ing Romtios the romantic run-aroundl
•DOt1,4 SUROS 
Pallet*"
GLADYS SWARINOIII
JOHN BOLES
I JON% 
BARRYMORE
ROMAIKS
IN THE DA*
1.7 _C. 
lA111.1 DODD 
WIZ FEU/
CURT SOIS • 
D".0.4 or C
A 
.P.•.••••wn, PictUr•
S...., mud swung whent
Gleely, "A,14.914.1
W• Love • "Wu. Dow."
0.4
.0
NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARS"
Robert Virginia
Montgomery
•—"'""
and
Bruce
—COMING—
"THE
HURRICANE"
SATURDAY
Charles Starrett
"Call of' the
Rockies"
Serial: "Tim Tyler's Luck"
4 and Cartoon
1-----7-I'UESDAY and WEDNESDAY
•
Big in LAUGHS!... Big in RHYTHM!
Big in ROMANCE!...it's the biggest
"BIG BROADCAST" of them all!
12-scintillating stars-12i
Gme.m.,my friends, count 'mai
Aosiph
W.C.FIELDS
in
'I 4 fl E 010
ADCAST
Of 1939-
liARTRA RAYE DOROTHY [AMOUR
One east vocal chord! She oalpilales ray heart:
SHIRLEY ROSS *BEN BLUE*
A put tor the eyes ad ears! I III him in the boeby-hatch!
*BOB HOPE* LYNNE OVERMAN
Air, he's a droll customer! What a balmy jackaupes!
RUFF DAVIS LEIF ERIKSON
The pretzel-faced buffoon! My remeatic eider:tidy!
GRACE BRADLEY TITO GUIZAIT
I'm tern Issist her and lam! He hos eft the rhumbas!
RIRSTER FLAGSTAD SHIP FIELDS
I led dr ill! Ns hi Gont! 4 bin lhorillog Illtyttra Occbiltll
directicl by Mitchell leison
A Paramount Picture
Edgar Kennedy
• —.-in—
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Hazel School News
By Calvin West
The boys of junior and senek-
high have been working on the
campus. Much has been done- to
improve its apeparance and much
remains lo be done.
Teams of horse,: belonging to
Mr. W.Ilie Coper, Mrs. Leslii-
Ellis. Mr. Tom Nesbitt, and Mr.
Muncie. Steely were used two days.
These good citizens also helped in
the removal of the dirt with pond
scoops. These scoops' were lent
us by Mr. Scruggs Mr. Mayer,
Mild Mr. Oscar. Morris. • Mr. Bill
Lawrence came and helped us
work. When the wiark of grad-
ing and leveling has been finish-
ed we shall sow' bluegrass and set
-an shrubbery. '
Our honor roll for the first SIX
weeks of the second semester reads
as follows:
Seventh Grade: Will Frank
Steely, Billie Burke Wilcox, Bet.
ty Nan Mason. Mary Ellen Bran-
don, Ted Brandon, and Wilma
Sprague.
Eighth Grade: Imogene Linn,
and Bill Edd Hendon.
Freshmen: Mary Alice Myers,
Elwin Freeland, Calvin West, Mil-
dred Clayton.
Sophomores: Rachel White, Bren-
da Ccoper, Mary Frank Erwin,
Bogard Dunn, and Katherine Un-
derwood.
Juniors: Laura' J. Curd, and
Imogene Parks.
Seniors: Clara Erwin, Leola Er-
win, Sybil Simmons, Jessie Alex-
ander, and Angelyn Brandon.
The paper-selling contest which
was sponsored by the mathematics
department under the leadership
of Mr. L. D. Miller, won over all
schools of the county. The eighth
grade won over all contestant& of
this school. The money thus
made is to be used to buy shrub-
bery. The following persons made
donations to this fund: Miss Pope
Spring Fashions Week, March 18 to 25
Fashionable
Apparel
Of Hig Quality At Moderate Prices
A You At Littleton's
Perky Hats
Topper Coats
Silk Print Dresses
Floral Silk Crepe, yd.
Pure Irish Linen
.11shades, Fast Colors, Yd.
Men's Spring Suits, All Wool . .$16.50 up
Men's Calfskin Oxfords
Black, Grey. Brown, Pr.
Men's E and W Dress Shirts
Non-Wilt Collars
Men's Phoenix Ties
$3
'1.45
50c
Erwin, Mrs. Eunice Miller, John
B.' Underwood, 0. B. Turnbow,
Mrs. Pat Thompson, and Mrs. Abe I
Thompson.
Our music entries for the contest I
to be held at Kirksey March 22,1
are as follows:
Girls' solo, 1)..irothea Miller; boys'
solo, Tom Turnbow: boys' _quar-
tet. Tom Turnbow. Bogard Dunn.
Bob Turnbow, and Ed Miller. Jr.;
mi x ed quartet, Dallas Miller.
Dorothea Miller, Torn Turnbow,
and /Lathy Lee Pinkley.
, The chorus is doing nice sis.%rk
in their preparation for this eVent.
We are anticipating the concerti%
to be given..12 slos- a:itanktisakiloga
 ferenar-A H ihSehoot saturdaY
J. E. Littleton & Co.
"The Big. Store In a Little City"
HAZEL, 'KY.
CHANGE TO
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ItOURS..HIONER PAY
•1
to
Slow power keeps you in the
low-pay class. That is why Allis-
Chalmers gives you FASTER
POWER ... power that helps you
accomplish more and earn more,
with time left for better living.
Faster Farming is better farming,
too. For many crops, you must go
over your land 10 times or more
for best results. That is where
the WC Tractor's higher working
speeds help you get the job done
RIGHT. Pull two 14-inch plow
bottoms up to 5 miles an hour ...
prepare seedbed and cultivate at
similar speeds. A-C quick-hitch
implements with power-lift take'
full advantage of the WC's faster
power. . And on the road or
between jobs, you travel at 10
miles an hour... IN COMFORT!
Let us tell you all about the new
Allis-Chalmers system of faster
farming.. Drop in to see us today!
THIS FAST- STEPPING WC TRACTOR IS YOUR ANSWER TO :..
The Allis-Chalmers Cham-
pion•hip Plow is designed
for high speeds ...up to five
maws ALA hour. Champion
'again In the 1937 matches.
BUILT BY THE
'PIONEER OF
ALL-CROP HARVESTER •
QUICK-1117CW IMPLIEMINTS
• All-TIRED TRACTORS •
MGR SPEI0 PLOWS • FULL-
\ VI VW SAFETY MOWER •
111011E5 TRACTOR SPURS
• OPERATOR COMFORT
Good crops require early
seeding and good seedbeds.
Faster Power means more
tim•• ovetwith equipment
like the X-C disc above.
TO BITTER LIVING
r
TO BETTER FARMING>
'
WC weed keeps you •hiied
of the weeds. A-C Quick-
Hitch cyltiv•tor equipped
with power lift ... saves
your time end your back.
The WC easily IsasselLe• the
Allis-Ch•Imere Ail-Crop
Harvester v- "Successor to
the Binder". Makes you
master of your h 
We Handle All Sorts of
Farm Machinery:
Black Hawk Line of Manure Spreaders,
Cultivators, 2 and 1 Row Planters; Lynch-
burg Breaking Plows, elps
. • •
•
•
night. March 19.. will be' a huge
success. The singing convention
will also be held here Sunday,
March 20.
HAZEL NEWS
10•11D.
Missionary Society of Boust
Church Meets Tuesday
The. Woman's Missionary Society
of the Hazel Baptist Church met
Tuesday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock
in the home of Mrs. H. I. Neely
and held its regular monthly March
tneeting -with Mrs. H. I. Neely in
charge of the program.
Topic for the Month
Europe "Sheaves - Rejoicing";
the., opening hymn, "Blessed Be
I the Tie- That' Binds": • Scripturereading and prayer and the three
I first topics was given by the pro-
gram leader.
"The CooperatiVe „Program at
work in Europe" was given by
Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Mrs. Pearl.
Wil-sa13-4kick
- 'Bei der -reirtrratr,---ww"vt.
+Mayer: "Europe in' the .gouthland,"
Mrs. Vaughn: the life story of Mrs.
Andrew Udvarnoki was given by
1 Mrs. A. M. Bawler-prayer by Mrs.Vaughn. Following the program ashort business meeting was held
and closing prayer by Mrs. No-
vell° Hurt,
The Calloway County Singers
will have exercises in Hazel Sat-
urday night and Sunday. The
Parks quartet, Model, Ten.. quar-
tet and the Vaughn ra&o stars
1\ composed of Dewey Yager, John
Cook, G. K. _Naughn._ Jim. Waits-
arid‘Dwight Brock and other sing-
ers N.1,71 Calloway and Henry
countie will furnish the music.
Hazel Nees visited by quite a
heavy hail\storm Sunday night.
Blossoms weies, beaten from many
fruit trees and Several houses suf.:
fered dikleao r
Ines 'itaidelIt hit %.%.,
ber Co., the residene
Bray. Jim Scharbrough,
Marshall, Edgar Outland an
Dick and the store house of
Lamb. Many other residences s
fered some damage.
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Brandon,
sons Ted and Max, Mr. and Mrs.
Pat Thompson. daughter Nancy,
and Miss Pearl Thompson. motored
to Eddyville Sunday and Were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Chris-
man.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Whitnell of
Tupelo. Miss.. are here to visit
Mrs. Nola Whitnel and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Shacklefivel
were Saturday guests of Mrs. "-
lie Jenkins and Mr. and Mrs. Or-
valee Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White vivre
'Murray visitors Sunday afternoon.
Miss Lula Paschall of Puryear,
was in .Hazel over the week-end
the guest of Mr. W. D. Kelly and.
Freeman.
Fred Morris and' Fate Vaughn qf
Paris and R. W. Green of May-
field. • were Hazel- -visitors -MorklaY
and Tuesday.
Mrs. Sheltie Maud Petty of, Paris
was in Hazel Saturday to visit
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bray.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Doron and
family who have for the past few
fs. The build-
Hazel turn:1
of Frank
J. m.
Erret
0.
near Buchanon, Tenn., were in
Hazel Monday shopping.
Mrs. Arthur Micheaux of the
Mt. Pleasant section was a Hazel
bilainess visitor 'Tuesday.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks was a Murray
visitor Monday.
The Rev. and Mrs. K. M. Hawley
and' the Rev. and Mrs. Gilbert
Blakley attended the Bible Insti-
tute at Scotts Grove last week.
A. '1'. Whitnell and wife of Nash-
ville are in Hazel visiting his
!mother, Mr,s. Nola Whitnell, who
is confined to her home with ill-
ness.
Mrs. Grace White Wilcox left
Friday for Providence, Ky., where
she will be the quest of hm,aister,
MT r A. H. Erni; and Dr. Ellis and
family for a few weeks.
Miss Mildred Miller, who teach-
es in Matthews, Mo., was in Hazel
over the week-gad to visit her
parents. Dr. and Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. F. L. Meador and her
der, Mr. C,bildfcaes. and.
friend, Mrs. Paschall, entertained
Mrs. Floyd Fudge at a 6 o'clock
dinner last Sunday.
Sam Garrett of McKenzie, Tenn.,
was in Hazel a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruffas Spann ol
near Crossland are. tbe parents of
a 12 pound boy bcsrn on March 7.
Mrs. Maisi Wilson and son.
Claud, were in Gleason last Satur-
day, visiting relatives.
Miss Ruby Caldwell and Hurshall
,C.'ole of Paris were in Hazel Sun-
day ti visit relatives and friends.
Mrs. Bator Humphreys and fam-
ily had as their visitor the first
of the week her sister, Mrs. Lela
Wilson.
Miss Marie Patterson of Okla-
homa City. Okla., was giest in the
home Patter-.
Friela. Wilson spent Saturday
night and Sunday in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wilson near
Mt. Pleasant section.
Johnnie Wiggins - of Paris was
the guest • of Fred Paschall, Jr..
Saturday.
Mrs. Bun Nix, who has. been in
the Mason Hospital taking treat-
ments for several days returned
home leer week.. .. - -
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White had
as their dinner guests Monday
nisriht, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Den-
hash, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Guthrie
and J. M. Marshall.
B.--Milstead was in Mur-
ray Wednesday shopping.
Mrs. T. R. Jones and children of
Mwray spent Sunday with her
M.Skr, Mrs. C. D. Paschall 'and
Mr. Paschall.
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., and R.
H. Falwell, Sr., of Murray were in
Hazel Wednesday on business..
Fred Earhart of Paducah was In
Hazel Wednesday on busineal ,
D. Ethridge of Union City, Tenn.,
was in Hazel a. few hours Wednes-
day visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Chrisman
arms were in Hazel over th,
ii ,e,:-end visiting relatives.
L er Wilson, who has been
world fur the past year and
one-tailf 'Oh H. I. Neely and Soil
hax '2resig his position
opened a g • ery store in th.
building former occupied by the
Farmers Bank w h - he recenti:,
purchased. Mr. Withas fate.]
this building .up nice . and ha,
an attractive store.
Fl. I. Neely, Jr,.,
Receives Promotion
H. I. Neely. Jr.. son of Mr. H. I
Ni. ,•ly well known Hazel mer-
rhant. TUSS-been made assistant
production manager for all plants
of the United States Gypsum Corn-
ea ity west rat Use_ -Misaissisapi...river
with offices in Chictig.. He will
serve plants from Milwaukee to
Texas and west to the coast, sh
planta in all. He Narted with- th,.
firm in 1930, after graduating iron.
G. •.rgia Tech. He attended high
1-cl.00l at Hazel and Murray aim
spent two :,-ears at Murray Stat..years been making their home in before going to Georgia Tech. He'Gleason, Tenn., moved to Hazel is making rapid advancement
last' week, where they will make his field, and, is another youngtheir -"home, man of which the Hazel corn'
Mrs. Polly Pritchett. of Gleason. munity can be praud,
is in HaSel visiting her• daughter. _ _
Mrs. Itilarly. Wilson; and family. •A lime spreader has been boughtMrs. Flare Alexander of Flint, by Willard Short. Owingsville, teMich., -is' visiting her sister. Mrs- be cotsperativrly- by nearbyNannic Blackburn and family. farmer, '
• Miss Mettle Wilcox of Fulton,
Ky., has-heels a 'visitor' the'
home of Mrs. Eva Curd and family
recently. ,
N. G. Hill is ill at his home in
West Hazel with heart treuble.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks spent Sunday
night in Paha the guest of. her
sister. Mrs: R. B. Chrisman, and4
Cliriarhan. .
'Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow,. Mrs. W.
IT. Miller, Mrs'. Gertie Grubbs, Miss
Maude 'Smiler .and Mrs. Wood of
'Murray joined the group Sunday
afternoon and motored to Mem-
phis where Mrs. Grubbs and sister,
Miss Walker, will visit their broth-.
er, Dr. H. E. Walker. and family.
The other ladies will attend the
Eastern Star lodge, as representa-
tives front t,b,e Murray chapter and
Puryear 'chapter. .
Bradford Armstrong and Elwood
Blackburn, who are working in
,,Padticati. came in Sunday to, visit
hometollts.s
Collier. Hayes, of Murray. was
'in Hazel Tuesday on business..,
Dr % Fr: M. Mason of Murray was
in nazel Monday afternoon. ,
Rubean Dale of
All Kinds of
RADIO
REPAIRING
WESTERN
AUTO STORE
•
Prices Right
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
For Service
Phone 432
or 279-R
•
•
MARCH 17, 1938 
Hazel Route 3 'Will"
noon.
It seems that spring has begun
right now, although the March
wind goes whistling around the
corner. We are really busy up
this way getting ready for a real
year's work.
All on, the sick list are improved
at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Wilson and
Son, Joe Brown. visited Mrs. Wil-
son's mother, near Wiswell, Sun-
day.
Mrs. Ethel Smith is in the hcme
of Mr. and Mrs. Toscoe Wilson for
awhile.
Mrs. Hattie Wilson, Mrs. Stella
Wilson, and Mrs. Reva Clark help-
ed Mrs. Ralph Clark quilt Tuesday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elumus Wilson and
Earl Nix were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Nalor Clayton and
Mr. and Mrs. Wiuburn Clayton.
iiera -Wiaseas-Mrse-selitele-
Wilson, Mrs. Reva Clark and Mrs.
Ralph Clark assisted Mrs. ElMus
in quilting Friday after-
Little Miss Evelyn Clark Wilson
and Paul Max Wilson spent Sat-
urday afternoon with Tommie D.
and Dan Keith Taylor. ,
Toscoe Wilson and Ralph Clark
were visitors in Hazel - Saturday
afternoon.
Preston Perry motored Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Craig and son. Henton
Graves who is ill, to the doctor
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Wilson spent
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
T. Lawrence, and children.
Mr, and Mrs. Zelna Farris and
Dot_. braught -their _raciro over tO
the. home of Mr. and Mrs. Lunnie
Clark's Sturday night. All en-
joyed he radio programs. Mr. and
Mrs. Toscoe Wilma and Children
and Mrs. Ethel Smith were also
guests in the home. Mr. and Mrs.
Farris extended their visit until
Sunday afternoon -Jiggs 
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
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CARD OF THANKS
We desire from the depth of oUr
hearts to thank every one for their
kindness, either in words are deeds',
in our sadness. It was not death.
although it seemed like the next
thingje it. when we lost our home
and most of its contents by fire.
May this never be your lot is .our
prayer.-Mrs. Macon Champion,
Flenoy, Boyd, and Billie.
NOTICE TO PUBLIC
That the Calloway Fiscal
Court will let the _contrsct- _
for the county poor farm
keeper for the calendar
year, 1939 at their regular
April meeting, in 1938, first
Tuesday, April 5th.
John W. Clopton,
 iiifte Calloway
County Court.
BUILD, REPAIR---NOW!
Enjoy the Comforts of a New Home Under the F.H.A.
Our Low
Overhead
Enables
Us to Give
. You Lower
•
FOR
FURTHER
INFORMATION
AND ESTIMATES
Phone 25 Hazel
Complete Service
•
LUMBER
PAINTS •
-
MILLWORK
ROOFING
DOORS
-wr.v DOWS
•
Low Prices
On Farm,
Lumber
Needs
HAZEL ilel i i!E R CO. I
Come to Hazel, and Come to Our Store, We Carry
The Most Complete Line of Linoleum
and Congoleum Goods in the County!
Our Prices On
Gold Seal Rugs (9x12)  $4.75 to $6.50
Crecent Rugs (9x12)  $3.80 to $4.50
Breakfast sets, finished and
unfinished, up from 
Rebecca Washington high
closet Range 
$35.00
Other Washington Stoves Priced Accord-
ingly.
KITCHEN CABINETS, HIGH QUALITY,
priced up from 
No. 1
Mats and Throw Rugs, and Yard
Goods priced accordingly.
We have cane seat and uptailstered
chairs at Bargain prices.
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Blue Grass Lawn Mowers, 5 blade, 10-inch $7.00
wheel, 16-inch cut 
Complete Line of Groceries as low as the lowest. We
have everything for the kitgben at unusually low
prices.
See us for Fencing, Wire, Staples, Saws, Wedges, Sledges Floes, Rakes,
Forks, Shovels, Trace Chains, Back Bands, General Hardware
Our Operating Cost is Low and We Can Make Prices Low
H. I. Neely & Son 141171,
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Havens To Preach
On Pure Heart
-The Blessings Of A Purs
Heart," will be the sermon sub-
ject of A. Hastens, minister of
the First Christian Church. at the
Sunday morning worship service.
next Sunday. In announcing the
Warm. Mr. Havens said. -This
antalien will seek to present pur-
ity of heart as another of the great
necessities to a successful' and hap-
py life. It will ehdeavor- to ex-
plain what the result. "seeing God."
means in practical, every-day ht,
mg."
assfhe service will beak) at 10:45.
Special music will be presented by
. the. chorus show directed by
Charles Miller" '
An all-musicale art program will
be presented at the Sunday night
worship service, beginning at 7:30.
The .beautiful candle-light worship
service will featine musical num-
bers by the faculty string quartet,
Guthrie Churchill and the chorus
choir. The theme song and musical-
ly accompanied readings of an
inspirational _nature will be pre-
sented by the minister. This is a
new aclv- :•titilic worship.t,
 ••••
•
LIVER, it.   10c
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.  25c
Armour's Star BACON  35c
SAUSAGE, 2 lbs. for  35c
BEEFSTEAK  20c
CHUCK ROAST  14c
RIB ROAST  10c
MUTTON  9c and 15c
OLEOMARGARINE, 2 lbs. for . . . 25c
SALT BUTTS  101/2c
BACON BUTTS 
PURE HOG LARD  11c
Pork Shoulder, half or whole, lb. 16c
Pork Ham, half or whole, lb.  18c
DRESSED CHICKENS
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides
WE BUY RAGS and 'SCRAP IRON
Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery Phone 214
ECONOMY
GROCERY
Still the busiest place in town; Day by day people are
learning where their Dollars $ will buy the most.
So why don't you follow the crowds to ECONOMY GRO-
CERY and get your *hare of these wonderful savings.
SUGAR PURE CANE10 Pouiids  49c
Corn, Pride of III., 2 No. 2 cans. .
Peas, Little Ruth, 2 No. 2 cans
Coffee, Fresh Ground, 2 lbs.
Wheaties, 2 Large boxes
Bananas, Golden Yellow, 2 doz.
LARD Comp.Lb. 10c Best Grade Hog,50 lb Can .
Matches, 3 for
Soda, Arm & Hammer, 3 for: .  
Starch, Elastic, 3 for 
Grapefruit, Texas Seedless, 3 for
New Potatoes, 3 lbs. 
••••••••••.....41/-.11.
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The Christian Endeavor Societies
will meet at 6:30. Sunday evening.
The Sunday School will me-0 at
9:30. Sunday morning. led by Supt.
R. L. Wale. -
The Mid-Week Meeting will be
held Wednesday night at 7:30,
..The Ladies Aid S. elegy Will meet
Tuesday aftctiiiion :it 230. at the
church.
c estra to o
To KEA Meeting
Several From County Are MI411 befS
of College Musical Or-
ganisation
----- -
In order to raise funds to send
the Murray College orchestra to
Lanni/hrs.) participate- in "tWe
KEA program and to broadcast
over WI-1AS. the music department
present a series of concerts
..nd programs during "Music Week'
!:ere APrii_ 'It -11.--10, and 12, Dr.
tittr,es H. Richmond, Murray presi-
Asps announced today. .
Prof. Price-boy-le, head of the
•nusic department and director of
the orchestra, said the unit will
,pen the general KEA program
Thursday morning, April 14. at
',ouissIlle. It will also broadcast
program over station WHAS- at
.± 30 that afternoon. Murray State
the only teachers college in
America belonging to the National
sslociation of Schools of Music.
The program for Music Week
will be given in the Murray Col-
lege auditorium as follows: April
ft at 8:15 p. m., concert by--the-
Music Faculty: April 9 at 8:15 p.
m.. concert by the College Or-
vhestra: April,s10 at 330 p. m.,
chorus: April - 11 at 8:15 p. m..
concert by . the College Band.
'Members .of the .Murray College
or,t.b a - 14-orn- CanzPra7"--Co-init3;
are as follows:- Nan, -Valentine.
Herbert Drennon. Jr.. Miss .Helen
Hire, Prof. W. H. .Fats, 'Miss Jane
Sexton. .Harlan Inglis. Miss Theda
Wilkins. Miss. Beth Fooshee. Prof.
3 N. Garton, Miss Daisy Hinkle,
Ralph Brausa, Miss Martha Lou
Hays. Prof. F. P Inglis. Miss Malty
-4sssiss—
•
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Dear Eu,t,,i
I want to clear up a little con-
fusion in the announcement of two
singings which are to be held in
Calloway county this m-nth. The
first is the Calloway County Sing-
ing Convention which will be...Del('
Saturday and Sunday of this week
it Hazel and which convention I
am president of.
-.The other was an announcemen
by John Key concerning a singing
which he said is to be held at the
courthouse the Fourth Sunday of
this mcnth and which he called
the Calloway County Singing Con-
reffriffit.- TITtre-TronTrone Cal-
--Coernty -Singing Convention,
and. it is to be held this week-end,
and -John Key is net its president
as he 'purports.
' I merely wanted to clear this
matter up so there would be nit
confusion in attendance at the strig-
'Mg nt-rTI at Hazel- this week.
Very truly - yours,
Dave Parks,
President Calloway County
Singing Convention
ColdwaterNews
Kirksey 4-H Club
Meets March 10
On Thursday in:rnistis. 1tatirch 10.
the Kirksey 4-H duo held its
regular monthly meeting at Kirk-
sey High school. The club voted
to call its organization the "Chero-
kee 4-ji Club."
County Agent John T. Cochran
brought pieces of branches front
12 different varieties of trees. The
members made an attempt at rec-
ognizing each. All were able to
name some of the trees, and many
named • practically all. Every
member is supposed to learn at
least 12 trees. ,during the club
year.
The leader met with the entire
club on Saturday morning. .45n4
practiced the club song. A meet-
ing of the cooking and sewing
girls was then held. Both of these
groups have started work on their
projects.
The 4-H club members put on a
chapel program a few weeks ago.
Plans ate rpm being nt. Sur
play.
The leader will meet with the
slob .gissfsafurday morning. March
26
Pine Bluff News
Ho* is every one on this blus- Hello everyone! How is every-tery day? Sure is a March day in one this nice windy Sunday even-every sense of the word.
There is quiet a lot of sickness
to report. .Mrs. Azzie Essen had
a stroke of paralysis lest week but
is slowly improving. _ Mrs. Eliza
Pea is on the sick list,
Mrs. Erma Richie and children
mg?
Miss Opal McCage was a week-
end gnest of Miss Robbie Steele.
Turner McCage died •-at the
Mason Memorial Hospital Saturday
night at 10 o'clock,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Smith visit-were Saturday afternoon g-get-i- est Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.of her aunt..Mes. Jane Cooper. J. A. Steele and heard the Baer-Mrs. Bettie Duncan has beett Farr fight over the radio. .Hurrahvery in fur the fiSt 
'Max 'Bare -But - Tormrtie 'dinis -s16-;:tiy improving.. 1 fine and I was betting on him.Sorry to hear of the tragic death Nerene Fielder was a Sundayof Mrs. clover Colley Brittain. 'dinner guest of Robbie Steele.Mr. ana Mrs. C Kingins are sufli Miss, Connie Mae Morgan visit-tering with rheumatism. ed tic.me folks over the week-end..Mrs. Esther Smith and son have
Moved to Coldwater.
The grade ro.ms of the - °Cold-
water school closed for this term
I must bid you farewell.
—Brown Eyes
Elliabeth Roberts. all of Murray; Friday afternoon. •H. H. Houser of Marshall county
:aid ;Miss Clara 'Cratword, Lynn Will write again soon, is obtaining premium prices _ter
Grove. - K. T. Did • ..sfrawberry- plants from his nursery.,
Dr. Henry Johnson
To. Begin Practice
Dr. Henry Johnson. 3 natit.
‘'alloway countian. this •week
ated here for practice in the meo
.sal field. he made known or•eh,
• ffice Tuesday.
Dr. Johnson said he had dots
post-graduate work in.. ear not
and throat at a policlinic in Cbicae.
and that he has.. nine years ex-
fierience in a state ,hospital in,Letk-
ington 'where he said he treater•
blood and .cerebrospinal tsyphili
The new doctor has lectured an..
held clinics for the University o:
Kentucky. and has taught psycho-
logy classes for that inStitution. be
said,. He is the son of the - tate
Charlie- Johnson, OL.,Kirksey.. His
offices will be located in the Gathr.
Building, and has office telephon,
is 498.
Boggess Produce Co.
South 13th St.
Will Pay FRIDAY and
SATURDAY
March 18-19
Highest Market Prices for
Poultry, Eggs and Cream
•
- S. G. BOGGESS
T . •
delicate kernels .
C rich with garden-
ffoodness.. smooth
FLOUR 24 Lbs. (Kitchen Queen,GUARANTEED 83c) 65c
. .
Sweet Potatoes, Ni093aking slit, pk. 15c
Sorghum, Good Quality, Gallon  59c
Soap,-Quick Naptha, 7 bars  25c
Peanut Butter, Full quart jar  23c
Will pay 15c Dozen or MORE in Trade for EGGS. See us
Before You Sell
WANTED—Country Hams, 'Shoulders and Side Meat
RUDOLPH THURMAN
Phone 130 We Deliver
..crecuny..delicious
...Grown from
PETER PAN
Special Seeds!
Announcing the Opening of
MURRAY CREAM STATION
For the tonvenience of our many customers who bringcream along with their other produce, s•e are opening scash cream station in connection ith our poultry business.In doing this, we feel that we shall be able to guarantee youthe highest cash market price for your poultry, egis, nuas.and cream. Also w e shall make special prices on feeds, andfield ,and garden seeds.
Bring us )our.next can of 'cream. Remember our opening
' date. Saturday, March 19.
MURRAY PRODUCE COMPANY
V. H. and B. F. McClard Telephone 38
Tolley & Carson
Food Market
The best of foods is economy. We sell
only' the BEST BRANDED BEEF and
are EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS of
TOPMOST Can Feods
cucumb— PICKLES Heinz, Fresh 22cLarge Size  
Heinz or CATSUP LargeSize
-GRAPEFRUITCZ'str:13,c2anCsan 3129:
Beechnut
COOKIES Lb. lag, Chocolate or 20,Cocoanut 
COOKIES  VaniplloauoWdaBfeargs, .... 15c
SODA Arm6 BaonxdesHammer  19c
TOMATOES CornNoo.r2Rced sB,e2anfors   15c
TOILET TISSUE' 6 RolQlsoaGizd .  23cCOFFEEinuitGood Ping2cliter 
25!
LIGHT BULBS 50 or 60 Watt 25c3 for 
EGG NOODLES 3 Pkgs. 25
ROM Lynn Grove's Best.24 lie 73g
BABY FOOD saBfeeecfeehnduitoginkGiolads,s5, tfhore 55c
HAM Wh , 2 atWhole,Ait,A Woundr'esefulStarFldvori
Our Meat Market
Armour's Branded Beef, Veal, Lanab, Sliced Coun-try Ham, Fresh Salads, Lunch Meats, Choice of allkinds of Dressed Chickens.
Everything That is Good, We Have ItWe Always Pay the Highest Market Prices for
Eggs and Nice Country Hams
We Deliver—Phone 37 •
Phillips Praised
By State Solons
In Henry Ward's column in the
Sun-Democrat for March 10, the
following statement concerning V.
A. "Bill" Phillips, sun of Dr. and
Mrs. Phillips. of Almo, appeared:
"V. A. 'Bill' Phillips, of Princeton.
who became chief clerk of the
Senate mid-way of the regular ses-
sion when Sherman Goodpaster re-
signed to go back to his job as in-
surance commissioner, made such
a good record that the Senators
had plenty to say about him. On
the last night of the session, sev-
eral of the solons took time out
to compliment Bill on isthe man-
ner in which the clerk's office had
been operated, declitling they it44,
111 Ore efficte-nt service than ever
before.
"Bill set some sort of record by
sending the copy for the Senate
journal to the printers on last
friday, two days after the regular
session ended. Usually it is several
weeks after., the session astijsurn.
before the clerk has his records
ready to be printed, but Phillips
kept his journal in order each
day, So that it was ready for the
printer when the legislative
sion ended."
Bill visited in Murray over
week-end..
ses-
the
Church of Christ
To Hold Meeting
---
Church of Christ Sunday, said to-
day that the annual spring pus-
traded meeting sponsored by the
church will begin Sunday. March
27.
H. Leo Boles, Nashville minis-
ter, will conduct .the meeting
which will last for two weeks. C.
L. Francis, Murray minister, Is
still in the hoSpital recovering
from an operation which he
underwent two weeks ago, but is
reported. to be improving.
Highest Prices
—for—
CREAM
at
MURRAY
(Tolley and Carson's)
and
WISWELL
(Con Moore's)
PAUL GARGUS
Prof. E. H. Smith, who will be
in charge of services at the 11 
SWANN'S GROCERY
24—Phones-25
zs lbs. GUARANTEED FLOUR 53e
drove JtteSfest rtbar $1.45-
Phillips Fancy Cooked SPAGHETTI, Ws, os. can, 3 for__111e
6 Boxes MATCHES  .  Sic
One Grape Nuts Flakes Free with One POST TOASTIES-Ille
Packages, 10 oz. SODA  5c
100 lbs. Cobbler or Triumph SEED POTATOES $1:50
400 Sweet ONION PLANTS 25c
Gallon ONION SETS 15e 
TRAIL uair.D APPLES. Lb. _m 
Bright EVAPORATED PEACHES, lb.Sc
Extra Fancy. PEACHES, lb.  Lie
Fancy, Juicy ORANGES. Dol.  ttile
White House. Fancy Blended COFFEE, lb.  15o
Fancy Rio COFFEE. 2 lbs. 
2 lb Box Krispy CRACKERS 
2 lb. Box Sun-Ray SODA CRACKERS  20c
2 lb. Box Sun-Ray GRAHAM CRACKERS 25c
'i Gallon Silver-Sweet MAPLE FLAVORED SYRUP 3.5c
Gallon Staley's RED SYRUP 50.
Gallon WIIITE SYRUP 53e
20 oz. Glass Fancy COMB or EXTRACTED HONEY- 25c
I lb. MARSHMALLOWS 15c
1 lb. VANILLA WAFERS  15c
PRIETDTED CHERRIES 2 No. 2 CANS GALLON CAN -59e 25c
SALMON C. TCallui aFoa nc y Red 23c FANCYPINK 2 Tall 25cCans
CORN MEAL 10 POUND SACK 17c
DRIED FRUIT- Pound — 15c PEACHESPound 10c PRUNESPound se
FLOUR Lyon's Best Qnc C. Club 7nc AVONDALE 24 lb. rnc24 lb. Sack 0 24 lb. Sack 1J or BOKA Sack JJ
Wesco Brand CRACKERS
Salted or -plain, 2 lb.
box  15c
Del Monte or C. Club
ASPARAGUS, 2 Picnic
Cans  25c
OVALTINE, Small can. . 33c
Large can  59c
SHOE POLISH, Shinola,
Can  9c
Jet Oil, Bottle  10c
Must. or Tom. Sauce
SARDINES, 3 large oval
Cans  25c
Miss Lou TURNIP or
MUSTARD GREENS
3 No. 2 cans  25c
Rocky River GRAPE
JUICE, Pint Bottle 10c
Red Cross MACARONI or
SPAGHETTI, 6 boxes 25c
Embassy Brand
SALAD DRESSING
art Jar 
y
 25c
Country Club
PEARS, Large No. 21/2
Can  17c
PURE HOG LARD BULK POUND 11
SREAKFAST_BACONL— Rind .26dlb. _26c
SUGAR   EC" RED
CREAMED COTTAGE CHEESE
BEEF ROAST Lean Tender 15c FANCY CLUB 1 nFirst Cut STEAKS, Lb. 1 Jc
•
-2- -POUNDS- 25
PURE SAUSAGEPORK All Meat NoCereal, Pound 15c
PURE SWEET
OLEO
WHI,TE SALT
MEAT
SLICED HOG
LIVER
2
Pounds
Pound
Pound
25c 
10c
lbc
Fancy LONGHORN or DAISY
CHEESE Pound 20c
FRESH
C FISH STEAK lb 25c
BONELESS
FILLETS Ready to 15cFry Fish, lb.
FLORIDA ORANGES LARGE 176SIZE. Dozen EpheccLEV l•
IDAHOBKrA POTATOES
HEAD LETTUCE
:act" RHUBARB
100 Lb. 
$1.33Bag
15 lb.
Peck
LARGE
5 DOZEN SIZE HEAD
2 POUNDS
20:
5c
15c
SELECT SEED POTATOES Ohio or Triumph $1.49 Cobblers100 lb. Bag 1 100 lb. Bag 1
Red White 
loc 
No. 2 15 lb.
Yelltcw, Gal. Old Potatoes
ONION SETS 
Peck 15c
•
-tst
-••••• • ••••
•
-•••
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
Ati nn year in Calloway
• Marshall. Graves. Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1 .50 year elsewhere In
the State of Kentucky.
S2.00 a year to any addremsother than above.
New Series No. 541 COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOHCOUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
SMART, SOFT-TONED COLOR
FOR YOUR ROOMS...
Be sure to see our newest pastel colors in
this velvety-soft, altogether modern wall
finish. Like our 16 regular Flat-Tone colore,--- -
they are fast-to-light, easy to keep fresh and_--lovely- with ordinary
soap and water. A
color card is yours for
the asking. 
Per Qt.
SHERWIN•WILLIAMS
FLAPTONE WALL FINISHES
coy"
train
A I`
el/
0 6 - North Fourth St.—Phone 323
Murray Paint( & Wallpaper Co:
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
•
The Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store in Murray
'5
•
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 17, 1938
New Clothes For Old!
DRESS
UP!
Let jJs
Clean
Your
Last Year's
Clothes
THE
BOONE
*AY
"
.Not Evetyorte-triwy -oe titirt farich new 'Clothes
this spring, but that a oes not mean that you can'tdress up for spring. Send your old outfit -to Boone'Sand let us return it to you looking like 'Beta% Ourprot•PCWill make them feel and wear like tie-W.Check' through your 'entire wardrobe and then-phone us. Well have th,em back spic-and-span,and ready for you to get ready for spring.
Boone Cleaners
• Phone 234'
Murray's Big Cleaning Plant
South Side Court Square
Volpme CVI; No. 11
"A 
Doll'sTo Be Dramatized Spring Styles Rush Easter
House"
1„bsen's Famous Play Season in Colorful Vigertettes
Play Fraternity Will Present
Tomorrow Night
'Ara gosies—of Gray
.,
.c1 Print -and rayon one-  on styles with sports types in
The Alpha Psi Omega Dratil"drIfl
Fraternity of Murray State College I 
piece dresses, ideal tor. the SUM., pastel. striped, or tri-eolor. checkedmery afternoons, include shadings
from pastel blue to intricate
mosaics of flowered caramel. A
will present Hendrick lbsen's fam-
ous drama, "A Doll's Howie," in
the college auditorium Friday
night at 8 o'clock, it was announced
Tuesday by J.. Samuel "Shelby,
arersieksre ehe +mai chip-ter of
the fraternity and leading male•
'player of the east.
Included in the char•cter sextet
are Torvald Helmer, played by
Shelby; Nora. his wife, Rovine
Parks: Doctor Rank, Morris Adair:
Mrs. Linde, June Dixon: Mils
Grogstad, Palmer B. Corn; and
Helmer's young Children: Anne,
their nurse, Linda Sue McGehee.
The action takes place In Heim-
er's• house during a Christmas
period.
• Fluorescent lighting. shadow
areas, luminescent and iridescent
features, vapor effects. waterfalls,
flaming pylons and other devices
twill make the scene at night one of
And Violet Shade
to Rainbow Hues
Men's Wear Differs Slightly4
From Vogues-a Yester-
year; Dreasea Shorter
EASTER' BONNETS VIE
WITH CRIMSON TIES
By EDWARD FREEMAN
A prodigality of fashions ushered
in the spring season here this week
as warm, sunny, windy weather
and spring storms sent the gay
young blades and the more con-
servative oldsters to their local
clothiers to bedeck themselves
with the blossoms of broadway.
Spring Fashion Week Begins Here
March '11. and Lasts Through
March 25
Vogues for the missus are rich
with two and three piece suits,
'the 1939 World 'a Fair of the West harmonizing perfectly_ ith coffee.i
spring model of pale orchid with
tassellated ensemble., of mauve and
weak hucvnady ia 1-w-Ly-P-r Et.t.r 
and evening models make lovely
apparel for the spring dances or
concerts.
A la carte ideas for therfle ma-
terials were vivid sheers, alpacas,
shanrungs and lam.stitchings. suit-
ings. triple - sheers, and taffetas.
Slim outfits for the pre-marriage
age are prominent in daisy prints
in white on gray, luggage tan or
,violet crepe. for both town and
afternoon wear. Dresses felt the
magnetism of the knees a little
more freely and, rose in afternoon
models to from 13 to 15 -tnches
from the ground
Loose, breeze-enticing s h eer s
featured. the 1938     opening.
Knuckle-length modeling jackets,
•double-breasted . and . slim
sT.Mi -p -
eel -skirkS. supplemented the
Nattier blues and Fragonard•rose,
both deeper than pastel tones. •
found a readier market -thin the
one-time slower colors. Prevalence
in these is in stiff satips and taf-
fetas for evenings. Yellows gained
rapidly in light shades----especially -
in blouses and accessories -and in
Summer cottons, linens. rayons, and
suitings for sportswear. White was
incredibly scarce.
Violet pick-ups in knits and
pastel-and-black checks triumphed
over browns, although the :sponsor-
ship of the latter had a positive
I increase. The ideal combination for
ordinary wear, many stylists aver.
is ars ensemble of green skirt, rust
jacket, and gold blouse or a gray
skirt, gold jacket, and wine bletuse
In men's wear, the double-
breasted varieties ,fointd rnost ex-
eras of richly cIntersilierl. Wachs --
IC ntinued on Page 6, 1st Seem
fAourinflOteie Osard/
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co. Murray, Kentucky
South Side Souare
COME IN! LISTEN TO THE NEW
SILENT METER-MISER
Ulfs JO little current-You tag hardly
hear it rsrorlMeet die simplest refrig-
erating methanism arc built! Saves
up to 25% MORE on electricity than
even the current-saving Meter-
Miser of 1937. Completely sealed.
Automatically oiled and cooled.
Comes with 5-Year Protection Plan
backed by General Motors. _
QUICKUBE TRAYS
i. RELEASE CUBES INSTANTLY-SAVE 201
MORE ICE! All-metal for faster. cheaper
freezing ! No wasteful melting under faucet!
2. TRAYS COME "FREE AT FINGER-TOUCH
with Frigidaire Automatic Tray Re,
lease. Every tray, in every model, a Quick- SEE OUR
ube Tray! No other like it See PROOF'
1938 FRIGIDAIREra SKINT METER7 MISER
SAVES MORE ON CURRENT...FOOD...ICE...UPKEEP!
22
OR YOU MAY AfOTSAPIATila
• Come in and see our Spring Showing of the most
beautiful, usable and money-saving Frigidaires ever
built! You'll be amazed at how much more they save
-not only on current, but on food, ice, upkeep... all
4 ways there are to save!
Unless the refrigerator you buy saves in Ai/ these
ways, it may actually waste money through "hidden
extravagance." Why take a chance? Frigidaire gives
you proof of all 4 savings-before your eyes, before
you buy! Plus NEW "Double-Easy" Quickube Trays
... NEW Moisture-Seal Hydrators ...NEWLY-STYLED
9-Way Adjustable Interior and many
AS LOW AS
ing Demonstration first.
other NEW. EXCLUSIVE features! Buy the PRICES
safe way-see our Frigidaire 4-Way Say-
1/#1/.910#6 DEMONSTRATION!
Fri idaire Electric Range
YSC) cio
$11950 
First range ever designed to unite all these
important advautages—io every model,
, every price class!
•il• Come in. Check this list. Compare!•••
• •a 0 "SPEED-HEAT"ENCLOSEDCOOK- gg
• ING UNITS •
IN
•
•
m 0 3 COOKING SPEEDS
mo-'-Low-Low' HEAT ON EVERY
•
• UNIT IN
II 0 4-PIECE PORCELAIN CABINET IN
• 0 I-PIECE STAIN-RESISTING TOP •
O SILVER CONTACT SWITCHES •
1111
• 
0 ARMORED WIRING 
IR
MI O UTENSIL STORAGE COMPART- •
III MENT III
• 0 "EVEN-HEAT" OVEN gl
• 0 "EVENIZER"HEATDISTRIBUTOR •
IR •0 SMOKELESS BROILER
O LARGE SEAMLESS PORCELAIN :11
• OVEN III
• 0 NON-TILT SLIDING SHELVES MI
M 0 SHELF-TYPE OVEN DOOR •
• 0 FRONT OPENING OVEN VENT 0
LS 0 THRY0DLRAULIL; OVEN HEAT CON- •
•
• PLUS All These Outstanding Features- •
• which are either standard equipment, or •
a •optional on moat models:
• •
• Cl 
"THERMIZER" COOKER 0 "TIME- 
a SIGNAL' 0 "COOK-MASTER" CON- •
lig TROL LI CONDIMENT SET 0 COOK- •
• NG TOP LAMP 0 WARMING •
Ille DRAWER. III
•
••••••••••SOOSSMOSSIMOO•
EASY TERMS
Prices As
Loy/ As
$ 1 0950
was
COME IN AND SE
How Frigiciairie• New
"EVEN-HEAT" OVENEnds baking uncertainties
One of the roomiest ovens • VEITbuilt into a range. Skilfully d•-Signed heating unite, " Evenizer"Heat Distributor. Automatic Con-trols, A3313 re results amazingly cer-tain every time. Thoroughly insu-lated. Uses all the heat you payfor . wastes nonet
"SPEED-HEAT" UNITS
Cook better--at loss cost
Every unit fully enclosed-has high,medium and "Low Low" heatUses less current; gtves more"free heat" - completes cookingwith current off. Provides betterheat distribution.'
- —
"THERMIZER" COOKER
Cooks a whohe meal for lea,
than 2 cents
S-quart capacity. Cooks entire mealat one time Without •ttentionmeat, potatoes, vegetables. dessertNo int•rinineing of odors. Slow':cooks to amazing tenderness, deli-cious- flavor. Heating unit fullyenclosed- easily, quickly cleaned
tweeds, as gray soft blue and ruse
stripes or black white and borde-
aux checks.
- • 
S.
•
-Roe-
-
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PACE TWo et,
--a-a-lieseeseeeve-eatiossimeweesseesia 
Murray Wins Third Place
in National Net Tourne.y.
RACEHORSES TAB the consolation test. the Thorough-oreds were awarded a handsome-
elt:isr trophy. emblematic of third
33 TO 24 WIN OVER alace in an ,originar fii Id t tif 32
WASHBURN QUINT
Roanoke Knocks Murray
From Championship With
35 to 29 Victory
BURDETTE IS ILL
DURING TOURNEY
Murray Cotlegi's Thersughbreds
captured third place in. Kansas
City' first annual National Col-
legiate. Basketball tcuinIment.
Which. Warrensburses Mures won by
trousaising K011110k ' the
final gams Saturday night. Mur-
ray laced Washburn-Colleges lcha-
bods of Topeka. Kan.. 33-24 in a
consolation preliminary to the
championship gatne which was
witnessed by 5.000 fans It was
Washburn College that eliminated
Marshall from the tournament in
the second round.
As a result of their triumph in
, utstanding college team, from all
sections of the ceuntry.
'Ros• Magruder. Murray 'forward.
nil his sti ide for the- girat trine
during the tourney, chalkieg up
Is points. 14 of .them in the first
half.
The victory was .laiurray'i fourth
in five games in the spacious mu-
mensal auditorium in Kansas City.
Coach Carlisle •Ctitichjn's boys bent,
Drake University 47-40. Marytalle
Mu. 4icsaN Meaico Aggies
"Jr.IF4Cheve-ilhasing t --Beanalse
35-29 in tee- tem-beets.
Despite the fact that Mur-ay was
handicapped throughout by its
, scoring ace. Floyd Burdette,_heirit'
Ill. and at no. time during the
tournament _reaching its height of
effectiveness. thy • Thoroughbred's 
did muCh to -pntlicize ttk state 'of-
Kentucky and Kentucky basketball
r throughout ,the :lemon The'
; tournament was the thrrd in three
, weeks for the Racers, who clearly
. sh wed the strain of their strenu-
ods effects In the 'loans; game
.th Roan k, but played In,ach
i
1•1....1•••...•••••• ••••••• ••=1.• .4=1,.....11M. -4=1,-.,=/. 41•11... ME. AM. In. ••••
ENJOY IT MORE WITH
FRESH, CLEAN CLOTHES!
.1
•1
Collect all your old. spotted,. soiled clothes and I
send thern.to. Superior. Cleaners: We, will return I
them as fresh. aad clean as spring sunshine. Then I
you'll enjoy spring morel Then you'll feel t. I
Spring:
PHONE 44
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
THOMAS BANKS, Owner
. -We Intend to be a Step Ahead-
,'
The Finest Food
The Utmost in Service
The Comfort. of Home
are yours at' Louisville's neWest
and most nrodern ilotel -located in
the heart of-thu business district".
KENTUCKY
HOTEL
where the True Courte-S' I '
South land otlaranti r, -
ception and a plea ,tint
Write
- TURNER. MILANI:.
, Assistant -Manager
For ReserVation
-.FP ......10•1171111, ••••••••••••••
• 0
THE LEDGER & TIMES,
better brand of Will uuainsi
burn.
In the Roanoke game Burdett.,
played less titan half the gain... set
managed to chalk up 11 po,.*
Many times the Thoroughbred a..
sent theseball-ioWard the basket
only to see it roll off the :rim sir
fall short. Had the. redhead been
in g.:od shape, there is little doubt
the result would have _been re-
versed. ,
Murrna7 showed the effects of °
long week of plae by tii tog'
in the final half after Made
lead during "'St Of the t
stanza. The Thoroughbreds we,.
off ...at their shooting and passing.
but kept fighting to the end, eve!,
though hopelessly behind in
last five mestutes.
The game was Murray's 10th
hard 'encounter iii
weeks and this-let probably had
mileet•ta. da with the •Raceliarses•
inability to keep pace with the
speedy. accurate-shooting Roaneke
outfit which played the entire
game without -making a substitu-
ticn.
Lynn Grm c Sohool
The school, year of 1937-38 for
tite first eight grade{ expired Fri-
day. March II.
'The grade Ininor roll for the
last month is as followsa First
grade:-Dale Sietith. Jackie -Steph-
ens. Jean Hutson, Stie Lockhart,
Nella Jean Workman, Eulala Law-
, rester. Dulcie Mae Miller; second
,rade: Lyda . Sue Butterworth.
lames Ray CrouCh, Raldh Boyd,
I Martha Ett.'Myers, Moyne Arnett,
jessie Marie Ford and Junior
I White;' third ....grade: Anna Faye
Miller, CharleS Pogue. Bradley
I -.tiller, Donald Lawrence; '.fourth
I srade: Bobby ; Enoch, Naomi
.,roach, ' Nixola Wrether. Charles
Dee Butterworth.. Colic Lee Cole.
John Tinsley; Jean Thorn-
!at Mirdock.:- Catherine Hutton.Mary JO Farmer. Billie Brown.Noreila Kelso. Jeisetta _Morris and.
Marie _Jones; sixth grade:. Treve.
-Dell Cole. Yada Riley, Otis
Johnnie- Pat Boyd, Joe Baker Ray,
Martha Jo Miller and Orvin Hut-
son.
-year is as follows: second Cedar Knob
grade: James- Ray Crouch. Jeesie
1Lirie. _Crouch. Martha Ett Myers; :
third grade:: Anna- Faye Miller.:
Charles Pogue; fourth grade: Na-
omi Firoach and . tone Lee 'Cute;
fitth--rsrarte:- 'Billie Brown. Marie :
Jones. Jeasetta Morris. Mary Jo i
Farmer: sixth grade: Martha le
Miller. and Treva Dell Cole.
Those attending school every
I ay-ate-Jessie Marie Pried, Char*
Pogne. Glenn Crawford. Carrel!
Martin Stagers. Naomi Broach: An-
Mae'. Lamm. Joette -Ragers. Bob-- ;-c Joy Denham, Jean Galloway
Ruincy Adams, Billie Deaharu
Maxine Croucn, Martha Jo Miller.
l'ada Riley. Mildred Rogers. Eden
!;:chardson, Notella KelSo, James
Rogers Jonesi and Hardy Kelso.
The pereentage of attendance for
ose year in second and third grades
was 112 and percentage of -fifth!
ind sixth was 44.
.The. dental --honor -rtati----of the
...aides is as :follows: Marie Jones,;
Yada Riley.. Joette Rogers, Carroll 't
Rogers. Anna Mac Lamm,
: Charles Dee Butterworth. Mary
1 Alice Beaman. Samuel. Reitman.
Bobby 'Enoch. Billy Joe Rogers.
DnnsIct Lawrence, Anna-ra4e 'mi-
1 ler. Edna Tinsley, Junior White
and Deen Humphreys.
' We art- Lproud to have Clarenr
Omni. a new student in the fresh=
man class :
The high school boys hauled
.ravel last Thursday' for the pur-
pose of buildrng side walks and
osiveling whiciliCing sponsored
ay the P.-T.A. • -
The - vietters 'of :Al., otak are-
:••;ylvesla. Wilson, .T. C.- Arnett.
iluctery Humphreys anti .Rudell
Parks .
A new assortment -.Of_ library
000ks have been adffed to our
brary and probably more will be
later
MURRAY. KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 17, 1938
-
Stars!
W. C. Field. and Shirley Reis,
two 'of the cozen, of radio bid
screen stars in "The Big Broad-
cast of 1938." ehich opens next
Meade, at the Capitol Theatre.
Lynn Grove, 18, Kirksey. 19: Lynn
Grove. W. Sedalia, 23. Lynn Grove.
33, New Concord. 21'. Lynn Crow.
28, Alm°, 24; Lynn- Grove. 29.
Sharpe, 31: Lynn Grove, 28. Hazel.
20: Lynn Grove: 23. Almo: 10;
Lynn Grove,- 19, New Concord, 15:
Lynn Grove. 23. Hazel, 20: Lynn
Grove. 19: Calvert City, 15; Lynn
Grove.. 15, Farmington. 11; Lynn
Grove, 31. Gilbertsville, 21; Lynn
Sedalia. le' s
The total score--for- Lynn Grove
was 611 and visitors 529. Lynn
Grove ,won 64 per cent of t he
games they played and tied one
Intramural basketball has been
organized starting Monday of this
week.
•
•
Baskettni.
Lynn GrON retord
' 1933-38 is as follow::
Lynn Grove. 21. Pit': Oak. 28:
!.ynn Grove. 11.. Re dla nd. 28:
'.ynn-Grove. -21. New Ccncord 11:
'.vnn Grease. 10a Heath,  it. Lynn
r/rove18. Calvert_ City: 20, Ly_p_ .. • XallerS1701 Miss Edna .3sd4ons
SundeY.
wirs...,Marv_•McClure. was calling
'oil. Mrs Kit
,
tie 'Simmons Monday
_attentoon,
Arm Ell? 1.
•
ten of Cedar Knob were Sunday
dinner, guests of her aunt and
uncle. Mr and Mrs. Mart* Mitch-
4,41. of New Providence.
Callers in the home. of Mr. and
Mrs. B. C. Lax Sunday were Mr
and Mrs. Houston Lax and chil-
dren, E. H., Rosemary end Mende
Fay. Mr and Mrs Hattie May
Bevy and baby, Peggy Ann. Mr.
and Mrs Dall Hurt and children,
Janice and Bennie Lee and Mrs.
1.11'We : Simmons,
Miss Lucille Simmons and little
brother. E. 11.. and Miss Mary
Mitchell were Sunday afternoon
cullers of Mrs. Viola Hague.
Johnnie. Simmons is ill at this
writing
Mrs Sip Williams and children
were Friday afternoon 'callers of
Mrs. Eva Hutson.
Miss Perna's. Mae Simmons was
calling on her cousin. Miss Eva
Mae lIffierns'. Friday afternoon.
Goodnight to all.-Ky. Bell. Earth Only Horne
The famcba attorney, who Ita.ed
Robbery Victim capital pureseinent and fotight inthe courts for those he considered
Is Ex-Callovvayan 
. Kirby Smith. former Mur-
rayan and now landscape architect
in Montebello ...park in Los Ange-
les. Calif was the victim of a.
holdup last week .
According to a Los Angeles news-
paper, the thug held up Smith as
he was parking his ear at New
Hampshire and Melrose Avenues,
got into the back seat after tickl-
ing Smith in the ribs with a
loaded gun, and forced him to
drive to an isolated spot near Sun-
set and Centeniella Boulevards
where he. r,bbed Smith of his wal-
let containing several dollars and
a watch valued at $25, forced the
victim, out of the car, and drove
awe- "You'll find your buggy
around Pershing Square", the ban-
dit. explained. Police ..recoeered
r •
Smith is a brother of Mrs. It
Fox of. Murray. and of Mrs. C. A
Huey. south of the city. He volun-
*,...red for service during the
1,1*Tld War, but his application
was not accepted on the grounds In.
was physically disabled. He im-
mediately went West for his health
Clarence Darro' the unfortunates of society, had come a part of the religious life
Dies Sunday at 80
CHICAGO. March 13--Clarence
Darrow, 80. noted criminal lawyer,
died at his home here today.
The newiouncement of _his death
was made by' Federal Judge Will-
iam H. Holly. a friend of the fam-
ily, who said the immediate cause
of Darrow's demise was 'heart fail-
ure. fallowing a long illness,
Judge Holly 'mid Mrs. Darrow,
wile constantly attended him dur-
ing histillness; his son. Paul. sand
Mrs. Jennie, bar-ow Moore, his
sister. were with him at the end.
Darrow, who
wide fame as a
of the Nation's
licized criminal
confines] :e his
two in.Lins
attainen /d-
defender in .riontie
most widely pub-
eases, had been
bed far the past
!laid he believed that the earth Is the community We have sae.
the "only home" (4 man. snd that splendid churches and any
"Whatever he. is to get. uut....of his of them will give you a he,,,.
welcome. •
Make up-your mind where you
belcng and cast in your lot with
them.
Our Children arid young people
meet at 0:30. Your children will
profit by meeting with them.
The monthly meeting of the ,.1,
tidal board on Monday niel,t
March 21. at 7:30 o'clock.
J. Mack Jenkins, 'Pastel
existence he Must get while 'he Is
here."
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
- -
• Sunday. March 70. 19314
At the morning wor-Illp hour:.
10:50 o'clock, the pastor will
preach on "Loyalty to the Whole
Program of the Church," and at
the evening hour, 7:30 °clock. the
pastor will speak on "The , Grace
of Courtesy.-
The work of the Church is
many-sided and our people need
to' support all the interests of the
church.
Church-echool is at it, and all
Officerif and teachers are exp.' •ted
to be present 15 movies ,before the
opening of tile stnool.
This makes poesIble a 'oe!t.,r
beginnini of the worketn- the day
Again ..ke would urge the many
people moving to Murray to be.
B. W. Terrill, fiaer.c
his registered atmey
cows, 11 calves. and
$8.538,
couniy, o
herd it
5 bulls !,
adrapritette: The seence Mai
sakes-people well anti
DR. W. C.- OAKLEY
Chiropractor
509 West Main Murray
Murray: ifon., Wed. • Frt. P. M.
Bentorli Tues.. Thurs. • hat.
_CARD . THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our many friends and
neighbors for their kindness and
sympathy cotended us .during the;
short. stay cf our darling batp
eoc4h- Especial-1y- dn -w.
thank Dr. Jones for his untirins
efforts. May God bless you in youi
time of , need is our prayer.-Mr
and Mrs. Chastene Stone.
;rove.' 26„ Farminirfaff.----1.6: Lynn
';rove. 20.,Sharpe..-35: 1.ynri Greve.
Aler.e. 11: Lynn Grove' 24 Ha--
I, 18: Lynn- Grove..40,-, kirksey.
1 ,. P
Hello folks, another week went
by and it is time for me to begin
writing the old Cedar Knob news.
1  Asset mean to  -diaappuint-
people by !eating my letter out
but Kentucky Bell is very feeble
at this writing
Miss Annie Willis was the week
end caller of Mr. and Mrs. Berton
Willis and Mr.-and Mrs Bert Willis
of near Buchanan_
Mrs. Edd Lovins of Poplar
Spring spent the week-end with
her mother and brother. "Aunt Sis
McClure .and Teasie MeClOr
Mr., and Mrs. Budie Hague were
Saturday dinner guestil of Mr and'
Mrs. Jphnnie Simmons. Mrs Mon-
nie Mitchell was afternoon caller.
Mrs. Allan McClure, was calling
on "Aunt"Sis" McClure' Saturday
M• r. and Mrs. Hathinay Bucy and
baby were Friday night caller, of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Daniel Parker
of -near Cherry.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Hart and
children are spending a -few days
this week with Mr. Hart's parents.
Mr. 3r.d Mrs. Robert Hart, near
Providence. -
-Aunt Lue- Housden will cele-
brate her ninety-second birthday
March 15. -
Mr. and Mrs.' Dall Hart raid chil-
dren arrived from Detroit Satin.
day. They will live on the farm
of Mrs. ,Hart's parents. Mr. and
Mr4,..Clvv.c. Las. mar . Ittaceckens_..
• Misses Susan Louise and Velma
Lax. Mrs: Linda Simmons and
Mrs llIe1li7Lirx are dre7iiiiiTh their
rooms for spring. 
"UnCle Bud- Todd and cousin,
Miss _Pernie Mae Simmons. who
spent the past week with relatives
and friends in Barren and. Warren
&unties returned home Mondas
Miss Simmons reported a pt-el.:
'country and enjoyed a nice cis!'
Mr: and Mrs.. Tess Dick and as,.
of Macedonia were Sunday dinne,.
guests of Mrs. Dick's si.e.• at,
Charlie Williams and Mr_
of near...Providence. -
• Misses: Velma and Susan- Lax
11.
SLEEP WELL REST WELL • EAT WELL
•
INLOUISVILLE
•.When you go to Louisville, you
need not worry about where to stay
You may be sure of comfort, quiet=
surroundings and the finest cuisine
at'the Tyler Here the hospitality
and home-cooking of tlie-SOuth,,,
are preserved for travelers from all
ovet the world .
CARAGE SERVICE 50' OVERNIGHT •
,i:t I 501st
200 ROOMS
WITH BATH
MN $2.
THE TYLER Han&
TMIRO AT JEFFERSON
-111Mlir
e
•
•I
oso"
ii
+ ••".7.,
Read the Classified Coruna.
a .
It's Your FAMILY
Health Protection!
tr.
Pasteurized Milk
Phone 191 Today
For Daily Delivery
Murray Milk Products Co.
Deposits and Resources
GAIN OVER ONE-THIRD
IN ONLY 64 DAYS
We are indeed proud of this tangible proof of our strong and steady growth. We wish
to thank very_sincerely our friends and customers who have made it possible. •
The number of our customers has increased in-like -proportion.
DEPOSITS, DEC. 31, 1937  $346,041.79
DEPOSITS, MAR. 5, 1938 
INCREASE-38.2%
$478,459.19
• • $1321417.40
RESOURCES, DEC. 31, 1937 $384,199.28
RESOURCES, MAR. 5, 1938 $515,623.29
INCREASE-34% • • • $131,424.01
PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
Murray, Kentucky
- DIRECTORS
F, Doran E A. MOIlre
. _1
a.. L. Veal ElWood Morris
H. H Falwell .1. A: Outlattd
H. 1. Houston I. I) Outland
C H Jones T. H. Stokes
Fleetwood Crouch It T. Waldrdp
• "Wl. •
 LeZer
•
twrirm
-r ii stokes. -
It H Falwell, Vice _President
1) Oilt14,13d1, Vice 'President 4
H Jones, ehairman of Boat dW G Miller, - Cashier
Mrs Vera 'beers, }30.,k keeper
Mrs. Grady -Miller, Mat. liesokkeeper
Rubs Outlapd; Asst Inaikkeeper ,Mrs Nett Waggoner MeCuiston„
•Stratographer
s-r
-
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Sports Suits Will 'Go Places
During Spring and Summer
Originally designed for the man
whose custom it was to folow the
hounds or flush a grouse or two.
sports sults have fluidly received
a degree of acceptance which is
surprising in view of their for-
mer social status. For today they
are found on the sports field, in
Offices, at informal parties and
for general city wear. In other
words, it is a "to the city" move-
ment, and new easy drape and
loos* fit find universal acceptance
wherever they might go . . . and
they're going everywhere during
this spring and the coming sum-
• •
mer.
Design More Conservative
Surveys conducted neic.
and abroad show that sport-back
_suits are at last settling down to
definite pattern-designs Thrown
out are the exaggerated pleats,
gussets and trick-Gacks. Retained
are the sporty lines and 'fresh out-
si.oe4-414.-er t tracks seftr
restraint with no sacrifice of sport-
iness or untailored, casual appear-
ance.
New Spring Colors
Stripes, checks, plaids, herring-
bones and combination patterns
all show new and lighter fabrics
in a wide choice of new colors.
Gabardines, flannels, shetlands,
cashmeres, homespuns and tweeds
all have mixtures of dull, dust
greens and grey,: powder blues,
-seraysteAbhikeeliniriet
tgrey. These in addition to the
regular neutral shades• of brown.
blue, grey, and tan. These are new
colors and are more flattering and
adaptable to new drape and lounge
models for spring.
All Fabrics Lighter
The longer jackets and looser
Ines coThbine with lightweight
fabrics to assure real comfort. All
fabrics from tweed* to flannel are
lighter in texture act*,
weight. TO almost every. Cale
lines of the draped suits allow
for the eAnination of built-up
padding and heavy supporting
linings . and the total effect is
real comfort. Soft construction,
soft fabrics and soft lines email 
an easy 'style that is in keeping
with the desire for "casualness '
Cole's Camp Ground
People of this community haven't
been able to do inuett gardening as
yet. A few have labught seed po-
tatoes but they are still in the sack
as the ground is 130 wet for plant-
ing.
Several persons from this neigh-
borhood were in town Saturday.
Some of them went to vote while
others were there to see and. be
seen.
Robert Edwards and Truman
Oliver sold some hams Saturday.
Guy Moore, who has been
received treatment Friday by Dr.
Butterworth. •
-MOZ;1515,Arlihriceiiiiihre7-.
Rubie Fay,- were week-end guests
of Mrs. Cora Moore and daugh-
HAVE A TELEPHONE
EFYOR".DWNi -
THE LEDGER & TIMES,
I ten; Louise and Doiothy.
'Mrs. Myrtle Edwards is ahead of
us with so many hens setting.
We will see who is in the lead
when we gather around her table
to eat fried chicken. - •
Batten Lewis was a visitor of
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Olive last
Tuesday night. We are always
glad to see this Macedonian. Hat-
ten said he recently sharpened a
lawn mower, a saw and some scis-
sors for Dr. Will Mason's mother,
}fatten doesn't mind filing saws
and Whistling, but he is not very
found of buying soft drinks for
the ladies. He also stated that he
was just as happy as a jay bird.
even though he is a bachelor.
Robert Crouse is setting out a
large field of strawberries. His
wife, Mrs. Beckie Crouse, is doing
quiet a bit of the housework now.
We extend congratulations to our
wedded folks, Mr. and Mrs.
Kennie Williams of near Mace-
donia.
We are sure sorry that Mrs.
Raymond Perry is ill. We are
hoping she will soon be well again.
We don't think that there could be
Ctiii•ttan
than Mr. and Mrs. Perry of near
Spring Creek.
Hey, Mrs. Sallie Adair! You open
your eyes and Stir around a little
the next time you are in town and
you will be able to find Myrtle
Edwards.
Truman Oliver and Roy Edwards
motored over to Buchanan,. Tenn.,
Route I last Sunday.
Robert Edwards is setting out
shade trees.
Mr, Evans, an uncle to Mrs.
Myrtle Edwards. died recent'y at
his home in Mayfield.
Sweet Pea's husband mea•A man
in Murray the other day that he
hadn't seen in years. His name
was Hurmas Baker.
"Uncle Don" Wilstm and J. D.
Drinkard were in Murray Monday.
. L surely sairr„.Wake.kilhen
la it Oa:17776A- •wondering
Whether I will , ever learn your
neme.
One of Mr. and IGuy
s.Als, came in from Detroit Sunday
to visit them. h
sisters of Callowa
is brothers and
y. •
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Oliver.
of near Blood River. had as their
guests Sunday Roy Edwards. T. A.
Oh . an Ittr- --and- Mrs: -Errette_
HAVEN'T you and your family
often feh -the need of a telephone in your home?
Children, especially, are likely to feel keenly the lack
of such a convenient means of oommunication with
their friends. And when emergencies arise, the lack
of a telephone in your home might prove not only
costly, but serious.
A telephone, you will find, widens the horizon of
possibilities for a happier and more comfortable life
for the whole family.
Your neighbors and friends who have telephones
will be glad to learn you have one, for they know
from experience the many fdvantages of being in
quick, easy telephone reach. Then too, with a tele-
phone of your own, you will avoid the embarrassment
of having to borrow a neighbor's telephone.
When you weigh these and the many other advan-
tages of a telephone against the small cost, don't you
agree that it really doesn't pay to try tp get along
without one? Why wait longer to enjoy the many
advantages that a telephone in your home provides?
Order yours today.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.
IN
 Moore
Say folks, did you heart it rain-
ing Sunday nigia!--Sweet Pea.
8 Are Registered
at Ky. University
Eight students from Cal:oway
county are registered this semester
at the University of Kentucky. it
was announced today. They are as
follows:
T. C. Arnett. son cf J. T. Arnett,
Lynn Grove; Garland Murphy,
Murray: Carmon Parks, Murray:
Kelly Rogers. son of M. A. Rogers,
Murray: Ruth Richmond. daugh-
ter of J. H. Richmond. Murray;
LaNelle Siress. daughter of D. H.
Stress, Murray; Vernon Trevathan.
son of.W. E. Trevathan. Murray;
and Clough Venable, son of 0. L.
Venable. Murray.
Mrs: Nellie Oliver, of 'Providence,
your son called to see you Sunday
and you were not at home.
Mr: and Mrs. Charlie Adams of
near Penny visited Mrs. Adams'
relatives Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Oliver.
Wilma Sue and William Earl, and
Jimmie Donald attended Sunday
School at the Blaod River Church
of Christ last Sunday.
Miss Roberta Elizabeth and Bon-
nie Crouse of this community.
visited in Murray Saturday.
MURRAY,
I.
%a-
KENTUCKY, THURSDAZ TERNOON MARCH
Duet!
John Boles and Gladys S•varthout
in a rather domestic scene of their
new comedy, -Romance in the
Dark." which opens Sunday at the
Capitol Theatre. John Barrymore
co-stars with the pair.
Freeland News
What could be a better name
for.a paper that is "first in adver-
tising, first in circulation, and first
in home." Well, the best name
is Ledger and Times by crackety!
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lamb of
Blood River were Friday night
guestr of -Mr. and Mrs. ,Oren Sim-
mons and daughter, Sue, of Provi-
dence. -
Mr. and yrs. Thomas I.larAer
nff'ara'fal3y grI born
Saturday.
Mrs. Theta Wachtel, Murray,- and
Miss Leota Hodges of Hazel spent
Saturday night with -Mr. and Mrs.
Noah Mayuard and children Dottie
and Raphael. of Cedar. Knob.
- Miss Eva Mae Williams of Frog
Creek spent ,Saturday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Williams and
daughters, Eron LaRue, of Cedar
oh.
Miss Noveta Williams -spent Sat-
urday night with her grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Williams,
and her father. Wayne Williagas,
of New Providence. • - --
I guess all the farmers are won-
dering how the election ran rout
Saturday. .
Wilman Williams of Eagle Creek
was married Sunday. I haven't
learned who the bride was.
Miss Sue Simmons of New
Providence Is spending. a few days
with her uncle and aunt. Mr. 'and
Mrs. Herbert Lamb, Of Blood
River. •
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Simmons of
Paris, Tenn.. have gone to St
Louis to seek eenployment!
Miss Dollie Maynard has return-
ed to her home in Cedar Knob
after spending three weeks with
her relatives in Hirer
Mrs. Marelle Williams and
daughter. Eron. of Cedar Knob
spent Sunday ev4ning with Mrs.
Alma Williams and children of
Cedar Knob.
Mrs. Daisy Williams and daugh-
ters. Jean and Dorothy. of Free- '
land were Friday evening caller..
of Mrs. Eva Hutson and son, Joe
Max, and "Aunt Jess" Sirnmon,
of Frog Creek.
We had another shower of I
Sunday night. I hope the creek
didn't get -up enough to drown
the. frogs on Frog Creek. I can't
"Foot Happiness" Comes Back
To this City by Popular Request
"Foot Happiness" . . . one of 'Dr. Scholl's fleet of trailers bringing relief from foot and
shoe troubles to thousands of people.
Do you recall the recent visit of this traveling unit to
--this city? An interesting foot relief and shoe -demon-
stration was conducted at T. 0. Turner's. That this
.method of bringing foot happiness to this city watt .
popular TR evidenced tfy the fact that the many per-,
sons in this community who have foot troubles and
•shoe problems and who did not get the opportunity
of attending the last demonstration have asked for
the return of 'this caravan of' foot happiness to the
T.. 0. Turner Store Therefore, a complete foot relief
demonstration will be conducted, at this store by
Dr. Scholl's factory experts direct from Chicago. on
Friday. March 18.
Dr. Scholl's Scientific Slim will .be on display and
fitted by X-ray and' other scientific devices. These
shoes 'are designed by the World famous foot au-
thority. Dr. Wm. M. Scholl, to keep normal feet
healthy and to provide ease for tired, aching feet.
Thei -snk"*-- too4.0411-
les—all of the Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort Aptiliances
and Remedies.
Thia undoubtedly will afford everybody the oppdr-
tunity of obtaining relief from foot troubles and 'to
be fitted with the type of shoe best suited for the
individual's foot. Many people have an unusually
long, thin foot, others have a high arch, bunion or
a, fiat-foot. These feet present difficulties with ordi-
nary shoe fitting methods. We welcome Dr. Scholl's
caravan of foot hippiness.
T. 0. TURNER
hear them croaking this morning
Se long Ledger and Time:
readers.—"Aunt Cindy." '
Knight News
—
Pop Eye had an accident the
other day while he was down on
the river side cutting woad. Or
the way home ne started to
over a fence and hung his t
in a vine and fell. He finally gal
his ax and pulled himself up and
got loose. He wasn't seriously in-
jured but he tore his pants off and
of course had to put on some
others.
Mrs. Salyers, wrm has been
0.11 PRo
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BABY CHICKS
From' healthy blood tested
flocks. Plenty of them
hatched weekly. All chick
prices $8.50 per hundred
300 or more, $8 per 100
MURRAY
HATCHERY
R. E. KELLEY, Prop.
Across From Postoffice
,
elm +we-A 4-.0,-e,-.
for several we'414..as improved at
this writing. -a
Mr. and Mrs. Lomen hompson
motored to Murray this eek to
visit their children.
Mrs. Effie Laycox is on the sia
Ray Harrington's little boy, who
recently sustained serious burns, is
improving nicely. He can now
walk and play again.
With- the help of her neighbors,
Mrs. Bertha Harringt2n quilted two
quilts this week.
Mrs. Sarah Thompson recently
completed two, beautiful quilts.
--Mrs Bertha .14arrington has eight
hens setting and also has several
baby chicks.
I am sorry to hear that Mrs.
Kittle Simmons is not getting along
so well at the present. I hope she
soon improves.
No, Mrs. Katie Simmons, we
have not rn...veci very far from our
former place, just • about three
mililt Awn the river.
Dl o Bug, (Center Ridge News
writer. you must write every weSk.
I enji:a• reading your letter. I
hear from m on
rough your column.
We certainly hope Mrs. Minnie
Rhodes. who has been very ill, will
soon be restared to .her good
health.
My. this is certainly a beautiful
spring day! Hope it will. con-
tinue this. way for some time so
we can clean up yards and plant
Peas and onions.--Pop Eye.
is
17, 1938
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Kirksey Kinklets
We had a hard rain Sunday
night and it washed about all our
seed that had been sown.
Edwards, wife and family,
visited Ars. Mary Alexander Sun-
day evenirtg.,4
The Rev. 'Evans of Kirksey
preached at Cold' er Sunday.
Miss Genvive Cumhsgflarn, who
is attending school at arahvitle,
Tent.., visited homefolks Sat
and Sunday.
Albert Scaggs and wile,' and Mr.
Blakely and wife of poplar Bluff.
Mo., spent the week-end with
their brother; John D. -Scaggs.
The Rev. G. C. liesson of nekii
Gardenville, Tenn., filled his reg-
ular appointment at the Holiness
Church last' Sunday.
Tom Swift sowed hi a plant bed
last Saturday.
The day of voting on the Farm
Bill is passed and what is the re-
sult and what will be next to
Tottertown Scribble
Here I am again after the big
rain last night. Seems as if spring
is. just around the corner from
the way it thundered and light-
ened.
Mr and Mrs. Culien Sourest had
as their dinner guests Sunday, Mr.
'NliSs Louise Byrd spent last Tues- -
day night with Misses Clara Nell
and' Eulala. Johnson'.
Owen Futrell, Archabil Cattom,
Aubrey Sehecklls, Bobbie McCuis-
ton, Eulala Lovins, Sarah Nell
Futrell. and Rozell Hargis spent
Sunday afternoon in Murray.
Cecil Outland spent Saturday
Mrs. Claranee
Flanary.
Nute Riisseh is stepping out in
a new car which he purchased in
Detroit.
Misses Helen and Rozell Hargis
Spent Saturday night in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Peters at-
tended preaching at Cherry Corner
Sunday morning and spent the af-
ternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Mathew
Russell,
Miss Eulala Johnson spent last
Wednesday night with Miss Louise
Byrd.
Ray Rolf is back home from
Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Jones had
As their Sunday afternoon guests
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Sullivan and
daughter, Barbara June and Eulala
Johnson.
Jessie McNutt spent Sunday af-
ternoon with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Pearl B. McNutt. .
Miss Bobbie McCuiston spent last
week with her sister, Mrs. Gray
Roberts, of Pottertown—Love Bug.
rvecotkeonon? The Senatorial race
,
Read .the fifth chapter of James]
Claud Cunningham and wife re-
turned from Detroit a few days.
ago. '
The Rev. C. Howser of Paducah t
filled his regular appointment at
the Church of Christ.
"Uncle Bert" Chambers. whh is I
92 years of age is eery feeble at
this time.
The Missionary Striety in Locust
Grove Holiness Church met gatur-I
day and transacted business: Sev-
speakers were present. One
schoolus load from Paris, Term..
was present. Dinner was served:
oun theadgrounl. An enjoyable timeas  I
Curt Tidwell an family of Pa-:
I ducah visited his fatherand moth- I
et. Mr. and Mrs. Lynn -sTiclweli.4
/last week.—Lazy Ned, •
.N.%).Five Lewls county ',tamer: are
taking the lead in starting a :eat
sheep industry for the county. ;;" -
•
el
PAGE THREE
Almo Route Two
- AU One hears around here is
the Farm Bill going tu pass. I guess
so, I heard this morning it did.
Newsbird had a fish supper 'Sat-
urday night. J. Flint Hays and
Miss Perry Cain were i• -,-sent.
The wheat crop :n tais commun-
ity doesn't look so good.
Marberry Cain of Mayfield CCC
camp was sent to Fort Knox, Fry.,
last week to be operated on.*-
Miss Donnie Holland's mother-is
at her home now. She has-- Mias
'ruse Steward staying with her.
Mr. and Mrs. 'T Frank Overbey
went to church Sunday. They sel-
dom miss enurch.
- We.•woraed our road two cays
last week. We put lots of gravnl on
it.
- Gat Clopton said Wes was get-
ting along fine.
Carter Clark, who has been ill
l
ft some time is feeling fine.
I -Will ring off. See you next
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This bridge on its Atlanta division near ReSaca, Georgia,
was built by the NC&StL about forty-five years ago. About
that time the Dixie Flyer began to operate between Chicago
Mid Florida. It consisted of an engine and five cars, and the
gross weight of this train_ was about 772,000 pounds. Today
the_ Dixie Flyer till-operates -but -with- an average -consist .4
an engine and twelve cars, weighing some 2.400,000 pounds.
Other trains have similarly increased in size and weight —
and all of them in speed.
-This old bridge, still perfectly good for the service for
which it was built, will be scrapped this year and in its place
the NC&StL will build a new and modern bridge capable of
meeting all present day requirements.
ALWAYS BUILDING, the NC&StL continues, in a thou-
sand ways, as money is available, to keep pace with the best
the art of railroading affords.
1:17 .2iFfErarai
March 18-25 is "SPRING FASHIONS WEEK" in
Guildway Homes
Are Fashionable Homes
They are planned in the latest manaer of
the 'most fashionable materials, which are
standardized, permitting you' to get a better
home for less money than 12 years ago.
The Calloprrrolinty. Housing Guild is
ready to serve you---to show you how, under
the one cost,' one contract plan, they can save
you money, giving you a better home, and
eliminating any worry or bother on your part
after you have once let the contract.
•
You can --easily build or. remodel this
spring, borrowing up to 90 per cent of the value
of your home, and have 25 years to pay back.
Murray
JOHNS-MANVILLE
ASBESTOS SIDING SHINGLES
can be applied right over the
present walls .of your home!
• These shingles-have the soft texture-
of finest wood—yet they are fireproof
and will not wear out. They are mod-
erate in cost and require little if any
maintenance as time goes on.
Easy monthly payments.
just as a friendly 'Suggesila, won't yoU• please- call Humphreys Key or Sam Boyd, Isliaoix
Counsellors of -the Calloway 40u:zing Guild, and let them explain -the program to you—How nice a•home you can get for the money, and what a good investment it, will be for -you for your own the orrental purposes. There is an acute shortage of modern homes in'Murray--There are plenty nf old homes
that can be made modern under the—F.H.A. and the Guildway plan.
Come In Now For Details—Headquarters Calloway County Housing Guild At
Calloway County Lbr. Co.
Phone 72
,"'""
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THE LEDGER & TIMES sentanan in cjty markets; pro-tection against losses caused by
the failure or deception of dealers;
- —
FIRSH BAPTIST CHURCH
, Preaching morning and evening
the increased bargaining power Mari h 20. by Rev W E. Water-Time -Herald, 
of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Time:, and The
• October 20 l9211 that results from mass-action, an house of Horse Cave, Ky. BrotherPublished by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc. established marketing policy which Waterhouse is one of the outstand-
enables ttee, cooperative to more
quickly, meet changing conditions.
North Fourth Street, Murray. Kentucky
R. 12, Meloan and John S. Neal 
John S. Neal  Editor
 Publishers never-ending effort to bring theand Advertising Manager producer a fair share of the con-
MEMBER
K T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION
I•ALAIT. 1 •
1,44I KAM. IEDUCRIAL
ASSOCIATKA
93 5
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky. as second class mail matter
Subscription Ratee—In First C-ongreional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties, Tenn., 81.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere. 82.0I
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
furnished upon application.
France's F-reigi'it' .';‘,01"tere or in the Tominion to
...the north,
Rates 4,Times As In some of the foreign countries.
High the railroads are wholly or partly
owned by the government—and
even the high ton-mile •freightThose who rise up and how-I at charges don't always carry the lines_his.-witiosiwort thee He,
railroads should be given a
int aerate' rate increase in order to
save this indUstry, with its billion-
a-year purchasing power.- its hun-
dreds of thousands of investors.
_and its vast -army of highly-paid
worktrs. from ruin, would do well
_to..read an fuetlysis of tho_rates
chafged. try the railroads in the
principal foreign countries, publish-
ed in i.he Cleveland Conipany
Business Bulletin.
In France. the average ra:e per
sumer dollar.
These are real benefits, and
many more eould be added. The
strength of the marketing coopera-
tive movement is its permanence
—year in and year out, in good
times and bad, the work goes on,
following an undeviating funda-
mentai _ph.ilosophy. And each year
witnesses new progress and I is a preacher of experience, and
achievement a man who has been sneeessfut in'
his work both as a pastor and
preacher. He, will perhaps bring
with him two or. three of the chil-
dren from the'home. He will be
entertained-v:4We here by Brother
J. H. Thurman. the trustee- of tfir
Mome for this section of the state.
This service Will be held the morn-
The tremendous vote given by ing of Match 27. Brother Thurman
the tobacco. and cotton farmers in will preach at the evening hour
favor of the marketing quotas last on this date. The people of the
jr UST JOTS
wilw By John
governinent to go ahead. It was a
,s-ote of appreciation for the ef-
forts the government is making to
stabilize prices by limiting pro-
duction.
invited to hear these men. All
other services will be as usual
and at the usual hours.
EVERYBODY'S CHURCH WEER
Recently conducted by the FL's:.
Baptist church was one of the most
As on every other public ques- successful ever held by the church
tion, the minority does not agree and pastor. Every speaker" on thewith the majority, yet they are program rendered service of theAmericans. and whenever you find most efficient kind. There were aa ;good American you will find
o 
number of additions to the churchhim willing t- c°°Perate. The by letter, watch care. professionfarmers in this conununity are
h ar;c1 
fhl • of 
faith and baptism, and a nuns-' gent , capable 0
bee of splendid young men andvoting their uwn views aduch was
-wornetr-UNCONDITTOKALLY sur-expressed by the vote Saturday „ rendered themselves to the work,Calloway county is to be congrat-
of the Lord and Sat:lour in anyulated on having such a high per
field into which He might leadcentage of -Arigo-Saxon stock. Our
h be told, 
them. The church joins thesefarmers do not ave to 
for _the average ton-mile rate is under. the cost of operation. and. inevit- 
they use their own minds, young people in earnest prayer 
guidance: Church ati,..l., esestor• one .centlae,gafatc.1.4.01passiegage.., --tirerrafeindualeall alg-viery-Tiiitspf VII"ertirrefieci-urag--rOtify -one impOrtant fureign C01121, 1_,:lamiards. of efficiency-undasafety.1
•--the taxpayer being as. for
losses.
We get the best railroad service
in the world and, wages consid-
ered, the very cheapest Freight
rates high enough to return the
lines a small profit wouldn't
noticeably affect the operating
test of Industry. They would, on
the contrary. spur a railroad bet-
terment program that would be felt
directly in every state, and by
v s;every ins-ester and worker. The
cold figures provide the unanswer-
ton-mile --11-37411-e" re-ite:--trr-Oreat-sabee_pruor__,4 _the__,Reity for a
Britein, it is 213 cents. In Italy. fair rate policy for the American
it _is 2.71 cents, and the European railroads—and, in addition. the
average is 2.68. In AuStralia, it need for a cessation of the unin-
is 2.50 Cents. and 'in Argentina. formed agitation to saddle the lines
cehts, with train-limit'such as the re
. the United States, by contrast, bill which would add heavily to
- who were - fortunate
try -has- --a lower -rate than thrs-l - - ---- ---- -I.---- - -- ' - dime by. the . visitin,2., enough- to have paid iza.onie -taxes- in'g wQr1Spreachers and their powerful nies-country—Japan. with .77 cents i . this week are not griping. Natural-
Highly significant is the fact- A- Lively Corpse - I, -it- flTurts, but when: you think sages' -
that four cs untnes Are in a class I what it costs to operate govern.
by themselves in, the matter of t .. The old story concerning the ment and especially during these
cheap rail tram:Art. Two of' death of the independent mer- times when most of it is going to
these Canada ;with 98 cents rate; I chant at the hands of the chains help 'those -who have no work, it
sang young preachers of the Bap-
tist denomination in the South.
The people of the church and com-
munity are earnestly invited to
hear this splendid man of God.
All other services will be as usual
and at the usual hairs.
., First Baptist Clisrek•
Prerching at the morning how
by Rev. J. G. Barbee. superin-
tendent of ttw Kentucky Baptist ,
Children's Home. Brother Barbee ,
and the United States have similar turns out to be a gross exaggera. is worth what it costs. The net
systems, and pay x-cry high wages. :tion A' Teeerit tabulation or income -tax, is -the fairest of all
The other two are Japan and India. figures issued by authoritative tax. If yon do not make it. you
•
f
would
gover
be consi ied starvatioe reads shows just how. fallacious it
 is.
The tabulatioif concerns 453 typ-
I,PIINEMIEllglIg1113111111111111111 icat U. S..- towns .and cltiee. in
widespr.ead parts of the country.
and of various sizes. Six vitally
important conclusions are pro-
duced:
1 In proportion to, population.
there are ,"as many independent
stares in operation now as there
were in the.days_whea...cham sys-
tems were linknOv.m.
2. The, average life of independ-
, ent- stores 'has been at least as
long, and in many cases longer.
, than it Was 15 to 50 years ago.
3 The mortality rate of inde-
pendent stores in late years has
oee4i no-greater than it was 10
to 50 years ago.
' 4. The opening arte if inde-
pendent stores in recent years has
been abseierthe same as it was 10
to 50 rears ago.
6.. As fast as independent sV'res
have gone out of business, they
have been replaced in virtually
equal ntirnbers isle new independ-
ent stores.
l 6. In none of the 453 typical corn-
,- I mursities was there any evidence
.1 whatever that the independent;
store is-doomed.
! ' - As a matter . of fact, to herald
the demise of the independent
merchant is to insult him. 'These
merchants . have always been the
first to take aelvarstage of  new
Else Like It! ideas and selling methods that pro-vide better public service and at-
tract...a...greater petroneee. There
isn't a chain st.re in the nation
that won't tell yciu that its main
eeihrig--peribtem  re
gressive competition of up-to-date$5.25 Ton $5.75 Ton ambitious independents.
WASHED and
DUST TREATED
or OK
Nothing
Try A LOAD TODAY
ER
NUT EGG
Delivered Delivered
Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.
PHONE 64 FOR SERVICE
"ICE is the BEST and
• CHEAPEST Refrigerant
Yet knowe to the -
Scientific World"
CO E CH=1 502
Benefits Of S
Cooperation
--
A, Sr. arrlde in th, Dairymen's
aitu, points wit there are
r4ne benefits which g.) with mem-
r, r,hip in a progressive farm
markettk, coiperative. which do
necessarily show in the checks
producers,' And these bene-
1..1.....art. felt,. irrespective •ef the
markets prices or legisia
ion
-
Some of these benefits are listed
•he Nov.-e Priiducer repre-
Who Is Right'
Icilev ate, 1- aillinr to leav.c his products wilb .14-aon trial to prove they mill do everyfhing he clatte4. orfelloo oho must have his money ia :its fist before he leavge,anything with you" am sd,-stire that. Watkins MineralizedInn Tonic will mike 'money for pr)111 that leave it wjthyou on trial. If, you are no satisfied viith_ the results, youdo not need to pay me a cent That', fair enough, isn't it!
Watkins Tenirs "peed up crust ine,-.4im•. make healthieranimals and_poulto and eill sate you money. 'They pay tottheniselvec many tinies liver. I carry a complete line of the
1:1111011S Wathies. reclutiS 'and. have some real bargain, tootter 3 OA- t. Save your order for me and satemine, for
CLYDE L. JONES
' Route 2, Murray, Ky,
Phone 350—
ffeirfoit-y.-- tit they can be too
high and confiscatory. If. you de-
stroy capital by excess-profits
taxes, they cannot operate industry.
and give surplus labor a jou.
Monday marks the first day of
Spring. This week the merchants
are making a nattractive presenta-
tion of spring merchandise for your.
consideration. You will find prices
lair, styles up to the minute.
good QV:any goods. What more
could anyone ask. Now is the
time to buy those things you will
heed.
As shoes are a part of your
Spring wardrobe, aid you know
when a native of Mongolia passes
away all. his shoes are buried
with him, so he will be well shod
in the next world? Most of us,
however, wear our shoes complete-
ly out—but if we wear them well,
in . serving out fellowmen here on
earth, we will not need shoes when
we pass into the beyond.
• " "
If all cosmetics manufacturers
ship in as large quantities in pro-
porti..n to the truck load ship-
ments that', Golden Peacock does
through -here - froni Paris, the
women of this country sure should
keep up their appearances.- It
would be interesting to know now
much is spenf each year in the
United States for -powders and
cosmetics of various kinds.
• • • • •
Every ,.ne is-anticipating a large
tzused on Fourth -116ridaY.---Ua
hope it will be as nice as the
fourth Monday in February.. What-
this summer you- can find it here
by the Fourth Monday in March.
Now that Spring is here, it is
'in-clean up the premises and
get our yards in order_ And 'a lit-
tle pain goes a long -way to make
friends with (....ur barns and houses
—dent . you always feel better
after - a gOod bath? We increase.
the value of our peq*rty by keep-
ing it 'up.
NA, mentioning any names, but
Aftieray_ia unique in having a man
who makes harness- for the rinifes
by hand. • And custom. made mer-
charidising is always better—it em-
bodies the personal pride of, the
maker in his finished article. Too
many cf our artisans or 'tradesmen
have been supplanted by machine-
ry For example to get a hand-
made-shoe Aoday it nearly imposs-
ible. Yosir ifrandfather and m114
wore ahem; that was the day of •
.dividual craftsmanship in every
thing ynti bought. • '
Puryear Route 3
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris and
daughter', Zipora. Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris and daughter.
 . "irRT' sere. eicsug-
las Vandyke ahd children, Willo-
dene and Jerry. were Sunday din-
ner guests ef Mr and Mrs. Oil.
Morris and fan-illy,
Charles Morns visited his grano
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben By'ai-
over the week-end.
Terry Morris is unimproved a' .
this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
daughter. Gent, and Howard Moe..
ris Visited Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuy-
kendall over the week-end.
Mn. Ben Byars is on the Sick
list.
Willodene Goforth is spendfng a
week with her grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Morris' and family.
Shep Fields
Shep Fields. King iSf ;"Ripplint
Rhythm," ho makes his feature
Itr"BbI?i'hej
of 19311," which opens next Tuesdat
at the Capitol Theatre.
- • -
The hail storm did much dam-
age here Sunday night.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke sold some
chickens last week that brought
her $2506.
Mrs. Molly Wilkerson is on the
sick_Ust at th
all personS who are ill will be in--
prov.ed week. ,
Don't put up with useless
PAIN
Get rid of it
When functional pains of men-
struation are severe. take CARDUI.
If It doesn't benefit you, consult a
physician. Don't neglect such pains.
They depress the tone of the nerves,
cause sleeplessness, loss of appetite,
wear out your resistance.
Get a bottle of Cardul and see whetIvr
It wdl-help you, as thousands of women
hiBeT sfadleisdelatsinhgelPedc rtatheln ispatns. Carded aidsIn' beading up the whole is stem by helping
they 
eamen> get 111Dre Meng* hoe the rood
Hazel Route One Mae is some better.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobson Shrader
and daughters are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Aubra Sharder in Hazel Mr.
Shrader is employed at the Mor-
gan shop at this writing.
Mrs. G. T. Paschall Is recovering
from a serious operation.
Mr. Rainy Bowden of Cottage
Grove visited Misses Connie and
Beurah Lanib Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Littleton and
Mrs. Leona Grubbs of near Pun.
year., Tenn., was Sunday guest of
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Moore.
Will see -you next week.
Gte, but didn't we have an
awful hail storm Sunday nip% but
Monday was real pretty. Here's
hoping it will stay pretty for a
while since it's gardening time.
Lon Shrader spent the week-end
with relatives in Paducah.
Mrs. L. W. Cosley visited Mrs.
Red Brandon Friday of last week.
Mrs. Brandon has been ill with
flu but is .improving.
Mn, and Mrs. Homer Farris were
in Mayfield visiting relatives
recently.-
Mrs. Connie Lamb has returned
home from her sister's, Mrs. L
W. Casley. She reports that Lillie
In Caldwell county -farmers have
found a ready market fin infertile
eggs.
John Elmer Kalmey, Jeffersoil
county, recently bought two pure-
bred heifers and a purebred calf
from a high-producing herd.
Dr. Henry Johnson
Announces the Opening
of His Office Here in
Murray
Gatlin Building
PhOne 498
Hours:
8 to 11 a. m., 1 to 4 p.m.
Sensational Furniture Bargains
Baxter-Clark Furniture Co.
Mayfield, Ky.
Quitting Business! Closing Out Sale!
Entire stock Furniture, Rugs, Lino-
leums, Stoves and Bedding being
cloied out to the bare walls regard- -
gardless of profits or former prices
SAVE UP TO 50%
Corfle Hi—zy Save
Free Deliveries Huge Selections
Baxter-Clark Furniture Co.
Mayfield, Ky.
E. H. STANINGER, Owner
South Side Court Square
Anderson • county homemakers
have found that their families will
eat carrots if they are made into
carrot pudding
Constipated?
Za. bl,rittrz.  Sal, ram,
h•120,1 rg a. ts I eat
ADLERIKA
Dale & Stubblefield, Drage sts
.4.111.1.11.,,-•••••
,
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March 18 to 25 Is Spring Fashion Week
4 —Yr
asi‘in •
hesi
Well-Planned and
Fashionable Homes
Can Be Built Under
the New-Revised
ROOF PROTECT'
)(RA
Geauty
This
FOR a dependable, full protection roof as well
as a roof of colorful beauty, choose Cyclone
Safety Shingles which are backed by 66 years
experience in manufacturing roofing products of
outstanding merit. Only is the Cyclone do you
get the protection made possible by such exclusive
features as 6 7 10-inch headlap, double locked
butts and two and three thicknesses on the roof.
And Cyclone Shingles make beautiful roofs. When
laid they form the attractive hexagonal design
and the double thick butt forms a deep shadow
that is suggestive of tile. They are made in all
popular colors. Phone us for samples and prices.
T!, :f#tyShitigles
Spring In Reroofing, Remodeling or
Building a New Home
Federal Housing, Administration
Murray my' Ca4owtiry tesifiggusabie'- Z:. 4 and Remodeled sHomes—,Here's How -
Borrow Up To 90P/o. *of The Value of Your Home
25 Years To Pay Back-5% Interest
"Builders of Quality Homes" Phone 262—t: Depot St.
Come In For Details—Let Urban G. MURRAY LUMBER_ Co.Starks or Wallace Key Assist You WithThis Plan or One of Your Own , 
5/5/// ASVAMINZ.911W4,
. •
•.• 15...;."•.•••••
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COORDINATED APPEARANCE
FOR ALL SPRING WEAR
Shirts,- Ties, Other Furnishings in Light
Fabrics and Patterns Lend to
More Casual Appearance
= Wherever you go this spring,
you will recognize—and be recog-
nized by—men who have paid
strict attention to -Correct color
combinations in selecting their
wardrobes for spring. The bright
colors of men's furnishings this
season are not independently cre-
ated . . are not just something
ti-. attract, buyer's attention. Sur-
veys of leading custom tailors and
style designers prove that the in-
troduction of pastel and crayon
'shades into the fashion picture .is
necessitated by the new colors
and lines of suits and topcoats.
—These—ettinrr—Stess smarter, more
flattering and lend themselves
more easily ti the desired en-
semble effect
Patterned Shirts Featured
The .soft pastel shades found- jn
fhe new 'spring shirts are &-
signed to blend with the casual
air created by . the universally
popular drape and lounge styles
of spring suits. These pastels
are in patterns of solid colors and
form backgrounds to at
chocks and plaids. •
--clig/grAit.vista.lenitire a star
fabric which will not ilt on
'hottest 'star ari-ct--wtfich- is --aS corn-
.' ortable "as any soft collar. style.
This collar gives dignified .appear-
anceWith no sacrifice of comfort.
Blunt-point collars are gaining in
favor everywhere, while regular-
point collars are still the reign-
ing . favorites.
Fabrics for spring shirting
_have been selected
the popular demand for cool cent-
fort. The fad uf the early twen-
ties—pure silk shirts—is return-
ing. and the men who loved their
comfort can join in the parade of
the young men who are now
wearing them. Cotton mixtures
will also be a big hit this season,
rs this fabric shows off to advan-
age the new spring colors.
Underwear for touttort
Tailoring on shorts and shirts
follows suit patterns that actually
1 t: fuse to bunch, bind or climb
. . . regardless of what rigors
they 'may be put to. This mer-
chandise also features bright
spring Tailors.
Neekware in Light Fabrics
Men always look forward with
interest to the new lines in spring
neckveare. This season they will
see phstels in all ties. Foulards
that are longer and wider are al
ways" welcome and appear in pure
silks. Tartans are featured in
multi-colored plaids in colors of
red, crimson, blue and even
purple. Light summer Fabrics
are stressed for their resistance
to wrinkling and soiling, and were
most popular in this winter's
Southern resorts. These fabrics
have eidor prints of greerr ma-
roon, blue, beige. tan and other
shaded colors: Ties all have light-
weight. crisp smartness and are
seen mostly in wide alternating
stripes. s‘ „_ 
Pajama, in Malik Colors-
Every man craves color in his
clothing, but custom and pride
keep him away from the "robe of
Many colors" —thet is. for public
display purposes. But. conscious-
ly or unconsciously, he satisfies
this urge when secluded in his
own home. This spring Clothiers
are going hand-in-hand with the
man who wants color.
Pajamas arid robes, sox and
handkerchiefs all have wide
swatchy patterns in every bril-
liant' hue, While bright,and sat-
isfying, they are not unattractive
or blatant. Here. '-too. pastels hold
the upper hand, but are mixed
more conglomerately in exagger-
ated patterns. Silk mixtures and
light cottons, in knee and elbow
lengths, are on the  increase this
season and- for the corning sum-
mer.
Stella Gossip
' Mrs. Jim Cochran is afflicted
with high blood pressure and a
"nervous break down". Dr. Butter-
worth was called Saturday night.
And Jim has been under doctor's
and hospital's care for the past
three and a half months. He has
not been to his horse lot since last
November. No he is slewly im--
pesiving,,
Mrs. Jet.Cochran is getting bet-
ter, however,. she cannot walk
without assistance. She has not
been well for the pest eight
months. Her daughter- Ruth. a
traingeistrak.,-Isaa.i.Aggii.,.senAgEing-
assistance for the. past two months.
Richard Coke
and "force" have
completed ' t h e
most famous,
solid concrete
bridge across
Clark's Riper
near Coldwater.
-Best,
UM bridge that
I have ever
seen. It is about 70 yards in
length. I've done laughed myself
sick! When finished, this Murray-
Coldwater highway will he the
broadest, beat highway - in Callo-
way county. Hurrah for Senator
Tom Turner!
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Allen Smith
and little daughter came in from
Detroit Saturday. We are indeed
glad to see them once more in
their Old Kentucky home. Really,
Ira is my grandson, and the child
is my great grandchild, which
sounds like- that I am getting up
in years. ' Possibly . . .
Connie Mills had all his lower
teeth extracted, and Mrs! Jess Hale
[had a couple drawn which re-
stored them to their right mind. I
reckon my head ought to be ex-
amined.
Had a letter by air mail from my
daughter. Mary Warren, of Las Ve-
gas. Nev.. near the Boulder Dam
in the American Desert. Bridges
and railroad tracks all washed out
where it seldom ever rains. Food
had to be brought by airplanes.,
Gilbertsville nothin'! The dam
ought to be built above Eggner's
Ferry bridge.
Boulder Dam is 727 feet high.
1280 feet long, 150 miles up the
Colorado River. 500 feet deep. So
you see what Gilbertsville Dam
would do--back Blood River up
above Braridon's Mill, cover Egg-
ners Ferry' bridge. Yes, submerge!
Woodman spare this tree, touch not
a single bough!!
Well, the farmers voted in favor
of "cutting the acreage". Alright
--high— satettleds
don't play the devil and Tom-
walker like thg old cutthroat
"Sapiro Bingham" association did. ...s...--• •"..--
Hanratty. head boss—$25,000 a year ......„...-/
and about 20 others got from five
to fifteen thousand d.,II:ir, each
per year. Then the farmers had to
employ Detective J. J. Dawson to
force the guys to pay balance on
their tobacco in 1930. Had it not
been for tobacco_ association this
year the American Tobacco Trust
would have bankrupted every-
body Are you listening?
Say, you hair-man, please burn
off that long dirty hair off of
your hands and arms. Wild ani-
mals in the jungles of Africa.
—"Eagle"
Brook's Chapel
There, is no sickness to report
at this time.
A number of farmers have
sown their plant beds while others
have yet to burn theirs.
Mrs. Bell Jones and Mrs. Mollie
Jones have each quilted a quills
recently.
Mr. and Mrs.' Dug Jones and son.
Edward, have returned from visit-
ing their son, Cecil Jones, and his
family, and  their daughter, Mrs. 
Vera Snorbus and fimify of St.
Louis,
lome of the women have set
hens while others will buy chick,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie have
moved near --Unity where Mr.
Sims is building a house for Mr.
Jones,
J. W. Jones and his granddaugh-
ter, Miss- Murrel_Ramsey. and Mrs.
Myrtie McClain, T. A. Jones, Toy
Jonesurnie Jones, Ed Jones, and
Will Wyatt went to Benton first
Monday.
Toy Jones and Ed Chadwick
put a foot log Across the big creek
in Mrs. Nannie Stringer's field
where several persons have to
cross to get to their mail boxes.
Does any one have any data on
Old Christmas night? When I was
a child Pa told me to bring him a
tieskweCssiseetese-hitirletier'ess
I gave it to him he placed' Stan
the mantle, 'Next morning he told
me to bring him another limb off
of the same elder. When I gave. it
to him he put the two limbs to-
gether and asked us children if we
could see any difference in them.
We told him, yes sir, the one
briiught in this morning has buds
on it. He said last night was-Old
,
New Slim Line Jigger Coat in Collarless
Styling
Chri,s.triiass- It makes no difference aSeffi'
how; cold it iselders bed on that "That's -the kind of meat I •never
-certain-date.- I--don't 'know the did" "
date nor' what Is meant by Old BlInal services for Claude Dycus-
Christmas night. were held from the. Smith Ceme-
Sunday was sure an old faith- tery near here, Saturday, March
Sailed March day. I was by it like
my two-year old 'son who was
standing in his little 'chair at the
table. I set out, a big dish o
hog's head and fee' He looked
12.
Me• Bell Jones and Mrs. Myrtle
McClain shopped in Murray Friday.
J. D. Jonea has recently installed
a radio in his home.
Students Cheer
Returning Breds
CillielibISSO cup is Xxereleite
Geld and Silver Model
ad.81riking Size
Murray citizens and their school-
mates gave the Thoroughbreds of
Murray College, returning from
Kansas City where they were the
"LITTLE SUITS" WORN BY
LITTLE FASHION LEADERS
Because it's definitely a "Suit
Spring," smart little people are
wearing suits—miniature suits for
tots of four tsr.six, decidedly !mart
suits for giris„ copying their big
sisters. Bolero suits and trim lit-
smocked in color, worn by little
tots.
Little men march into Spring in
neatly tailored suits of mannish
tweeds. Sailer suits are smart
again, as are sailor coats.
third ranking basketball team in 
Clayton
tle fitted suits Eton effect are
preferred by very small people,America, a royal welcome here
Sunday night. To the blare of horns
and yells ot more than half the
student body, the team was ush-
ered to the men's dorm where a
short rally was held.
In chapel Monday, President
Richmond, the cheer leaders. and
Student President Lewis Applegate
paid tribute Co the team's splendid
record the team has made this year.
McKeel and Burdette, retiring
_when
applause seconded an invitation
by President Applegate for them
to make talks.
Coach Cutchin declared it was
a pleasure to work this year with
boys like the Thoroughbreds and
'stated emphatically that had Bur-
retie been in good condition thetrophy might have been something
other than a consolation one. The
trophy itself, a beautiful silver
and gold combination on a marble
base, is probably the most _ex-
quisite, as well as the largest, in
the. Murray array which contains.
many notable ones.
J. 'W. Jones celebrated his Gard
birthday February 27. His son.
Euclid Jones, his wife and four
children of Pa
'4117"rig fe'r17s: art Sims, Mr.
Sims s. and, their tvi/O"Children were
present.
We • enjoy reading —MiSs' _Vera
Duncsres .poetry very much. -
I enjoy reading all the edrres-
poodents' letters and also the
"Jots".
s,Ye skribe read the New Testa',
ment through six times' last year. 
All read Exodus 19.-01d Glory -____
while classic tailored suits with
reefer topcoats are the popular
Creek News
Here I am again with a little bit
choice of bigger little girls. of news. With the birds singing
their joyful notes it appears as
though spring were really here
at last.
Mrs. R. C. Green is on the sick
list.•
Quilting is the order of the day
at this time for the wonin. Mrs.
R. C. Green gave a quilting at her
home last week.
--Besse -jigger—coats sere
fect topcoat for Spring, little
fashionables declare, and they wear
these in every lovely pastel color
in this rainbow mode. Brother and
sister coats in classic tailored
styling are preferred by mothers,
and sister coats in trim -fitted
styles are also a popular fashion.
Swirl skirts and the gay swing
pleats of this year's frocks are
shown in bright prints and lively
pastels. Dainty shirrings a,nd crisp
white trims give these an especial-
ly pretty- effect. Much hand-work
is used on all frocks, especially in
the new peasant styles richly
-
' • s•;•••••••
Hugh Farris sold his farm where
Jim Rogers was living. Mr. Rog-
ers moved to South Eleventh
street, Murray. We hated to give
up our guild neighbors.
Mrs. Gracie Luten and Mrs.
Pollie Bailey have in a quilt.
R. C. Gee-an has his new gal den
almost completed.
Jake Shipley must think winter
isn't over as he has a large pile of
wood cut across the creek.
MIAs Myrtie McClure reports
work at, the hosiery mill is very
dull, however, they are hoping
that their new manager will bet-
ter working conditions.—Half Pint.
Complete Auto Repair Service
----- New Nai17-17s-ertars' —
_PARKER BROS. GARAGE
WRECKER SERVICE
Day Phone 373—Night Phone 210-J
My Old Kentucky
Home in
Louisville . .
RATES
'FROM
$29.2
A most welcome spot for the Louis, ilk visitor!
A place where gracious southern hospitality
honestly makes you 'leel at home" rt.ght iii
the center of every thing!
The famous Seelbach STABLF.S offers the
best in appetizing food and drinks—and at
modest prices!
Be our guest on your nest trip to lonis.ille
—and disgioser the extra pleasures that are
yours when you stop at the SELLMACtl.
14(1%1 ER C. C k RR I EH. Massager
HOTEL SEELBACH • LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
, acatag, s4s. 
OPENING "SPRING FASHIONS
SPARKLING -- NEW
SPRING
FROCKS
Colors—
Violet
Aqua
Rose
Powder
Navy
Grey
Mack
At Great Anniversary Savings
$3.95
Values
at
Every  Dress A
"Knock-out"
For Style And
Quality
• Prints • Solids
Every n e a spring dress
*Style is here! Brief little
boleros on 'high bosomed
frocks, dresses with pleated
bosoms, swirly- pleated
skirts. Every dress highls
styled. Sizes for Miss or
'Styles— -
Boleros
Pleated
and
Swing
Skirts
Jacket
Styles
Redingotes
WEEK" with Our TREMENDOUS
Spring's Most Striking New
SUITS -COATS
• Mannish • Toppers
• 3-4 Lengths
Suits and coats that are marvels for
style and quality. mannish tailored or
loose finger tip topper suits—and the
new topper coats that are taking the
country by storm. Navy, Grey, and
all the Dew' high shades are included.
'NEW SPRING HATS-
y
Matron. ss
2 SENSATIONAL
PRICE GROUPS
Values Up to $5.00 $3.95
Never Before Such Values
SPRING DRESSES
Dresses you would eepect to sec aellinc
for twice this low price—Included in this
great seleetion are fascinating dark aii(1
pastel prints and every favored ,had,
of the MN' season. Sizes 14 to ind
to 52.
W NOVELTY DESIGNS
Spring Purses
980
Ness pouches, underarm and
handle styles—in all shades
and combinations to match
your eating outfit.
•
Glorious Colors
Felts—Straws
• Polk,: .p.,qcqero Brims
• Turbethi
Choosing is made easy in this vast selec-
tion of spring hats. Flower. veil and chin
strap trims. See yourself in one of these
becoming hats--compare our prices—there's
a true saving of 50c to $1.00.
Others to 81.98
MURRAY, KE.NTUQCY
Spring Suits 1- Coats _
You Save
$2.00 to 54.00
Highly Styled
Fine worsted mannish suits, in
navy pin stripe and greys—Top-
per suits in all the high shades—
Coats in the new toppers, fitted
and swagger models in every
wanted shade, guaranteed lin-
ings. Supremely tailored.
SPORT AND DRESS
BLOUSES
Shah yarns, eitle setter" said
nrivelty weaves—plain tailor-
ed or ruffled dressy styles—„..
all shades.
98c
OTHERS 49c to El.7a
•••••• . Ana-, , -
s895FleecesWorstedShetlandsSuedes
FINE 80 SQL'ARE
PRINT DRESSES
FOR GIRLS 7 TO 16
• Attractively Styled
• Guaranteed Fast ('olor
- 49c
Nimmummok.
THE tiff 54 THE NEW
SPRING SEASON
Fleece Toppers. 
Allthe seasons most Copular
high ahadtea, gil Pd. blue,
'shriinp, straw herr,. raspber-
ry as %sell a ria%
•
$1.98
•
.c
s
JACK SIX
•
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American Fashions Hit Popularity Peak
Leading the parade with import-
ant fashion centers. Murray stores
are featuring the new American
Fashions which have set a new
gives to American designed lash,
ions the youthful dash coupled
with practical simplicity which is
so popular in all fashions thispace for the world of fashion. Real- spring.
izing that Murray .omen want -----
that combined smartness and Prac-
ticality that distinguishes Amen-
can fashions, !Jail riferchants are
giving special attention to this nese
vogue for "classic" styles.
The American sports Mode has
long been copied by designers in
other conntrieS, and now Ameri-
can clothes, with their 'schoolgirl
simplicity and youthfulness an,
being copied for all daytime and
evening ocesisions.
Johnny and Stanley. of Jones' Mill.American Women Set - New
Tenn. were guests of Mr. andflask. Modes
Mts. Earl Slum and family Sun-Swinging into laa with a dash
day.of nets, authority. American design-
ers have „Issuar41 thew attention to
the iii-041,111 deeigning fashain-
right clot-two -in- the 'atasste. STTI,
plieltY- preferred by, American
fashion leaders. Recognizing that
American activities and tastes dif-
fer from those of European fashion
centers, these clever Y.ung Amen-
Murray Route 5 _
Hail and more hail, rain and
more.. rain was the program for
Sunday night. began to think
the roof was going to break in.
Ailrthe sick folks are improving.
Donald _nt.o.nr is impros:rag slow-
ly
Rfrw,Neby Jones and children.
Mr. .aP4..11Ars. Brent Morris
turned to Detroit Monday. I hope
nrenr..can- get back to work -They
went with Ewin Winchester. I
hope work is soon better there
and elsewhere
Mr and Mrs C. B Buchanan
were called to Martin, Tenn. Sas-
rs.
spotlight for the' new daytime
modes which because of their
youthfulness have universal appeal.
Inspiration from Hollywobd.
Southern Resorts, and the gay
casual clothes of the college
crowd, bring new interpretatiuns
Buchanan's grandfather_ A. N.
Babbs, who we hear passed away
that day. They haven't returned
to their home and we don't know
the particulars.
Miss Sunshine Kirkland of Paris.
Tenn., was the week-end  guest_ of rf classic fashions C3ii-s-fantly. And Mr and Mrs Garvin Linville.manufacturers welcome the new iirs. Garvin Linville spent Sun-trend to American designtng, it is 'day night in the home of, her par-said. because an undesistancling of ents. Mr. and Mrs.. D. L. Jackson,manufacturing prribilems.- enables at Paris who is still quite ill ofthese designers m-- create styled dropsy.
,garments which may be reproduced Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hill, Mrwithout difficulty and Mrs Solon Shackleford andAmerican Women Set New baby. Joe Tidwell, left MondayColor yeller night for a two weeks'- visit toOne of the most important lash- Oklahoma to visit. Mr. and - Mrs..ion Wends set by American women. Roel Tidwell and other relatives,it is said, is the tremendous vogue -. Mr and Mrs. George Linville, for color. Women in this country. - and daughters. Sue and
N. ,........ s..i-i.-IgessallsondkAIPPIP-Talmw"" '1 -eht-jr. out oor activiteis.
behiint_eL.„Ine.
•
•
Dot V
- Saturday night and Sunday.wear more color than werflen..
other eountrges. And this year's
Vogue for lovely blended colorings
in every costume from tweed suits
lo gay swirling, evening Cl nnes
is definitely due to American pref-
erence for color, it is ,claimed
Having lovely complexions as well
as more slender figure lines..
.Amertcan women en masse, arel
•
•
Color hues, instead of the conti-
nental black or navy. ,
Paris couturiers visiting this i
country in recent weeks are find-
ing new inspiration for their ownl
fashion designing. and comment
upon the fresh young viewpoint
of American designers. The youth-
fulness of the American enuturiers
gone Mr.- and Mrs. Albert Smith
of Murray. Taylor Smith and
daughter. Faye. of New Concord,
viiited the Linsilles. Sorry we
were not at home, come again.
Mr and Mrs.-etovis-Grubbs. Mr.
and Mrs Luther Freetand and
,sots Elwyn. and Mrs. Nellie Oliver
salted Mr and.. Mrs-. Gtty Mr-
euuddec 414C=40011-
A W. Simmons_ went to Paris
Sunday bight.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Johnson
moved to their new home Monday.
March 14.
Say, Cotton Top have you got
your garden planted yet^ We have
'three more weeks of school.
Miss Mary Pearl Manning re-
111Pr—
v.,. • -,••••••••••,
The suit model illustrated above is a double breasted drape model
of tweed with a blended plaid design. The lower buttons and wider
lapels accent the draped sweep nom the shoulder. Murray clothiers
feature the new drapes:.
turned to her home at Mayfield
last week.
Mrs Lola -Linville is able to sit
up -a -little -while al a lime..
-Leg s hope spring wilt be
here and everybody beeling .fine.
-•Poop-Deck-fiappy.
WOODMEN TO !mu) sour
The Woodmen of the %%mad will
hold i's district meeting at May-
field on Friday. March 18. it was
announced today by officials of
the Murray P..st. ••
The Division of F, od Control .of
the Kentucky Agricultural Station
i'at Lexington tws • issued standard
-reguiations -for -dug food offered
t
SPRING STYLES
•Continued from Page 1. 1st Sec.)
shades of olive and whipstitching
and color c. mbinations ciancommit-
ant with the joy of the emergence
from the depression. Men's suit
bottoms are similar to older
styles, but the hats are broader-
brimmed, with especial emphasis
to the Tyrolean model. They em--,
phasize a smart streamlined ap-
pearance with a snap-up in front
and the crease' spreoding and
sloping backward. Shoes display
a finer mixture of summer colors
with grays, whites, and two-tones
gaining predominanee. Two-tones
in tan and white, black and white,
and gray and adaptive shades in,
fluency a wider -degree of suit-
ability than hitherto in 'recent
Sports. combinations
adapt plaids and checks in Joseph's
coat shades and peslo- and slip-over
,weaters with crew necks consti-
tute the modernism of the more
ssphisticated tennis and morning-
wear. Bathing trunks have slipped
to tastes. Deep tones ity4iircitrti.
array, but color combinations en-
joy a prodigality match tai only
by the brilliance of tie themes
and pencilled arabesques in day-
light wear.
- Buchanan Route -1,
We are having some nice weath-
er down this way and are enjoy-
ing every day by working hard.
There was a big quilting at Mrs.
Less Wilson's Thursday. Those at-
tending were Gertie, Stella. Bronle,
Minnie. Vela Gray and Lucille
Ctlyton. Hattie Were Bertha
Rose and Mrs. Willy Latimer. The
day was very enjoyable and two
quilts were quilted.
Mrs. Chalmous Claynsnrand sons,
for sale in this state. The regula-
lions provide: Protein. min:murt..
10 per cent. Fat. minimum, 2 per
cent: fiber. maximum, 1.5 per
cent; water, maximum, 74 per
cent.r.ltegistration of dog foods in
Kentucky is made compulsory
under the State Feeding *tuffs
-•.=zsimegsggiga=„._
Forward MARCH In 1938 Clothes!
Step Out:-
This Spring with your beat Girl—whether she be sweetheart, wife; mother or sister in the latest 1938Version of Men's Smart Apparel—Nationally Advertised Clothing and Haberdashery at prices to suitthe most modest purse.
The Best Men's Selection in Murray, New,,siss in greens., Greys, and Broii,as.Single and Double Breasted MeTs, Plain and Sport. Bac.-..
CURLEE CLOTHES, WILSON BROS. FURNISHINGS, FORTUNE SHOES
45
.ORAHAM 84 JACKSON
Corner Clothing Store
oi'.4,A,A•WWWOWN4WWW%WW•PPWWWAAWWWWWWWWW4,4,4,44.'49WWWWWA'
•
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C
son. Earl Nix, spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton.
Miss Estelle Clayton spent
Wednesday night with Miss Brinda
Maye Clayton,
Mrs. Brondle Clayton and Mrs.
Hattie Myers 'Pent .Monday with
Mrs. Mande Clayton.
Mr and Mrs. Tilman Clayton sad
children spent Suraley with Mrs.
Clayton's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Alton.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray spent
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Virgle Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Clayton and
daughter, Maxine, spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Canady.
Mr. and Mrs. Tuttle Clayton and
children. Estelle, Tellus and Char-
lie, spent Friday_ night with Mr.
and Mrs. Bun Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgle Clayton and
children spent Sunday with. Mr.
and' Mrs. • Ervin Clayton.
Mrs. Sallie Adair visited her
son. Hardy Adair, Saturday and
Sunday.
Marshall Clayton and children.
HATS SWEEP UPWARD TO
SHOW NEW HIGI-I CURLS
With a, dashing tilt to her new ing scarfs are wound around soft-
Spring hat, ntilady staples her curls ly padded pill-boxes, and then
high and ties lwr veil in a crisp draped in enchanting lines ar.aind
bow under her chin, Bandanas the neck.
fly gaily ..nit behind the new Mexi-
can roller hats and wide Spanish
sailors. Scarf turbans in gay col-
ors perch forward to display the
new cuiffursr: .For it is a milli-
nery mode of JaSh and color and
youth!
Veils are more flattering than
ever. Flowers bloom fh pr. fu-
don atop new crowns, and peep
brightly front beneath tilted brims
or flaring bonnets. Fine straws
Robertsm county farmers navein shining dark colors and rus-
tic straws in a whole range of signed for 4,700 pounds of phos-
phate, to be' used on demonstra-new sunny yellows give variety
Sombreros with peaked crowns
are tied on with firm chin straps
and wide brims crowd the fash-
ion picture. Stiff-brimmed new lop
sailors and high profile brims are
flattering to frame the face. Bon-
nets tie naively bennt,tbots_tiMa
and high padded berets -Eehd
straeefully back from the - youth- —
ful forehead:
Sawille., Hrinrta ndsrl h.. __,,osso.sk,
Faye, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Muse Clayton. Muse has deen
on the sick list for the last few
days. Those that called through
the day were Bun, Ervin, Tollie,
I. i s h, Tell us, Sanders. Virgle,
Brown, Maya Jewel, Mildred, Lo-
rene, Ella, Chalmous and Wilburn
Clayton. also Edd Evitts.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Garner spent
Saturday and Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Salmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgle Clayton and
daughters, Betty Gene and Joyce
Dean, visited Mr. and Mrs 'James
Ray last Sunday night.
Mrs. Ethel Curd was the guest
cif Mr. and Mrs. Nailor and Wilburn
Clayton and family from Sunday
until Tuesday —Sally Jurripup.
Mts. Nailor Clayton and Harold
Ray spent Saturday and Sunday
with Mrs. Chalmous Clayton's sis-
ter. Mrs. Claud Lamb. of Paducah.
Mr and Mrs. Elmus Wilson and
•
In Taylor county, farmers are
increasing, livestock production by
ton-litter contests, importing pure-
bred-breeding stock and following
a sanitation program.
g
tilos ,00st eoloiful Mt mode in
many years.
Yeathfal Movenienl In Has Gains
TillCre.3 a definite. Youth Move-
ment abroad this Spring, and its
gayest expression is in the milli-
nery mode. Many new shapes
and colors adorn the smartest
heads. 'Forward pitching bowl
bretons are anchored with snood
veils at the back, and show clus-
tering curls piled high. Flutter-
tint) vintl._ 
YOUR 2-Se BACK
IF GETTING UP NIGHTS
Is not helped by THIS 4 DAY
TEST when due to functional kid-
ney disorders. Your 25c back if it
does not help kidneys flush out
excess acids and other waste, and
thereby soothe the irritation that
wakes you up, causes frequent and
scanty flow, burning, or backache.
Just say Bukets 25c to any drug-
gist. Locally at Dale, Stubblefield
and Co
Glasses Fitted
•
LENSES Cr
-
Duplicated
Expert Watch and •
Jewelry Repairing
Work done at reasonable
prices. Estimates given on
work mailed to us.
--gtrittliftrar -
H. B. BAILEY
Murray Kentucky
AIC YOUR FRIENDS, ask yourneighbors, what they think of
this '38 Buick, and they'll give it to
you quick in six little words:
"It's a honey for the money!"
that's praise all right—but praise
that still doesn't do this great car
full justice!
For here's a traveler that would
be a buy,even if you had to pay
a premium to get it!
It's a car with power like no
other. Power literally born of.
the hurricane — power that
makes gasoline deliver more—
NEW TORQUE-ME SPRINGING ... geodes
every jar and-jolt ...reduces skid-
risks . makes rear tires last longer.
power that's smooth,willing,brilliant.
Here's a car, too, with an utterly
different kind of ride. A ride that
gentles every jar and jolt. A ride
that's safer in nasty going, that gives
sureness to control, that cuts down
upkeep and
longer,
makes rear tires last
NEW DYNARASH ENGINE . puts cyclones
at your services-- nearly 10% more
power from the same rationing of fuel.
io
And here's a car that in addition
sparkles with features as a Christ-
mas tree sparkles with ornaments.
New quiet, from "silent zone" body'
mounting. New comfort, from deep,
broad comfort-angled seats. New
pride of possession, from style hailed
as the smartest of the year.
Yet big and satisfying as this beau-
tiful Buick is, a little money buys
it! No more than you'll pay for
some sixes. Less than for any other
eight of its size.
So there's no longer any reason' for
siorifpiag up to the kind of car
you've always wanted.
Go now and get the details from the
nearest Buick dealer—see the „par
that folks just won't do without.
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
\potriii
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l.,500cs
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L. S. Anderson Motor Co.
108-10 North Seventh Street Mayfield, Kentucky.MURRAY DISPLAY --I1-0691S—Corner Fifth and Maple—Ira Morgan & Son, Managers
WANT TO TIM TOUR OLD _41_7 STOIP.112111 FIRST!
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